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‘NEW YORK, AND DOVER,N. H., JULY" 27, 1870.
STAR.

tive brethren has visited them almost every

the Indian Bill is teported from the Enrolls|

hie Sabbath at Bhimpur was a good day.

|

I was very glad to get a chance to preach in ing Roam, receives the President's sigaaA Weekly Religious Newspaper
{'sinice
T saw them last. BangsiMahanti
the Santal again.”
But I find that the people ture and is a law. Let us hope, in addition
eldest of the converts, and by God's grace, of this place use Bengali quite as much as, to his horses, that it will propitiats Red
For the Family.
the spiritual father of the rest, died last Oc- and perhaps more than, their own language. Cloud to behave himself, and save the Jives
tober, and his widow
and children had Even common-laborers, while at their work, ‘ofthe women and children of the Plains.
No. 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N, H,
OFFICES,
No. 80 Vesey St., New York City.
Amid. a fillibustering call of the yeas and
moved from Degadia, the other family ac- were chatting in Bengali. = One needs to go
further from Midnapore to find the real nays, the mallet falls, and the Speaker decompanying
them,
to
Bandarmani,
where
LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
the son-in-law lives. = So now ull of them Santal, who knows hardly enough of any clares the House adjourned sine die, amid
To whom all letters on business, remiftandes of are together, and being only twenty miles language besides his own to express him- ‘wild handshakings and shouts.
By ten
money, &o., should be sent. All communications
o'clock the American Congress, tucked in
ol ned for publication should be addressed to the from us here, they can more readily be visself intelligibly.
:
rs.
’
%
I was enabled to attend a market on the its sleeping berths, is flying toward every
ited than before.
!
Terms:
$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly in adway
to Bhimpur,and preach to a'large mix- point of the compass in the cars. PerspirIt
was
nearly
midnight
of
Saturday
when
vance, $2.50
ed gudience, and also” to visit several vil- ing patrio's depart in peace!
“
|
I
reached
the
house
of
Madhu
Dus,
and
beREMITTANCES must be made in money orders.
On the. evering train one comrade—one
bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When neither ol
fore daybreak on Monday I was on my way lages’in the vicinity, in two of which are
these oan be procured, send the money in a registered
of
the younger senators, Senitor Norton,
small
schools.
It
was
a
real
pleasure
to
home,
so
the
Sabbath
was
truly
a
busy
day.
letter. All Postmasters
are obliged to register letters
of
Minnesota—moves on in the quietness
whenever requested to do.so,
preach
to
the
Santals,and
I
lived
over
again
We had our three services, as usual, andl
the happy seasons of a few nionths ago, of death, with white lilies on his breast, to
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order iste
was
pleased
to
see
that
the
interest
in
worcolven by the Publisher for their discontinuance, and
And his final home. We can no longer evade
ship had perceptibly increased during the when I was traveling among them.
andl payment of all arrearages is made, as required
the midsummsr sun. At last it hangs pitiy law.
;
this
only
deepened
my
already
deep
desire,
interval since Ilast saw these disciples.
EachSubscriber is particularly requested to note the Someof their Hindu neighbors
and made more intense my ardent longing less and brazen in the heavens. The tencame
oa
to
date on the label for the expiration of his subscripto devote my whole time to this interesting der green shrivels in its fire. The hills
tion, aad to forward what is due for the ensuing year,
the veranda, and listened to our exercises,
with or without further reminder from this office,
and I had chance to preach to them by people. Would that I were free to go to the seemto flicker and flame in its white heat.
themselves.
In the evening the Lord's Santals. Who shall set me free? The man 1t seems to blister the very bricks, and palNEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
supper was administered to the five breth- you send from America to take my place at pitates in the dusty streets. The little leaves
Until some one comes, there turn their edges in the parching air, and
1. Any person who takes a Raper regularly from the
ren and sisters, and we all renewed our Midnapore.
post-ofiice—~whether directed to his name or another’s
is
no
use
of
talking
of leaving here, for'we implore rain; but it comes no more. The
vows of consecration to Christ.
It was a
or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
for the payment,
have no right to tear down in one place in long-deferred, inevitable Washifigton sumdelightful
and
profitable
season.
9. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
mer is here— the sultry moronigs ; the long,
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin.
But I wished to tell you & thing or tao order to build up another, or to quit an old
ue to send it until payment is made, and
collect the
airless, dewless nights.
Through it we
field
to
take
up
a
new
one.
The
magis‘whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the about the last hours of our departed brothhear, far off, calling the mountajt breezes
office or not.
;
trate
and
collector
of
a
famine-stricken
diser. His widowed companion told me much
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
trict said to me four years ago, ‘You must and the marmuring sea.
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
of what he did and said, when his feet were
A
bad
removi
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
stepping down into the Jordan of death. howl, if you want money for relief purposfacie evidence of intentional fraud.
es.” Must we ‘howl,” and keep on howlHe had been an invalid for months, and
Anecdote of Burlingame.
4% When Agents receive premiums, no percentgradually sinking out of life, but his spirit ing until help comes? But you are too far
age on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in ad1
RL
tion,
had been rising to higher and purer com- away. Taoere is One. who ‘‘heareth pray- * "Vice President Colfax tells some very
a We send no books out to be sold on commiser,” and to him we médke our plea for the
munion with the Redeemer of sinners. The
3lon, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
interesting anecdotes of the late Anson
them.
last day he lived, he asked that the brief poor Santals. He can not send us empty Burlingame, among which is the followJ.LP
biography of a Bengali convert, who was a away.
month.

The Worning Star.

sufferer

from the

been

same

great

disease,

S———
‘We make the soil ready,
And plant the seed;
‘With heart and hand steady,
:
‘We do this deed;
And the sun, the rain, and the cloudy weather,
Each helps the seed grow, and all these together.
A word for the Master,
We speak in fear,

That morning

one

But down to the depths of a sorrowing soul,

That word speaks release from the devil's control.
a

of

suffering, our brother seemed

a

.

The Lord can use all things in working his will—
His servants, though falling, are conquering still.
Gird, gird on the armor!

Fling out the flag!
March! march! is the order,
Let no man drag!

our lay

to realize

For ere the sun’s setting youw’ll win in the fight.
— Christian Intelligencer.

and the naked trees

filled out

with dense foliage to gladden both man and
beast. There is nothing in all the world
like this rapid and luxuriant growth of veg.
elation in the tropics at the setting in of
the rainy season.
It is no less a miracle
than a mercy in sucha

land

as

this.

The

thunder storms have routed the cholera,and

everybody I know of, black, white and in-

been

a

welcom2

occasion.

Mary

Clemmer Ames, in a letter to the ndependent, thus describes it in her graphic,
table style:

inimi-

stands at ninety-four. The galleries are full,
go is the House; and both present a vast

Calling

to his

cot his son, a lad of fifteen, who was baptized with his father, he said in a faint, but

beseeching tone, ‘Nara, bring the New
Testament, and read to me oace more how
Jesus Christ died for sinners.” It was the
believer's soul feeling for the

cross,

and at

the entrance of the dark valley clinging
fast to the precious promises, and leaning
hard on therod and staff.
The narrative
of the Saviour's crucifixion was read, and
of his glorious resurrection and ascension.
was ad-

dressed by his wife to the dying man, but
no answer came.
The body was lifeless,
and our brother was ‘forever with the
Now,

two

of

the

converts at this

branch have joined the church triumphant
in heaven. I have the little Oriya book
——
3
that brought Bangsi Mahanti to Christ, and
MiIDNAPORE, INDIA, MAY 28, 70.
I wish our churches.at home -could see it.
Thank God, the rain, long-looked for
Would notsach a book, that has already}
and prayed for, has come to revive and re-’
been instrumental in the salvation of nine
fresh the dry and thirsty land, and cheer
persous, move our brethren to Lelp the Bithese suffering multitudes.
For nearly a
ble and Tract enterprise, which many seem
fortnight we have been having showers,and
to have forgotten? Dr. Bacheler, who has
now the hard, burnt earth is carpeted with the disposition of its funds in connection
velvet green,

have

with our Mission Press, remarked the other

day that they were in arrears, and I presume that the financial status may be

represented by a minus

sige of serious

length and significance. =~ Who will
print books for the heathen?
This
question. Think of it, and answer it
At Bhimpur, our Santal branch, I
three

days

very

pleasantly.

Our

help
is the
soon.
spent
new

are devoted to

of teaching the poor children.

the

work

|-for either good or evil, and

could

some of

them be broughtto Christ, the event would

These are

caste. Said Panchee, the eldest of them,
“The Santals say they’ll take us all back
order. It willdo our charch members and for a rupee and a quarter each.”
This fee
our Sabbath school good to work for the would be spent in drink and offerings to the
bazar children,and we hope God's blessi
ng gods of the grove. ‘‘What do you answer
may attend Sur efforts.
them when they urge you to backslide ?’ I
Since last writing you I have visited
both asked. “Why, I say to them,” he promptof our branches, and wish to mention a few
ly replied, “we don’t fear. your gods, nor
particulars that may interest our friend
s at do we believe at all in your superstitions ;—
home. At Bandarmani I received
a truly we can't be Santals again, for we have
hearty welcome, It had been ten
months found the true God and love and fear ITim,"”
since my last visit. Some ona: ©!
“laa Wagn't this a sensible answer P

‘“ France

accepts

offers;” and at

the

once

war
House

and

P

.

-

him with

and

gallery

begin to wave fans and clap ‘their hands
‘and feet in the groatest glee. Itis so exhilarating, you know, to those who stay at
home, to have their fellow-creatures slaying each other! The excitement and tumult increase to such a degree, that itis
found impossible to transact

business,

an hour's

After

recess is

voted.

war and taking lunch,

and

talking

the House re-assem-

bles ; bat its mood is still of the most antic
description. Mr. Dawes, from the conference committee, reports the acceptance of
the Indian Appropriation Bill in agreement with the Senate; whereupon Pande-

monium is let loose.

he

told

me,

when

the steamer sailed

up

to the

wharf at San Francisco, he was”

in

a state of feverish excitement.

The

wharf was densely crowded.
He looked
from the deck of the steamer upon them,
and wondered if it were possible that, in
flamed by hostile criticisfh, they had come
there to jeer and insult him. The first man
who came upon the deck before the steamer
had swung round to its place, was a porter
or baggageman,
who of course did not know
him. Burlingame asked him as coolly as
possible, what all the crowd meant. “Why,”
answered the man, ‘the whole city is here

that Prussia

to

welcome

the city
tality.”
told me
“Thank

nents begin to gesticulate and scream defiance together. Just here the President's

———

Poor people never live

in brown-stone

message comes to the desk, and is read by

fronts, or elegant villa residences

the

the modern improvements.
Consequently,
in the dead of winter their furnace-grates
never break down, their flat roofs never
leak, their water pipes never burst. Their
plate-glass
windows are never broken,
their dumb-waiters can never give out,
their patent burglar-alarms never go off at
the wrong time. Their coachmen never
get'drunk, careless servants never crack

Clerk.

itself.

tee

Pandemonium

outdoes

At least a score of men are

beating

air

Here

with

their palm-leaf fans

and

and a thermometer in the nineties, is on the

other side of the balance?

They will go

roar, and

slash the air with their fans as if

they were trying to scalp each other; while

with all

their Sevres, china.
In fact, one of the
chief happinesses of poverty is exemption

from the affliction of servants. No Irish
rage around the humble dwellings of the
poor. When the daughters of poverty ex-

change calls, their conversation may dwell
on pleasauter themes than

the trials they

drunk

the

other

day;

“Yes, I know I did

very wrong,and I'm ashamed of it. I ought
not to have touched the glass. It roused
up all my old appetits, and I drank too

much.

I've asked

God to forgive me.

I

hope the church will bear with me once
more. I'm resolved never to be guilty
again.” Honor to the man for his honesty.

We

sympathize with him and will pray for

him. But here comes the stingy professor.
Now we'll get a riddling for our forbearance
‘with the brother that swore, and the one
that yielded to temptation and got drunk.

He has heard about those cases.
third

It's the

or fourth time they have been guilty

of-those sins. He declares that those members ought to be expelled at once. Their
professions of sorrow don't amount to anything, he, says. Tae church is awfully disgraced. He has a special inspiration on

half-hearted Christians and church purg-

his God-defrauding, heaven-insulting, heart-

contracting, and soul-damning fault.
man that was drunk owned his fault.

The
You

saw his tears of sorrow. Does this stingy
brotherown his? Not he. He feels awfully insulted because you call him stingy.
He thinks he knows his own circumstances
better than anybody else. He gives all he
can. Yet everybody knows that his neighbors give five, ten, twenty times more according to their means for benevolent causes than he. For years he hasbeen a steward
over God’s goods, and God has never demanded his own without being grumbled
at, and jewed down to the smallest possible
figure, until everybody except this stingy
man was ashamed of it. Yet strange to
say heis great on honesty. Indeed, he is
80 honest he must.rob God to pay his debts
and provide for his family. He has 1 Tim.
5:8 always on the end of his tongue.

But he don’t

know

much about the 3d

chapter of ‘Malachi. He is also a great
lover of old-fashioned Holy Ghost religion.
Aud he often breaks out into long Jeremiads

over

the

want

of good old times,

when preachers worked for a living, and.
people were not troubled by everlasting
begging for preacher's salaries and missionary money. Now, alas! his prospects
for big shouts are so often annihilated by
an untimely collection announcement.
It’s
the call for money that makes havoc with
his rejoicings.
;

Memories

of Dickens.

The following sketch is from Mr, James
T. Fields’s article on Charles Dickens,in the

August number of the Atlantic Monthly :
No writer ever lived whose method was
more exact, whose industry was more constant, and whose punctuality: was more
marked,

than

those

of

Charles

Dickens.

He never shirked labor, mental or bodily.
He rarely declined, if the object were a
good one, taking the chair at a public meeting or accepting a charitable trust.
Many
widows and orphans of deceased literary
men have for years been benefited
by his
wise trusteeship or counsel, and he

spent a

great portion of his time personally looking
after the property of the poor whose interests were under his control.
He was, as has
been intimated, one of the most industrious

of men, and marvelous stories are told (not
by himself) of what he has accomplished in
a given time in literary and social matters.
His studies were all from nature

Dickens with

In the ancient palace of
Rome, on the wall of the

the

Cwmsars

barracks

of

of
the

Imperial Guard is an etching, representing
a human figure with the head

of

an

ass,

hanging on a cross, and a soldier worship:
ing it. Underneath are the derisive words,
Alexaminos

worships

his

God.”

The
from a
primitive strata, tells its own story. There
was one Christian among the Imperfal
Guard ; he was faithful to his convictions;

Speaker Blaine pounds with his‘Thallet, till rude picture, like some fossil dug
we are sure his back must ache and his desk
must break. At last he sits down, declaring that he will not recognize a fan of
them, or have any thing to do with them,
till they
take .their seats and behave
themselves.
Thus he proves himself a
strong speaker, subdues the House, compels
it to the dispatch of business, and controls
it to an honorable close. By half past four

is not the stingy Christian just alittle meaner than these others? Let us see. Ask
that professor who got mad and swore, about
his s'n. - What does he say? “0, I know I
did wrong. I was greatly provoked, and
I let my temper get too high, and almost
before I knew it, I swore. I aw very sorry
for it. I'll try to be more watchful hereafter.” Or question that professor that got

and

life,

and his habits of observation were untiring.
have undergone with the cook, the minu- If he contemplated writing ‘ Hard Times,”
tee of the,chamber-maid’s slovenliness, the he arranged with the master of Astley’s
fact that the second girl is more than mis- circus to spend many hours behind the
trusted of * taking things;” it not being scenes with the riders and among the
fashionable yet to speak of defalcating horses ; and if the composition of the ‘‘Tale
with the spoons, though we shall doubtless of Two Cities" were occupying his thoughts,
soon reach even that point of whitewashed
he could banish himself to France for two
sepulcherism. Tne enormities generally of years to prepare for that great work. Howhat Punch has dubbed‘ servantgalism” garth penciled on his thumb-nail a striking
disturb not the peace of poverty.—Lippinface in a crowd that he wished to preserve;
cott's Magazine.
:
4
:
|

he worshiped Jesus as God ; he was

perse-

cuted with ridicule by his heathen compan-

jons whose rude sketch expressed their
contempt for the soldier who could worship
a crucified man. Whaat a history that
gketch reveals!

of the Week..
—

‘

SUICIDE OF M'

PARADOL.

Is there not just as much logic | M. Prevost-Paradol,
Indeed,
Minister to the United

the new Chinese Minister, and

authorities to proffer him its hospiThe suspense was ower, and he
his heart never throbbed a sincerer
God !”
: a
:
:
“wx

. Immunities of the Poor.

Half a dozen “oppo-

e
[J

a personal experience of

Golden Gate they became, at times, almost
unendurable.
‘Is it not possible,” he reasoned to himself, ‘‘that Americans may

renely up and down, looking intellectually
cool.
.
The Clerk
reads
the telegram that

mainly a poor class of boys, of a low caste herald an auspicious day for the Santals. home before morning, so they will, in spite
in the Hindu scale, but disposed to learn These disciples are often urged to renounce of France, Prussa, Indians, and ships.
and grateful for instruction. We hope
to Christianity and become re-established in Thus they insist and persist, rush about,
be able to
do some good in this way, though
this- elass of people is not of a very hopeful

evening

Events

the new French:
States, whose ar-

and Scripture in one as the other?

liberal impulse in a year, and that was
when he expected to die. Tell him about

one

gloomy forebodings. Before he reached the

the door, looking
Cox,
walking se-

Christians?

me

extent of flying palm-leaf fans. The President is in the President's Room, trying to regard my acceptance of this foreign trust
keep up with his advising friends—talking as a selling out of my birthright?” He
Motley, Frelinghuysen, war, and Indians, knew he had been conscien'ious in consentall at once. Two or three of his ‘cabinet ing to take it in the interest of civilization,
are roving about below. Here is Secretary ‘humanity, progress and international good
Belknap, dressed in black, but looking will. But he knew, too, how harshly and
very hot; Sacretary Robeson, with a scar- unjustly public men are sometimes judged ;
let face, sitting behind
hotter still; Secretary

Is there such a thing as a stingy Christian ?]
Can we not just as properly talk of swearing Christians, tippling Chri-tians thieving

ings. Now is your time. Try to measure
him by his own rule. He hasn't had but one

the Pacific, it often impressed

different, is feeling better.
The chances
Gen. Schenck, the
brethren are making progress, and seem ‘screaming together.
are that the farmers will be able to. ‘‘get in
chairmen
of
the
Ways
and
Means Commitdetermined to show forth their faith by their
their sowings,” as Indigo planters say, and |.
works. Their little chapel will be com- tee, rises—one of the six men to whom the
that we shallbe saved from famine,
But
pleted in a month,and the workis going on House always listens; but he can’t be heard
there is no: such thing as chance in this
He tries to shout; but Gen. Garfield
briskly and cheerfully.
These three San- now.
matter of weather. The Lord sends what- tal brothers are, as you have been told be- is shouting also. So is Mr. Dawes, his
ever he judges best for people.
And his fore, men of means, and they command a sharp treble clashing -against their ‘bass.
sun may scorch or his flood drown the great influence in the community. Their He and Gen. Garfield are shaking their fans
crops, and thus bring grief to these millions becoming Christians
has raised quite a spir- in each other's faces in the most frantic
who hear not the Créitot’s voice, nor heed
it of persecution, which is slow to die out. manner imaginable. The President Wants
his commands.
‘/Now.ask your God for
Their aged father still lives, but is too fee- the Indian Appropriation Bill fixed. He
rain, for our Brahmins fail to move our
ble to walk about, and just dying as it were. wants a new shipping policy to meet the
gods,” said a rich Bengali to me a day or
Their
mother and the wife of the eldest exigences of European war. He wants—
two before the clouds began to gather.
brother
are their chief persecutors in the oh, most momentous martyrdom of all—
And he said it seriously.
We were at that
family.
These two women do all they can Congress to stay a little longer !
time making special prayers in the church
to
make
life
uncomfortable for the ChrisDo you wonder at the Bedlam below?
for rain. O, that this people might feel the
' folly' of idol-worship, and turn to God with tians, and their virulent abuse and turbu- Three: fourths of these gentlemen have their
lent rage keep the house in a constant con- car-tickets in their pocketsy’and their sleepa true and penitent heart !
This month we have been making efforts fusion, that must be hard indeed to bear. ing-berths for to night secured. It’s fun and
to organize bazar Sabbath schools,
Two I believe our new brethren are doing nobly, “jolly” you know, to have these Prussians
of our more experienced §. S. teachers and by gentleness,patience and forbearance and Frenchmen fight. We wish them well,
have been in this new field of effort, and I bearing up against their domestic trials. and hope that they will make good, clean
. am highly pleased with their diligence and. Let every pious reader pray for the conver- shots; but, after all, what is Flog and
The women Prussia, certain mails, and peaceful Indians,
determined industry.
'I may say that two sion of these furious women,
good bazar schools are, already organized, .among the Santals exert a vast influence when a railroad-ticket and sleeping-berth,
and our brethren

\

The following is from .the
Evangelical Messenger :

subject of human iuterest wgs ever indifferent by that
| ent to him, and never a day
did not afford him some suggestion! to be.
Cléveland utilized in the future.
:
o

Conversing with Anson Burlingame often
while he remained at Washington, he gave
his, resulting ' from his novel and unprecedented position, which has never been published. After he had accepted this diplomatic trast,and just before he left the shores
of Asia, he saw a newspaper which bitterly denounced him for renouncing his American -allegiance, as it charged, to take a
lucrative appointment from a foreign power. Inthe weeks of his long journey across

After the long and tedious session of the
last Congress; the final adjournment must

er, what was the last request of this man,
who, so short a time ago, was an idolater,

Lord.”

Missionary Correspondence.

Bl

Itis the last day of the session. The
House presentsa wild scene. It was in
session all night. It commenced again at
nine this morning.
The
thermometer

The book was closed, and a word

‘Strike the foe that’s before you,and left and right,

Closing Scenes of Congress.

that his time had come.
IH» had already
given directions to the family about what to
do after his death, and commended them
allto the mercy of God.
And now, as he
lay dying, would you know,Caristian read-

worshiping dumb images?

Our hearts beating faster,
In the eye's tear;
.

‘| ing:

died

bim," ‘but apprehending no immediate
change, he had gone away on a preaching
tour. Asnight came on, after a day of

Work Hopefully.

The blow of a hammer,
A lifted hand,
Fair speech, ora stammer,
The low or grand—

and

in triumphant faith in Christ, might be read

tohim.

Stingy Christians.

changes

. preachers, a man whom he had brought to
Christ, as Andrew brought Peter, was with

WEDNESDAY, JULY 27, 1870.

-

There had

his transcendent

memory

chronicled in his mind whatever of interest
met his eye or reached his ear, any time or
anywhere. Speaking of memory one day,
he said the memory of children was prodigious; it was a mistake to fancy children
ever forgot anything. When he was delineating the character of Mrs. Pipchin, he had

rival we reported last week, committed suicide in’ Washington on the morning of the

20th.

He had complained Monday

haustion from the heat,

and

of ex-

appeared at

times to be nervous and excited,
but nothing
serious was apprehended before the report
came that he rad shot himself through the
heart. The act seems to have been premed:
itated, for he purchased the pistol, with
which he committed the deed, only a day or

two previous, and also left directions concarning his property and family. Itis presumed that he became prostrated by the
heat, and thus

was

unable to

endure

the

varied responsibilities and perplexities of
his new position. He was a distinguished
man, eminent in his sphere,
will be a heavy 1)ss, both
and his profession.
:

and his death .
to his country
}

GEN. SHERIDAN TO GJ TO EUROPE.
The President has decided

to.send

Gen.

Sheridan and two or three members of his
staff to Europe, to observe and report upon the operations of the contending forces ~
on the continent. He will be accompanied
by several officers representing the artillery, engineer and infantry branches of the
service. They will study the plans of campaigns and the methods of carrying them
out, the disposition of troops and the way
of handling them in-tbattle, the manner of
caring for the wounded in the quickest and
best way,

hospital service, and

in fact ev-

‘erything that pertains to the successful conduct of modern warfare. It is said that the
General will leave for Europe immediately.
LADY CLERKS IN WASHINGTON.
The recentact of Congress, authorizing
the appointment of women to clerkships in
Washington at the same rate of pay as men

receive, went into effect on the 19th.

Two

ladies in the

who

Treasury

Department,

have long occupied important positions
there, were each put on duty at $1200.
These promotions mark an era in the employment and remuneration of female labor, and the advocates of woman's rights
may well congratulate themselves on this
favorable action at head quarters.
Itisa
step in the right directioa,and the direction
is one in which we should like to see

very.

long and rapid strides.
DIFFICULTIES IN NORTH CAROLINA.
There is an authoritative. Commander of
Militia in Allemance County, N. C., who
has been creating quite an excitement.
Last week Le set out one day with a posse
of followers, and without writs or any show
of legal power, began an indiscriminate
arrest of the leading citizens of the County.
Protests were offered, but they were of no
avail. The victims demanded the reason
of their arrest,

head.

and

were

knocked

on

the

In behalf of the prisoners,Chief Jus-

tice Pearson issued

writs of habeas corpus,

but the Militia man refused to obey them,
remarking, ‘hat sort of thing is played
out.” The eccentric Commander offers no
apology for his conduct, but keeps his
prisoners under guard, and promises not to
desist until compelled to do 85 by military:
power. He is to be compelled at once.

',

FRANCE AND PRUSSIA.

The only weapons used thus far in thewar have been telegrams and dispatches by
couriers, A great battle has been daily
expected, but at this writing the troops
have had no other exercise than the daily

drills.

A squad

of 200

French

soldiers

crossed the frontier, and were captured by
the Prussians without shedding blood.
The English press is outspoken in its condemnation of the course of France, and
there are rumors that England will be
drawn

into

the

conflict

neutrality of Belgium.

to

preserve

Russia

more-and more towands

the

is leaning:

Prussia,

and

the

Pope has also iti in favor of the latter power. Italy will probably go with
France, while

Austria seems to be inclined

to follow the course of Russia. Evidently,
Prussia has the best of it so far, for besides the assistance of friendly powers
she has the strong influence of worthy
motives to gite

inspiration

Efforts at mediation

and

are

courage.

reported

wholly in vain, and it bardly

seems

to

be

possi-

ble that another week should pass without
soma decisive action.
THE VENEZUELA REVOLUTION.
Latest dispatches indicate that the revolution in Venezuela still continues. The
country is in a very disturbed condition,
and business is completely pardlyzed. The
Monagas party still hold several of the
principal ports, and have possession of &
fleet commanded by Oliva. The squadron:
occasionally sallies forth, apd after doing
what mischief it can, returns te ' port.

Some excitement is created over the fact

in his mind an old lodging-house keeper in that it recently fired upon a British vessel;
an English watering-place where he was the shot carrying away the main mast.
living with his father and mother when he The opposing or Guzman party are equipwas but two years old. After the book was ping themselves anew, and expect to- giver
written he sent it to his sister, .who wrote battle as soon as a naval force is arranged.
back at once: ‘‘ Good heavens! what does There is great misery and suffering among
this mean? you have painted our lodginghouse keeper, and you were but two years

the inhabitants, but patriotism is so

old at that time!" Charact rs and incidents
crowded the chambers of his brain, all

on the other, that the natives

prefer

to en-

dure the pangs of hunger and

even

stdrva-

ready for use when occasion

tion, to the mortification

required.

No

strong

on the one hand, and passions are so fierce

of a surrender.

It

My

;
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@ommuncations,
Let Your Light Shine.
Eo

Beecher's Lecture-Room Talks are often
among the happiest of his utterances. Here
heis

free,

informal,

practical,

Union :

always a
without
report of
Christian

of the day will come up and be

discussed
takes an-

other view,and another takes another view;
but you donot say, ‘I am a church member, and I think these things

drawn

doubt, in

these two great cities. And many of them
have come to this deplorable state simply
because they have lost the social influence
of religion.
If you take a winter’s fire that is burning
brightly, and giving ‘forth plenty of light,
and an abundance of warmth,and just draw

looked

standing

that were about

children,

are

alone,—it is not

consistency.

The lesson of all this is, that Christians

Every Christian heart
over against it, and

fellowship of grace, as well “as mere society
An the secular sense of that term.
and

and

the summer

company, and to make themselves known.
It is bad for any man to have his best com-

As we are in the summer,

servants.

them,

the

not

humble;

were

- They

push-

excepting

if

they

to watering places,

the

had

and moun-

ing tone, or threw it into a whining

tone,as

the case might be. Everybody knew that
they were Christians when Sunday or the

are to be

dispersed abroad a great deal, this is a matter of no small practical importance to
us.
In the first place, there are a great many
who travel. Far be it from me to advise
you to be vociferous of your Christian influ-

times for meetings came

round;

but there

was nothing else that would lead any one to
suspect that they were Christians.
There
was no luminousness, no warmth about
them.
They made nobody happy.

Once, when I was talking with Edwin M.

ence.
Far be it from me to advise you to
obtrude inan unwise way, in times and

Stanton,—one of the noblest men
late war brought

places where itis not expected nor desired,
a word or a testimony. In other words, re-

that the

forth,—in speaking

subdivisions

any-

For,

sentiment,

wei

all

my

and blood

of their blood.

I would

promptly, and it went down. The new |
chaplain's wife is a thorough working Chris- mur when adverkity spreads its dark man-|
tain. We found the Baboo who is furnish- tle over their sky. Now this is not right,
ing the school-house for the girls, sitting on because God, who is infinite in. power and
a little veranda in the narrow, crowded wisdom, can see further than mortals. He
street. His Baboo friends were sitting with knows that our natures are so formed that
him. He invited us to go in and see his we can not bear much prosperity; therewife. Itisoneof my Zenanas. A native fore, he sends afflictions, or chastises us
gentleman's house is always a wonder to a only for our own good.’
foreigner and this particular one is a parCONTENTMENT. ~ Contentment
is that
ticular wonder. It is in vain to try and de- which constitutes true, genuine happiness.
scribe an indescribable thing.
However, a Could we know the restless desires of man-

little attempt herewith follows.

The place

of entrance is a tiny buggy. room, open to
the street. We squeeze along between the

tian, there his heart ought to be—especial-

wheels and walls, rumpling

and soiling our

dresses, and get into a narrow covered alley, and then into a little open court, then
a little, covered court, then, turning a short

of the

tites, they had manhood enough remaining
to look upon such an example and feel

ashamed of themselves.
pretty bungry, the things

When

a man is

are few that he

thinks of; but after he has satisfied his hanger there are many things that he had forwhich come to. him

whole ¢hmpany.

I recollect the

again.

One

to reform

a

case of a man who did

sacred to

Ie

—

be

Rev.

William Ensign.

\

Rev.

k

William Ensign died

v

in Portage

Township, Cameron Co., Penn., May 81st,
1870.
Bro. Ensign was born in Chester,
Mass., 1797. At the age of 12, he became

a follower of Christ; at the age of 20 he felt

a call to the ministry.
He was a member
of the Methodist church for a number of

years, in which denomination he was deacon
for several years, and was ordained
June 12,1842.

The

led to ac- at Yorkshire, N. Y.

above

Elder,

ordination was

In1845 he joined the
Freewill Baptists, and continued a faithful
blessing, contentment. But whenever we member until his death, Formerly he trayfind a contented person, we usually find a eled and preached much, and was instruhumble, self-denying Christian. * * mental in considerable revival work. Shortknowledge

that

few

Not HoNorABLE.

possess this choice

Many reject the gos- ly before his death he signed a pledge of

pel of Christ'becuuse'they

an open court about fifteen feet square, with
rooms and verandas on every side, across
this court, and up two steps, through a

every rational mind,

biblical class,and it is hoped that he will be

past nine, through

the fierce hot wind

honorable.

It must

think

appear
upon

it is not $100 to the Freewill Baptist Foreign

conclusive
careful

to

investi-

and

blazing sun, Mary and Julia suddenly
It is very hot. It is one o'clock, P. M. came in, all flashing with heat and happiOur house has to be shut up in the morning | ness. They went out early in the morning
and not opened till nearly sunset. But we | bout a mile and a half to a jungle village
teach
a littl: Sabbath school. These lithave no time to be miserable over the melte jungle yillages are so near together and
ing heat or anything else. Work, sweet,
stirring work fills our hands and hear;s, «td | so much alike, that they managed to lose
their way among the winding paths, and so
we are always glad of it and init.
|
May 5. Yesterday was the weekly pray- were late out, and when they at last got
er meetiog for the native Christian women. home, Ida told them Mr.*B~was ill; so
It would be something very particular to without sitting down, they came over to
make women at home expose themselves see him. Our houses are on opposite sides
to as much inconvenience as our dear sis- of the old military parade ground, not
ters faced yesterday. The heat now is quite half a mile part, and all in sight of
These ‘¢ girls” are as fresh
something fearfal, and the wind is high. each other.
When they crept in at the half open door, and young to all appearance as when they
a hot blast rushed in after them. But we first came to the country, and are always
had a good meeting. The special interest finding something new to do for the many
of prayer was that the Lord would open the around us. Their hands are always full of
way for the sisters to go out and labor work, and they love it, and so they keep
among the heathen women and children, in young and happy.
Ten of their orphan
the villages near us. Let not the reader
girls are consistent church members and
confound the size and popualtion of a vil- active Christians.
Mr. B. isa little better
lage at home with a village here. A’ village to-day, but is very weak. This is his first
here is usually a collection of houses among sickness since he was seven years old,—
trees, with a tank, winding paths, and often that is, the first time he has been wholly
one well or more. Each house has its little laid by. The neat continues dreadful. Oh,
cleared: patch for a garden, and close in for rain!
front of many of the. houses is the sacred
Named Bays. Joseph L. White and Ellsa great benefit to his own people.

May 13.

lain’s

Mrs. Proby, the English

lady, and

I went

down

into

chap-

Burea

me; and I would have gone any distance bazaar last night,to see about the Baboos
to help a countryman.
We were in such an girls school whilh is to be started again.
unfriendly atmosphere, our country was so It was got up about four years ago, by Mrs.
hated, our cause was. so maligned, and my Herschel and the Judge's lady, and hag
indignation was so kindled, thatl said, “I been supported by the English ladies of
will defend any man that belongs to Amer- the station, but the ladies in this couptry
fen.” T was exalted to such a degree that are changing, as their husbands seldom stay
I even defended the Democratic party. ‘more than t vo years in a place. So’ the
They were 'Americans, if they were Demo- new ladies did not visit and support it}

by

gotten,

example like that is enough

ive circuits, we all came back to london, 1

felt that an American abroad was

kind, we should doubtless

corner to the left, and up one: step into another covered walk, then down a step into

superior fighting qualities of Sheridan,
whom he characterized as our young Napoligion ought to have the benefit of politeness.
tooloosy, a small bush very much like home
ton F. Sheldon are two orphan brothers.
Not only ought it to be polite, but it ought leon, he said, “When he was in a fight he
lavender. A village contains from fifty to Their heathen names are Keersoon and
carried
around
him
an
orb
of
fire
five
feet
to be full of common sense.
And, them, it
five hundred people. There is a number Lukyon. Joseph has stood at the head of
It ought to be’ in diameter.” Ihave thought, frequently,
ought also to be faithful.
close to us. One of Mrs. J. L. Philiips’s girls the Santal and English schools for smartthat
a
Christian
ought
to
carry
around
him
true. Itisa part of your business to lot
has began to go out in the morning with ness, but now there are two or three others
your lightshine.
It is not best to lat it an atmosphere of fire, or maguetism, so
sister Julia.
that
everybody
who
comes
within
five
feel
almost eqral to him.
He has to contend
shine so as to put out people's eyes—though
May 10. Not a drop of rain yet, and the with a proud, unyielding temper. Let those
of him shall feel a genial, warm, kind, diI do not think there is any particular danheat is fiercé. Cholera rages, and will, till
ger of that, so far as you are concerned. It vine element, which is essentially love and we get rain. Santal school is just out. It who have named him, and who support
benefaction.
him, pray earnestly that he may become a
is not best to let the light shine when it
Now, when persons tarry in these places is a never ceasing pleasure. The boys will meek and humble disciple of Jesus. He
would be uncomely or unwelcome.
The first class are reading possesses rare gifts, but, unsanctified, they
of summer resort, there are a thousand get on well.
If, for instance, we were sitting about the
the
life
of
John
Newton, and they are very willbe of no use. Eilston is about three
things which they can do to honor
Christ,
hearth, and properly discoursing of some
and to win others to Christ.
There are a much interested in it. After reading their years younger, perhaps ten years old. He
social matter, and a stranger should come
has a Very pleasing face, and is a good
thousand trifles,
a thousand
incidental lesson, they write sentences on the-slate
in and commence, at once, a sermon on the
Nat.
things,—if a man's heart is only right, if he given from the mouth of the teacher. This scholar, when he applies himself.
Lord Jesus Christ, everybody “would feel
wants to do good,—which are indications of exerciseis given to make them correct in Parioton, the youngest brother of David
shocked and hurt at the untimelinesss of it.
spelling, and sometimes a boy will not have Macdonald, is about ten .years old, and is
the ground on which he stands.
I have known persons who felt it to be
a single mistake. Joseph White and John a very nice boy, bright and capable.
And’it seems to me that Christians, when
their duty,in whatever company they might
Sinclair have the fewest mistakes, and Da8S. P. B.
be, to first or last say something difectly on they go abroad,ought to feel-for their mates; | vid MacDonald the next fewest. This class
sabe. »
ought
to
reach
out
and
see
if
they
can
not
If you have
the subject of soul-religion.
contains twelve. They are almost through
Itis a find Christians; ought to feel lonesome if geography.
the giftto do that, well and good.
Gleanings.
America is the last country
rare gift. Harlan Page, anda few others, . they are deprived of the society of Chris- treated of in their book. Their lesson to-day
a ope
Todo tians. Bat, on the contrary, I fear thata was the the lakes of North America. Itis
could perhaps do it; but I cannot.
Time. A peculiar emotion is excited in
great
many
persons,
when
they
go
away
it expertly and wisely, to do it so that when
droll to see the Bengali spelling of Foreign the mind by the word Time. Few know
you are gone everybody is glad that you from heme, feel a sense of relief, and say to names, and to hear these people pronounce its value until about to be deprived of it.
did it; t» do it so that you win persons to themselves, “Nobody knows me here, and them —*¢ Eewnited keengdom” spells United One would suppose, by beholding the vaI can do jast as I please.
I can stretch out States. _I rebel at the last word, and make
Christ, and so that you leave a sweet savor
Ihave got back to them say instead of ‘ keengdom,” little rious pursuits of mankind, that the thought
on your name—this is a rare gift indced. my hands once more.
When men’s religion is a countries. Some of these boys and young that time would soon close with them, forAnd if you could do it, it would be a good my liberty.”
ever, had
never entered their minds.
thing for you to do. But you all know that bondage to them, I think myself that they men give evidence of being real earnest Gold and silver are precious metals; but
had better throw it off, both at home and
it is not an easy thing to do,
seekers, or we think it safe to say, Chris- time is infinitely more precious.
When it
Buta tians.
Therefore I would not counsel you to abroad, and begin all over again.
is once gone, no treasure can redeem it.
true
religion
isliberty,
is’
light,
is
sweetmake the subject of religion, in its proper
May 11. Bhim is the eldest son of Rju.
ness, is joy in the Holy Ghost.
js music He is about twenty years old. He has come Voltaire, the boasting philosopher, in his
doctrinal, or even in its personal and experniusic on the into Midnapore to study, and in the Erg- dying moments, informed his physician
. imental respects inevitably a matter of con- in the soul, and it ought to be
lip.
And
Christians,
when
they
go
abroad, lish and Bengali schools. Sunday before that he would give him half of his estate
versation wherever you go. You can make
instead
of
shunning
to
be
known,
instead Jasthe came to the little church candidates’ if he would restore to him six months of
yourself known without resorting to that.
life. But his request could not be granted.
One man who sits in b,company that smoke, of avoiding all appearances of being profes- class meeting.
He said he was resolved to As our present and future happiness desors
of
religion,
ought
to
find
out
their
fel
or otherwise piggify themselves, and will
be and live a Christian. Last Sunday he pends upon the wise improvment of time,
maintain cleanliness of person, quietly re- lows everywhere.
said: ¢ Ifeel now that Jesus has come in- how careful should we be to improve it to
When I was in Europe, in 1863, I found to my heart; all doubt is gone.”
bukes them by his example.
the bert aavantage.
I have seen men traveling on steamboats, our country. in ‘such bad odor that I loved
The jungle Christians are gaining a little
RevigioN. The world can not produce
I can not tell you ground. Their wealth and high position
who, when the bell souaded, would make a every American I met.
any hing so beneficial to man as religion.
what
a
feeling
the
state
of
things
there
prorush for the table, and pitch and pull and
secure them from violence, but satan is an* ‘haul to get something; and I have seen duced on me. When we were going over, gry and won’t give up the Santals,—that is, We may possess riches ; but they may take
to themselves wings and fly away, We
gentlemen who stood aloof, and looked up- there was a person on ship-board who want- he doesn’t mean to, but the * Stones” is roll- may be surrounded by friends; but they
ed
{to
attach
himself
to
our
company,
and
on them almost with pity, and who utterly
ing and he will get crushed before long,
must soon be parted from us by death.
The wells and tanks are drying up, and
refused to lay aside that decorum which we were d stermined that he should not. So
Thus
we see that all earthly enjoyments
they wereaccustomed to observe at home, we contrived to slip him in Liverpool; and everybody and {everything seams to be cryare changing ; but religion never changes.
he
went
one
way,
and
we
went
the
other.
ing out for water, “A dry and thirsty
and would not touch a morsel uatil they
It will support the sinking heart, cause the
could take it as a man ought to take his food. Bat when, after having made our respect land.”

And atter the pigs had satisfied their appe-

nn

Men are too apt to mur-

sion society.

He leavesa

eral children.

Misand sev-

widow

Thus on his birth-day, aged

gation, that such persons are ignorant of 73 years, he took his departure from this
ly if he is away from home.
Wherever we
true honor for they imagine that it con- world of suffering to be at rest in heaven.
go, everybody should seek to touch somedoor of the veranda, into another smaller sists in human applause. Sad ‘mistake! Is Funeral services by the writer.
‘body's shoulder with his shoulder.
:
F. G. STEPHENS,
covered court, with a well at least eight it not honorable, in the highest degree, to
Where this duty is performed, where this
feet square, sunk right in the center of the | obey the requirements of Him who rules
a
and rational view is carried out
floor. We pass through this court-on a heaven and earth ?
practi
, it ‘makes our dispersion useful.
Crumbs,
raised walk close to the wall, with a sharp
A CONTRAST. Men toil day and night to
We are seed-sowers.
Wego abroad doing
v
————
eye on Mary, for that house lake is fright- lay up earthly treasures, which can not be
good. We raise the name of the Lord Je~—In my wanderings I crossed a stream
ful. One more step up and and over, and ‘of any benefit to them after a few fleeting
sus Christ in honor and regard just in prowe have arrived at the ladies’ apartments, years. Bat the sinner feels no inclination of water which, from its breadth, appeared
portion as we ourselves are good, and true,
and about in the center of the whole estab- to lay up in heaven a treasure, which will to be quite a river; but afterwards I crossand right- -minded. This I suppose to be the
lishment. It is a beautiful, large, square be to him a source of Eninteryupled hap- ed the same stream some miles lower down,
meaning of our Saviour, when he speaks of
where it strangely appeared to be much
court, open to. the sky, with wide ve- piness for eternal ages.
letting our light so shine before men that
smaller.
On closer observation I discoverrandas, and rooms opening beyond them.
they may.
see out good works and glorify
Action. The present state of things ed that what the stream had lost in breadth
Here is a world, isolated from the world
our Fabohphich is in heaven.
without. We found the bamboo well dis- affords an ample field for benevolent action. was mote than balanced by an increase ot
posed and arrangements ‘were made to Vice is rapidly gaining ground; infidelity depth and power. This well illustrates ceris
prevailing to an alarming extent. tain forms of Christian life which someMission Work.
have the school open again in a few. days.
Shall
Christians remain inactive at this im- times appear. There are those which have
| A high caste native woman is engaged to
=
t—
I
:
portant
crisis? God forbid!
If professors a great deal of outward expansion, appearget the girls from each house, take care of
EVERY-DAY THINGS.
do
not
manifest
more
activity
in
the cause ing to be niuch more than they really are,
them in school, and see them all home
| May 3. Sonarton has brought his wife
of
God,
is
there
not
just
reason
to
suppose but it may be hoped that as the course of
again.
into Midnapore to live, and .she attends:
thatour happy country, boasted over for life runs on they may’ lose self-complacency
Afterwards we went to see the Master its superior privileges, will ere long go
Mrs. Phillips's girls’s school. * This is a
and ostentation, and have an increase of .
and
Mistress, who have just come down
step in advance of everything. -No Santal
down to ruin?
spiritual depth and power.
from
Calcutta.
When
we
got
away,
at
wife has ever before left her jungle home
CONFIDENCE. Some complain that they
——Let every Christian know that he can
to come into Midnapore. This woman is a last, from the masses of houses and people, have not confidence to speak or pray in
not enter a modern dance hall or place of
dear little creature, fifteen or sixteen years out intothe European part of the city, it
public.
The fault, in most cases, may be
fashionable amusement, for participation in
old, and learns very fast. Sonarton, her seemed like coming into a new world, and
attributed
to themselves. Perhaps they do
husband, is a fine young man. He is in the moonlight drive home, though late, was
such entertainments, without pawning his
not live godly lives before the world. No
Ps
the English school and takes to English pleasant.
soulto the chief manager,—the devil.
May 16 Yesterday morning, at half wonder, then, that they have no confidence
critically,—a new thing. He has joined the
——As certain flowers will always turn
to speak or pray publicly.

tain retreats, and country villages; and carried with them their long cloak, their mask,
and their masquerade, too; and when the
time came for religious exercises in_meetings, they straightened themselves up, and
changed their voice; and got it into & pray-

ought everywhere to seek their fellows, find

needs a Christian heart

that
patare.
take
long
are

if they had gone out of their way to do kindnesses (and there is no lack of opportunities
for the performance of generous deeds
where a man seeks them), there would have
been some persons who would have been
led to say of them, ‘They must be Chris|} ians,” unless the predominance of some
other traits had led to the supposition that
they were not Christians.
Many persons have gone for pleasure in

possible for them to maintain inwardly, or,
long, outwardly, any Christian decorum or

pany non-Christian.

bone,

thought of the convenience of other people;

and

and

the

I did not want to hear

stand up for the Southerners as long as I
was abroad, and fight them when I go
home.
This is a good illustration for us to apply
[ to ourselves as Christians. We are allin a
foreign land.
We are countrymen who
have been made of one blood by the Lord
Jesus Christ.
We are walking together
strangers and pilgrims across a hostile
country ; and we ought to feed each other's
hearts. We ought to be dear to each other.
And wherever a man knows there is a Chris-

ed away that one,and scolded the other one;
and from beginningto end their sympathy
was never seen, going out kindly toward
‘anybody that was below them —toward anybody that was less fortunate than they were.
They stood on their own dignity.
They
were never condescending.
They were
proud and unbenevolent.
If they had
shown a genial interest in the welfare of all

near illustraIti is possible

alone,

upon

too.

fought,

countrymen. - I felt that I was bone of their

words, they

mation, and they cuffed this one, and

no companionship, and are in want of God’s
are

dowa

Southerners,

as opposed to European public

Boys were mere incumbrances in their esti-

for a single man tobe a Christian when in
the providence of God it is necessary that
he should stand alone.
There is grace for
those that are solitary, as well as for thoso
that are set in families. But where persons
who call themselves children of the Lord
Jesus Christ, absent themselves from the

tempted of evil to stand

In other

the

body spoken against on either side.

never had a kind word to speak to the waiter, or to the hostler, or to the laboring man.

dry and well kindled, in a very short time
the fire will all go out. You can not make
a fire burn one stick to a time.
You must
lay fuelto fuel. And it is in the quantity
that you get power of heat.
Now it is not absolutely so ina Christian

grace, and

Americans.”

very nice people as the world goes ; but they

out one stick, and another, and another,and
another,so that there shall notany two sticks
touch each other, though the fuel may be

fellowship

toward you.

see that you have been with Jesus, and
you are living according to a higher
tern, and on a higher plane, than they
It does not take a psalm, it does not
a prayer, certainly it does not take a
face, to make people know that you
Christians.
I have seen people traveling who

defended

I said, “Of coyrse they fight well ; they are

measuring by a higher standard than any
of us are.” Other men’s thoughts are thus

with admirable success,to prevent any one's,
having the slightest suspicion that the grace
of God ever’ abode with them. It is a pitiful thing; and yet there is an army of cases

house of God, and have no

to be

I

When people praised the way they

| ‘wrong than anybody else (or you should do
so); and everybody feels, ¢‘That man is

And they contrive,

life; yet this isa sufficiently
tion to answer my purpose.

ought

settled so and 50.” You do not assume any
such ostentation as that.
You simply take
a higher rule by which to measure right and

that nobody’ does know that they ever pre-

I have no

those of both

enough | One takes one view, and another

selves known to any communion,
and are,
on the whole, if the truth were known, glad

around us of that kind,

ly and as calmly asif they had been at home,
And yet, this man did not preach a sermon.

In conversation in a stage coach, oron a
railroad car, or in a hotel where you stay
over night, politics and the social matters

1 suppose that there are almost
letters of church- membership in New York
to build a church with if trey were laid one
ontop of anothera~letters of members of
churches who have come down to live in
New York, and who have put these letters
in their trunks, -and have never made them-

fessed tobe Christians.

crats.

He did not say a word. It was his example that spoke, and exerted the influence
which wrought such a change.

juicy and

sometimes hamorous, but Le has
definite purpose and seldom shoots
hitting. We quote the following
one of hislatest Talks from the

this while going on a boat from Pittsburgh
to Cincinnati. The better part of the company sided with him after the first meal;
and from mealto meal others ‘were added
to his party; and at1ist the matter was so
arranged that everything went on as order-

AFFLICTIONS.

terrors of death to vauish,.and

make

eter-

nity glorious.
. A
Caumon.
Keep yourselves
¢ unspotted from the world.” Young proféssors, especially, are too often led from the
path of rectitude by miagling too freely
with the world. It is a serious defect in a
young Christian to be ofien associating
with the wicked for amusement; for but
few can do it without suflering great
loss,

toward

the sun, so will

the

hearts

of true

DeaTn. This word conveys heart-rendChristians always inclice toward the Saving thoughts to the sinner.
It makes him
jour.
weep in moments of reflection; it causes
——Human training can make blind Pamany sleepless nights ; it pierces his heart
like a dagger. Why endure all this suffer- pists or staunch Protestants, but nothing
ing, when there is a remedy?
It is in short of the sanctilying grace of God can
Carist; itis in religion.
Make, then, the make true Caristians.
proper application, and the sting of death
——Does my life give proof that the Howill be removed, and victory over the
ly
Spirit is my constant guest? Do I chergrave be achieved.
S.H.B.
ish such thoughts and feelings as are al-

ways agreeable

Melchised ec.
THE

BIBLE ACCOUNT OF

HiM.

Abraham

to this guest?

have the Holy Spirit dwelling
me,l am “none of his.”

Unless I

constantly in

——The, preacher, who, when begging
was returning from the war of the confederate kings, and this fnan appeared. ‘‘ And money for charitable purposes, told his peoMelchisedec, king of 3 1lem, brought forth ple that the more money they gave,the more
bread and wine; and he was the priest of they would get, ought not in his next serthe most high God.” Gev. 14:12. Melchis- -mon to have told them that the reason why
edec blessed him,—blessed God,

who

had

the best people

done so much for Abraham, and

gave

him

cause they were ‘‘so beaievolent.”

were

the

poorest

was be-

tithes

ot all. Salem, as named here, was
——Why are our American homes be.
Jerusalem.
coming so unhappy, divorces so common,
The Psalmist, speaking of the averlasiiny and our ladies so disgusted with maternal
priesthood of Christ, says: ‘Thou art a dutigs that they render themselves murderpriest forever after the order of Melchise- esses in the sight of God, in many cases?
dec.” Ps. 110:4. This passage is quoted Are we not indeed living at the time menin Heb. 5:6. Inv. 10, it is said *¢ Called of tioned in prophecy, when ‘‘they should be
God, a high priest after the order of Mel- "without natural affection?”
chisedec.” Nealy
the same expression
is repeated in Ch. 6: 20. In the seventh| ——It was not at all strange that an old
should respond ‘Bless the
chapter, it is said of him: ¢¢ Without father, Universalist
without

mother,

without

descent,

having

Lord,” when the minister spoke

of a friend

neither beginning of days nor end of life, of his, dying without professing faith in
but made like unto the Son of God, abideth Christ, yet he “thought the Lord loved him
a priest continually.” In the same chapter so well that he would notot permit him to be
are other allusions to Melchisedec, in an lost.”

argument that Christ, the great high priest

of whom Melchisedec was a type, had
come.
o
OPINIONS CONCERNING
MELCHISVDEC,
The remarkable account of him in He-

——Be careful how you

attempt to har-

ness a strange horse, for the animal may be
vicious ; and be more carefal still how you
use big words with which you are not acquainted, for these are surely harmful.
brews, that-he was without father or moth- One of our ministers once , preached to a
er, having neither, beginning of days nor lirge and intelligent congregation, a serend of life, has led to many different sup- mon against Universalism. . After he had
positions of Lim. .It has been thought arrayed all his arguments against it, he
that he was a supernatural being. Am- capped the whole by three times asserting
brose and others thought him a manifesta- and repeating that ‘Universalism wasa
tion

of

God,

that he was

Spirit.

the

divine

Logos.

a manifestation

Origen

O.hers,

of the Holy

complete paradox,” which being interpreted is, *‘it seems to be false, yet it is true in

supposed him an angel. fact.”

Some thought he was pious Enoch returned
to earth. Others thought him Ham, a son
of Noah; others believed him to be Shem.

That last word destroyed
argument and its application.

beth

the

—1If, as in Egypt of old, the destroying
angel should pass through our land, smitspecially created by God, placed on the ing all prayerless households, how many,
earth and afterward borne away as the in- think you, would escape?
GERSHOM.
carnation of the divine Spirit, or at least of
Some celestial existence.
WHAT IS REGARDED AS THE TRUE ACThe Vine Bears Grapes.
ts
.
COUNT? Itis that he was a man as much
as any other. That he was a very good
What ! forty years a Christian, and nothman. That he was a righteous ruler.
ing
to tell but that you were once born
This name signifies ‘ My righteous king.’
That he worshiped God
by sacrifices. again P Suppose a man should continually,
He was called a priest. He offered for until he was fifty years old or mcre, want
himself and probably for the sins of the his old nurse to tell, over:and over, how he
people. In his goodness he was a type of was born, how he cried, and the whole hisChrist, who was without sin.
Also in his tory of his babyhood— is there nothing laoffice as king. Christ is king in Zion. ter in his experience tp be remembered?
And then as priest. Jesus is the world's Is there no such thing as growth—is there
no such thing as variety ? Are there no such
high priest.
:
as victories? No man can go around
things
It is a circumstance not a little interesting
that David, having conquered Jerusalem, the world, even as ‘a navigator,without
phbput there the worship of the most high God, meeting endless change of scene and
beauty,
endless
variety,
endlgss
nomena,
and there was king; he was in a sense a
second Melchisedeo.
Christ was there endless wonders, and shall a man navigate
of
after Melchisedec. These three, Melchis- the eternal sphere, with all the power
And

others

still

thought

edec, David and Christ

him

appeared

a

man

there a

the heavenly kingdom on him, without hav-

ing from day to day new experiences?
Shall a man live a Christian life and bave
no conflicts,no doubts, no fears, no strange
victories, no aspirations, no sorrows, no
(Go away, you
ther or mother, descent,beginning of days or joys, no moral ecstasies?
end of - life. The received view of the barren natures! You are not Christians.
bear evpious and learned, somewhat extensively, If you bear much good fruit, and
you are
then
clusters,
different
the
‘of
found
summer
record
ery
no
was
ther¢
is, that
vine is
a
which
genealogy of his family, no record of his Christians. The trellison
valuable
is
vine
The
vine.
a
not
is
trained
birth or death. Of other important script
ural characters we have seme of these par- because it bears grapes, If it does not bear
ticulars. Thus he stawds for Corist the grapes, then the trellis is just a8 good us the
vine.
uncreated, who abideth forever.
F.,
thousand years apart. God embraced them
all.
But the most difficult part of the account
of Melchisedecis that he was without fa-

ts

—r

Cy

Selections.
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THE

as truly as the effect follows

the

cause.

There i3 no ‘subject in regard to which

Praise.

clear Scriptural ideas are more important.
On no subjeet is there greater need of the

GW

‘teachings and the aid of the Hcly

‘King of glorie, King of peace,
I will love thee;
And that love may never cease,
J
I will move thee.

Thou hast heard me ;
Thou hast spared me.

Wherefore with my utmost art

I will sing thee;

And the cream of all my heart,

"0

1

5

1 will bring thee.

against me cried,

Though my sins
:

Mid
{

#rhou didst cleare me ;

3

And alone when they replied,
Thou didst heare me.
Seven whole days, not one in seven,
I will praise thee;
In my heart, though not in heaven,
.
I can raise thee.

Thou

griev’st soft and moist with tears;.

hou relentest ;
And when justice called for fears,

3

Thou dissentest.

Smallit is in thi# poore sort
To enroll thee ;

Even eternitie’s too short,
To extoll thee.

z
—@George Herbert.

nothing

about

tal deed.

Alludiog

God I did

not

“The advice of

nly dear

listen

Ob,

had

hope the world will not visit on them the
Seldom have I seen, says a biographer iniquity of their father. Parents, bring up
of John Wesley, in Herder’s ¢“ Adrastea,” a your children in the nurture and admonimore beautiful old man,” A serene and tion of the Lord; set a good example besmooth countenance, an arched nose, the fore them ; do not to them as I have done
clearest and most piercing eye, a fresh col- to mine. Children, obey your parents in
or quite unusual to one of his age, and be- the Lord; listen to their counsel and adtraying perfect health,—all this gives him vice; look at me, and see my fate for not
an exterior at once interesting and venera- walking as my parents directed me.—d4m.
188.
ble. You could not see him without being
struck with his appearance. Many persons
who were full of prejudice and opposition
Mistakes of Teachers.
to him before seclug him, acquired quite a +
r making his perdifferent opinion of im
—Yr Wn—
sonal acquaintance. There was a mingling of . It 1s a mistake to suppose that mere talk
of cheerfulness and seriousness in his oice is teaching.
.
and in all his conduct. He was very sprightTt
is
a
mistake
to
think
that
hearing
a
Bily, and one could not but notice the variability of his animal spirits, though. deep ble lesson recited, or the reading of quespeace reigned within hm. If you wer to tions from a book, or telling stories, is
see his profileit would indicate great.acute- good Sabbath school teaching.
It is a mistake to think that one who in
ness of understanding. His dress was a
model of neatness and simplicity : A thrice- manner and temper is impatient, dogmatic,
folded neckcloth, a coat with a narrow
standing collar, no knee-buckles, nor silk

his whole body, but crowned
with snow-white hair. These gave him the
appearance of an apostle.
Cleanliness and
order shone out from all his person.

overbearing, slow, heavy or dull,

can be a

good Sabbath school teacher.
It is a mistake to suppose that one who is
not understood, or

is

misunderstood,

—

those who earnestly covet it, The serious
hindrance—perhaps I should be justified in
affirming,the only serious hindrance—to the
attainment, is the indifference of those to

whom it is tendered.
Do you remember
the question with which Jesus concluded
his parable of the unjust judge, and his assurance of his Father's willingness and purpose to hear and answer his

people, though

permit them long to supplicate ? ‘‘Never-

theless,when the Son of man cometh,shall he

A man had committed murder, was tried, | if they will be good

found guilty, and condemned

A few
walls
man
steps

to Parents.

his spiritual garden, on which he is bestow-

end.

every day into

ing unceasing pains, looking for the souls
who should have faith in him; who hunger
and thirst for it. On them he will certainly bestow it. The very hunger and thirst
is his gift; and an earnest of his intention to
give the faith, which it foreshadows.
But
we are to remember that in all this he does
not forget that man is free to choose;

and

he will not invade that freedom,
He offers
us every inducement to covet earnestly this
most precious gift, but he will not force it
on those who lightly esteem it.—Cong. &
Recorder.

Repentance ‘and Reformation.
Go

“Don’t you think,” said Mr.
Warner,
“that it would be better for ministers to
dwell less on repentance, and more on reformation ? Repentance without reformation
is worse than nothing.”
“They

can’t well be separated,” said Far-

ley. ‘Sincere repentance will be followed
by reformation.”
Reformation ought to follow repentance,
but it often does not,
every few months he

There is Ludlow;
has a season of re-

pentance.
He seems to be sincere; no
- doubt he is sincere, He confesses his faults,
and seems to be very
penitent, and yet, in
a shott time,he is Te
the same man he
was before. Some think he labors under
the impression that his repentance clears
off the old scores, and enables him to start

afresh.”
‘ There are few so ignorant as to entertain such an idea. Ludlow’s case is a singular one,” As you say, he seems to be

penitent ; but if you examine closely ‘into

the state of his mind during the period of
so-called repentance, I do not think you
will find a deep sense of the evil of sin.”
‘* He uses strong self-condemnatory lan~
guage.”

:

‘That may be. Exaggerated expressions are not the natural expression of

deep

feeling.”

:

any regard deep feeling and penitence
as synonymous, There may be great ex-

citement

of

There may be
out pe niterce.

feeling

without

A senseof dissatisfaction

and of unrest is

net penitence, - Sympathetic

penitence.

The

penitence.

penitence.

great mental distress withRemorse is not
penitence.

tears are not

fear of punishment

Conviction

is not

of sin 3 an essen-

tial element of repentance. Sorrow for sin
for its own sake, as in itself an evil and
bitter thing, sorrow for having sinned

against infinite love, together with a desire
to be delivered not merely from the con-

sequence, but also from the power of sin,
8 desire of holiness for its own sake—all
these are elements of the complex, state
of mind termed repentance.

Where these el-

ements are found, reformation: will follow

.

.

>

7

oid

read

the

|.

PARSONSFIELD

that is, he

shall

perish

by

Lost Opportunites.

a violent

death; he sha'l come to a miserable, wretchOn the second

breaking.

God,

step he wrote,
his

in

Sabbath-

command,

said,

HE

FALL

‘Remember the Sabbath-day to keep it
holy.” Visit your prisons and jails, and
you will find that nine-tenths of its inmates
have begun their downward course by
breaking this command.
On the third step he wrote, Gambling
and

Drunkenness.

more than

. The

fifty years

late Dr.

ment,

ever.

Union

and

assisted by J. Marshall
ing; Miss

opportunity

was

strument,

will draw upon the

of

$2,00; Drawing, &eo. $3,00

mAREINp; $1,50.

Board,

Rooms

$3,00 per week.

for

those

to $5,00;

Wood

“and

5%

to

board

desiring

themselves.

students preparing for College.

. E. SWEAT,

LASELL

The

Mr.

Lyman

DECLARE.

lege, though it is open

A

as Principal

who

of commen:

In almost every instance where the infant

“ Mrs. Winslew's Soothing Syrup,”

GREAT

Horade

students for Col-

to all: persons

terms

Having the fac eimile of ‘* CURTIS & PERKINS” on
the outside wrapper. All others are base imitations,
Sold by Druggists throughout the world,
6m23

with three assistants. Mr. Jordan is. a graduate of
Bates College and is an experienced teacher. The
special object of the schqol is to fit

Nev-

On the contrary, all are delighted

is suffering from pain and exhaustion, rellef will be
found in
fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is
administered.
:
Lowest
Full
directions
for using will accompany each bots
:
tle.
Be sure to call for

the instruc-

G. Jordan, A. B.,

used.

an instance of dissatisfaction by any

with its operations, and speak in

NT L AMPS

PATE

of any other
A SINGLE IN.

dation of its magical effects and medical virtues. We
speak in this matter * WHAT WE DO ENOW,” after
years of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPU- .
HERE
TATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT"

7<C (oRn0, Rey Vy Vins

of this Institution will | IVES

TERM

put up and sold this grticle nearly thirty
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it

what we have never been able to say
medicine—~NEVER HAS IT FAILED IN

38 & 40 Cornhill,
gf TETy

" NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL,

We have
years, and

one who used it.

i

D. LOTHROP. & CO.

3

er dia we know

STORE

most Complete Assortment and
Prices.

£20

BOWELS.

STANCE TO EFFECT A CURE, when timely

And Religious Publications,
:

THE

RELIEF AND HEALTH T0 YOUR INFANTS.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRATES

SEMINARY.

begin on Thursday, Aug. 23, under

BOOK:

TO REGULATE

selves an

Powder,

IN BOSTON,

SURE

3001, Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your-

& BLEWETT, Sole Agents,
52 Barclay 8t., New Yor:

FREE BAPTIST

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.
Ten miles west of Boston. Instruction thorough,
careful, complete. Advantages for Musie, Painting,
French and German, unsurpassed, Particular atten:
tion paid to common and solid branches. Teachers
chosen with great care. (Combines the advantages
and cemforts of a school and home.) Number limited to 40, "Next year begins September 15,
Ad x ots
CHAS. W. CUSHING.
12
1

tion of

BOWMAN

3ml7

.

ME FALL

Boge,

. Granulated Carbolic

)

FEMALE

200 1b. ing $35.

.

soften

ing the gums, rcducing all inflammation—will allay
ALL PAIN and spasmodic action, and is

$10;

For Rouliny Houses, Stables, &c.
In boxes of 5 1bs.,
_ $1; 101bs. $1.75;-20 1be, $3.75; 50 1bs., $8.00,

M. D, Sec. of Trus.

Parsonsfleld, June 27, ’70.

greatly facilitates the process of teething, by

One barrel will dip about 2,000 sheep.
‘

FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,

DIP.

cures SCAB, destroys Lice, Cads, Ticks,
&c.
5 1b. cang,
$1.25: 10 1b. cans; $2.25; 50 1b. kegs,

Pen-

lights extra.

SHEEP

MES. WINSLOW'S
[SUOTHING SYRUP,

This
preparation is far superior to tobacco,not so
disagreeable, much less trouble, and more permanent;

Instrumental

Books-furnished by the Principal at Portland prices.
A Teacher’s Class willbe formed for the purpose
of thoroughly drilling those who propose to feach,
the coming winter, Eepecial attention paid those

are pre

OFFER!!!

Waters, 481

Broadway, New

York,

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODEONS, and ORGANS of six first-class makers, at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR CASH, DURING
THIS

pared to eater the regular classes.
Instruction will
ve given in Reading, Arithmetic,
Algebra, Geome-

try, Ancient History, the Classical Manual, and the
Latin and Greek languages. Send for Circular or for

MONTH, or will take from #5 to $25 mon
until
paid; the same to let, and rent money a plied if pur.
chased.
Chickering pianos are include:
the above
offer,
7
b52t8—pd

any additional information to the Principal, or to the

Secretary. Mr. Jordan’s P. O. address until the time
of the opening of the school will be New Gloucester,
M. JONES, Sec.
€,
Lewiston, Me., July 6; *70.
1m29 ;

First

Letter Foundry in New England.

OOMMENOED IN 1817,
The New London, N. H., Institution

B0ST0¥ TYPE 1OUNDRE

Begins its FALL TERM, WEDNESDAY, Aug. 17, ’70.
With the addition to
fheir excellent corps of teach:
ers; their new buildings, which have just been dédicated, and are furnished with every convenience of
a first-class residence; their extremely low rates of

board

and

tuition; they

anticipate an

overflowing

HARD AND TOUGH

school.
For particulars, send for circulars.

Address 1. M. WILLARD, A. M,, President,
or N. X: GREENWOOD, Sec., New London, N. H.
$129

THE

STATE

Rev.8.N,, HOWELL, PRINCIPAL.
Advantages :(— Retired location, yet easy of access;

teachers;

resort; Full corps

of

Thorough instruction, &c.

Pagilsressived at any time.

Send for Circular,

8t3

FIFTEEN

PER

CENT.

GUARANTEED.
‘We guarantee to purchasers of our

property

prepared

Real
Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per
num, the interest payable semi-anuually,
ie, in

an-

purchasing

property for others, we take hulf the pecuniary
sponsibility for half the profits.

GRAHAM,

PERRY

ROOM

8, MAJOR

re-

& CO,
BLOCK,

Corner LaSalle and Madison

Chicago; 2d National

Bank,

James Calder, Harrisburg,

|

i!

Water

3

wheel.

»

ion, or open Communion?

Ipswich, Mase,

who order the books. .

REMEMBER

Lake Village, June 10,1870.

Among

L.

HARMON

the best terms offered is

PORTABLE

greatly to
a NEW

the ad:
SIX

Hersey & Emerson,
or Ipswich Hosery

B. J. COLE & Co.

NEWSPAPER

:

JOHN

FACES.

Address orders to

KE. ROGERS,

Agent,

:
85 Water Street, Boston.
2@ The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.

The

Myrtle.

This semi-monthly,

published

Freewill Baptist Printing

by

the

Establishment,

excellence is equal to that of any other pa-

per of its class.

All communications in-

tended for publication should be addressed
to “ Tee

MyRTLE,” Dover, N. H.

All orders and remittances for the paper

should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
TerMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
;
PostagE.——The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents a year; and no more on 10 copies,

firstnumber in April.
Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on appli=
cation.

OC-

MELODEON of grand tone for

$65; same rents for $5 per Jrsuier, dud rents pay for it.
Address Rev. Li. L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H,
Residence, 14 School Street.
to

Whitefield, N. H.

Please send for Circular.

TYPE.

the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on or any number between one and 10, when
the same terms. - The postage—which sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of deis twelve cents,—must be paid by those livery. The volume begins with the

TAVE

References;

to the

we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill, Baptist Quarterly, from

Ranlett Car Co., Laconia,N.H,

and A. L. & W. G, Bown,

An experi-

Or, if it is preferred,

vantage of purzhasers.

Ames & Clough, Ashland, No H.
Gilmanton Iron Works, N. H.
Mills,

Kennedy’s volume,—Close Commun-

L.

Nw
Gilmanton
Hosie!
Mills,
Belmont N. H., Fast Tilton, Excelsior Mills, N. H.,
Parks ana Dickey, East Haverhill,
N. H. Kenrey &
Bowels

scription in advance fig a pew subscriber, we will send a copy of Mr.

still supplies Musical Instruments

receive testimonials from

JOB

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about tke

own paper, together with a year’s sub-

those uring this, wheel, recomMending it as superior to any

other kind used.

its appro-

Premium,

‘We are Jrcpated to furnish
the above wheel of any size.

We

with

AND

And lately for its unrivalled

To any person who will send us a firstof April, 1869. Itis printed on paper of
year’s subscription in advance for his a very superior quality, and its mechanical

COOK'S
PATENT |
Griant
Turbine

1

il

tf16

:

complete

send a copy of the same work

Chicago; Nash, Spaulding & Co., Boston; Harding,
Grey & Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank of Geneseo, 111.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York city; B.
S. Wolcott, President Hanover Insurance Co.,
N. Y.;
1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Perry & Co.,
Albany, N.Y.; D. 8, Heffron, Utica, N. Y.; Keystone
C. 0. Libby, Dover, N. i,

Large

new subscriber.

BY PERMISSION.

Hon. J. Y. Scammon,

BOOK
*

ence and an Argument,”—and will also

Streets,

Chicago, Illinois.
REFER

to furnish every room

A

from

and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the pur:
chaser then prefers that amount of money
to the
property he has purchased, we, of course,
taking
the
property upon paying the money.
The time and rate
per cent, agreed upon at the time of sale in each case.
We Place Money upon loan on two and three fold
invest on joint account, that

(VESTB

TRIMMED

priate lamp, safely secured in its roper place, thus doing
away with movable lamps, which ave proved so dangerous and objectionable,
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.
We manufacture Bronze Lamps at
greatly reduced-rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Folding
Lantern, and are
Agents for Hartshorn’s Folding, and
Johnson’s Dome
Paper Shades.
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally
but to introduce them where the merchants have not got
hem, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue. of 3 cts. for
descriptive Circular.
ht
1VES’' PATENT LAMP CO.
9zt12
87 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York.

12 to 15 per cent. per annum; that is,at the expiration
of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal

We

3 2

LEDAND

Also, Chandeliers and Brackets for Churches Halls
Stores, and private Dwellings.
Believing that a house in the country should be as thoYoughiy provided with light as a house in the city, we are

REED’S FERRY, N. H., on Narhua & Concord R. R
of idle

SRV

oN

ViirHouT REMOVING GLOBE, SHADEORCHIMNEY

MILITARY & COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
No Saloons, orplaces

BESTLA

(oyNNR -1H Sic) cpu

ve

GRANITE

METAL,

And its large varieties of

:

gone for-

how a single really

CRESYLIC

M. A. Pike,
and Draw-

$4,00; Languages, $6,00; Music, $5,00; Use of In-

God
and
our
mo-

|hips the soul was panting for, a tender rehow far its influence

reliable r medy is offered in the CRESYL. C OINTMENT. Not a ringle-instance of its failure has been
reported.
4
~ 11b. cans, 50 ¢.; 3 1b. cans, $1; 5 1b. cans, $1.25,

er of ‘* Spencerian
System” of Penmanship; Miss
Abbie Mabey, Primary Department.
:
Tuition:
Common
English, $3,00; Higher English,

Pa.;

cost us, a smile, which per-

ofius can tell
College, having been a close observer of | buke—who
human events, truly says, ‘The finished might have reached ?
Every teacher knows
He would play at
ambler has no heart.
is brother's funeral, he would gamble up- | good, or really vad boy
morals of a school. .
on his mother's coffin.”

acher

ROT.

For this disease now so prevalent, a chesp safe and

per-

Music, Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W. Titcomb; Teach-

A kind word, and how little after all
it have

will

the

Hawkes, Teacher ¥ Classics,

J. B. Stanley,

Scratches, and Sort s of, all kinds.

FOOT

Institution

Natural Sciences and Vocal Music; Miss
Teacher of Modern Languages, Painting

had many such, and 1 so have I.

the

of this

National Bank, Erie, P# ;

| Times when we have been certain that
|sent one across our path for us to help,
through indecision, or timidity, or pride
work has been left undone. Only a

Nott, for | would

president of

have

TERM

Mange,

Boxes of 10 1bs., $4; boxes of 3 dozen tablets, $3.60,

MApisoN K, MABRY, Principal,

Taese are practical Christian thoughts:
You

Carbolic Disenfecting Soap
will positively destroy all inset Jife on cattle and cure

SEMINARY.

commence on Tuesday, Aug, 23, under
sonal supervision of
fo

his execution, upon the | by go to heaven. Nothing but repentance
he drew the figare ofa |towards God and faith in the Lord Jesus
a gallows, with five | Christ will secure that.
it.
It is a great mistake for Sabbath school
that | being really in earnest—calmly, cheerfully,

CARBOLIC SOAPS.

INSTITUTE,

>
G. H, RICKER, Principal,
North Scituate, R. I.,July-12, 1870.
;

to be hung. | pray and join the church, they will there-

Solomon says, * The eye

BUCHAIN’S

for both sexes,

Bible,

mocketh at his father and despiseth to obey | seriously in earnest.—S. S. Index.
his mother, the ravens of the valley shall
pick it out and the young eagles shall eat

it;

—

LAPHAM

is a

n the first step he wrote, Disobedience | teachers ever to teach Bible truth, without

find faith on the earth P” The Son of man,the

Great Husbandman, comes

days before
of his prison
hanging on
leading up to

and

7, 1870.

HE FALL TERM twill commence on MONDAY, Aug. 22, 1870, Compleie courses of study

I done

80, I should: not have come to this shameful end, They have gone to their graves
—peace be to them. Could I visit the spot
where they lie buried, I would bathe their
gravés with my tears.” He had two duugh-

h

he

|

parents to serve

to.

JULY

Academies, &c.

Go

to his parents, he says,

good teacher.
2
Is is a mistake to suppose that he who
gossips with his class is a good teacher.
Common life I need not describe.
Every
* kk
In social life Wesley - was livel
It is & mistake to suppose, because we
one comprehends it. Itis living as others and communicative.
He had been muc
have a general idea beforehand, that we
do, with no very particular intention.
It among men; he was full
of anecdotes and shall be able to supply the details and il.
may seek pleasure, or wealth, or reputation; office, honor, or what not; nothing,at experiences, which he related willingly,and, lustrations as we go along.
what is not of less importance, well. . He
It is a great mistake to underrate oral
all events, unusual; nothing which is like- could
be very cheerful and pleasant. His teaching, and overrate merely reading and
ly to attract condemnation or comment.
But there is another life; faith-life, This elasticity of spirits communicated itself to reciting from the Bible.
others, and he suffered so little beneath the It is a great mistake to think that our scholis unusual. The profession of itis not un- weakness
age or the approach of death, ars are too young to appreciate a wellcommon; the thing itself is rare.
This life that no oneof could
think he had been as hapmeans something definite,
particular, ear, py in his twentieth as he was in his eightieth prepared lesson or a well-governed school.
It is a mistake of teachers to expect atmest; it means to please
Jesus, aye, ‘to’ year. His temperance was remarkable; in
walk worthy of the Lord unto all pleas- his early life he carried it much too far. He tention from motives of duty, or the sacreding;” to please Him in everything.
Itis commenced fas's, and other forms of self- ness of the day, or the importance of the
filled with
inexorable determination to be denial, at Oxford, and indulged in little subject—nothing but real interest will sefruitful in every good work, and to increase sleep, but toward the close of his life he re- cure it.
[t is a mistake to teach as if all youn
in the knowledge of God ; and it rises above laxed somewhat from this rigid regimen.
children had the same tastes.
:
all hindrances.
In
thirty-five
years
he
did
not
have
to
lie
in
It is a great mistake to fail to arouse cuThis life, my dear friend, is a noble life; bed one day. Wesley was one of the most
it is a sublime life; butlike the great moun- industrious of men. Even yet he has not riosity and awaken interest.
It is a mistake to suppose that we shall
tain, to appreciate it one must at least have ceased to travel. If he had not possessed
begun to climb it. One of the greatest hin- the art of dividing his time very systemat- be understood without careful simplicity of
®t
drances to faith-life, is the notion that it is ically he could not have done what he hae. language.
It is a mistake not to recall by questions
the adoption of un-abstract ideal of faith. As But every item of business had its own
well believe that’ a pen-and-ink sketch, or hour. . He went to bed between nine and the last Sabbath’s lesson, and to treat lesa printer's pictare}of the locomotive, is the ten o'c fock, and rose at four. No society, sons as if they were isolated ; by all means
power to draw &* thousand tons over the no conversation, however pleasant, nothing connect them.
It is a great mistake for teachers to think
road.
:
but a case of sheer necessity, could induce that giving good advice or exhortation to
Faith, real faith, small as it seems in its him
to break his rules.
In the same me- children is as good as ‘breaking down’
beginnjng-is a power; it starts the train. thodical way he wrote, and traveled, and
Give it God's opportunity and it will do the visited the sick. It has been calculated that Bible truths with questions and answers.
It is a mistake to suppose that many
work ;..carry you up any grade, over every he delivered 40,460 discourses, to say notkcommon
terms,
such
as ‘Providence,
impediment, and quite to the gates of the
ing
of
the
multitude
of
addresses
he
made
‘ grace,” ‘repentance,’ justification,’ &e.,
Celestial City. To win this, you must lay
to his society and classes. In his early life convey any meaning to children, ordinarihold on the unseen Jesus.
You must find he traveled on horseback. The reins resthim real. He is real.
It is yours to find ing on the horse's neck, he held his book
him so; totreat himso.
You may do itif before his eyes, and studied; he had many | It is a mistake to attempt to purchase
flection or attention by
frequent gifts
you will. But it must be no unstable will; an adventure on Roebuck: . It is thought
.
no transient wish, prompted by a momenta- that in fifty years he traveled 280,000 En- to children ; or, on the other hand, to influry glimpse of the worthiness of your Mas- glish miles. In addition to this comes his ence them by threats or punishments.
Itis a great mistake of Sabbath school
ter. You must assure yourself that he is the great authorship. He composed hymns and
one pearl of great price; for whom it is not added melodies. He made singing doubly teachers to suppose that their work is that
too much to sell all that you have. Here is pleasant; he sometimes made music the of a mere philanthropist, or a moral educator,or a mere promoter of social good order
the greatest of all acquisitions.
Will you subject of discourses.
The singing of
have it? Will you count all things but loss mavy thousands of Methodists in the open or raising up of good citizens and children.
It is a mistake of teachers to expect a
that you may win it? You say, aye, but on fields, in forests, or graveyards, was somecold reception from parents.
the testimony of the wisest and the best,the times followed by wonderful effects.
It is a mistake of teachers to suppose that
power todo this is the
gift of God; one
their manner and habits are unobserved by
can not originate it himself.
the children.
:
True, “every good gift is from above;”
Five Steps to the Gallows.
It is a mistake to avoid repetition with
‘but the Father of lights, with whom is no
children. Simplify and repeat.
variableness, neither shadow of turning,” is
—
PE
It is a mistake to teach our children that
unchangeably set on bestowing this gift on
—

ts

done it, I know

ters; when he: spoke of them he wept
aloud.
After a long pause, he said, “I

or satin on

Faith-Life.

\

have

i

Thou didst note my working breast,

2

Spirit.

Portrait of John Wesley.

Thou hast granted my request,

:

must

STAR:

True repentance is thus not merely a state it.” His mind was so stupefied by rum, that
of emotion—is not. mere feeling. A feel- uader the evil spirit, he committed this bruing of regret and unhappiness must not be
mistaken for it.

—
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SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

Wholesale

Prices,

Treatise.

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
The New Treatise, just revised by order
‘
Several years ago, a boy was hung for
of the General Conference, can now be had schools at as low rates as they can be
killing his little brother. When on the gslon application, for 25 cents for each copy
lows the sheriff said, ** If you have anything
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or bought elsewhere in New England.
to say, speak now, for you havelonly five
2 gents each for two or more copies. Or
past
the
work
which
Jesus
gives
us
to
do,
into
burstin
boy,
The
minutes to live.”
In addition to the publications of othders are solicited.
tears, said; “I have to die. I had only one | and take other burdens which we find more
We
send
monborne.
be
little brother ; he had beautiful blue eyes and | grevious by far to
ers, we offer our own prize books which
flaxen hair, and I loved him. But one day | ey, it may be, to the far-off heathen, but
THE REPORTS.
I got drunk, for the first time in my life, we lift our heads above, and draw up our
are not excelled by any other books
We have sent to the Q. M. Clerks
and coming home
I found him gat ring garments from the defilements of the hea[
then
about
our
own
door,
It
is-the
mother
\
1
angry
strawberries in the garden. I became
the Blanks necessary to secure full sta- of their class. In another column, see
After thirty years’ trial, the ¢ PAIN KILLER,” may
with him without & cause, and I killed him | whose child is sick in the dirty hut around justly be styled the great medicine of the world, for
at one blow witha rake. I did not know the corner who needs your help. Some- there is no region of the globe into which it has no tistical Reports of all the churches, list, and retail prices. From these prianything about it till the next morning thing tells you that you might influence her found its way, and nore where it has not been large- Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the
ces we make
when I awoke from sleep, and found my- to become a better and a happier woman.
ly used and bighly prized. Moreover, there is no
self tied and guarded, and was told: that Now this is the time, when her little one clime to which it has not proved itself to be well Register for the year 1871.
A LIBERAL
DISCOUNT
when my little brother was found his hair lies between heaven and earth, that her adapted for the cure of a.contiderable variety of disClerks
having
this
matter
in
charge,
to
Sunday
schools.
eases;
it
is
a
speedy
and
safe
remedy
for
burns,
was clotted with his blood and brains, and heart is broken up and that you can gain
he was dead. Whiskey has done this. It a hold upon her better nature. It will be scalds, bruises,wounds and various other injuries, as will greatly facilitate the early issue of
well as for dysentery, diarrizea,and bowel complaints
I never was drunk but delicate work, and perhaps not agreeable.
To ADVERTISERS.
‘Lhe rates of
has ruined me,
generally, it is admirably suited for every race of the Register, by prowptness in collectonce, Ihave only one more word to say, You know how Jesus dealt with the very men on the face of the globe.
ing and transmitting their statistics to advertising in the Morning Star will
and then Iam going to my final Judge. worst, and the very poorest of earth, He
Im27
,
I'say it to young people: Never, never, knows how to help you.
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
his office.
Here is a stranger, with a faded shawl,
never touch anything that will intoxicate!"
Let there be special care to give the on application to Mr. Geo. B. Coss,
On the fourth step he wrote, Murder. perhaps, and an unfashionable honnet, who
God's command ig, * Thou shalt not kill.” comes to church and slips into the first pew
Post. Office addresses of the Yearly at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
To prevent man from unlawfully taking the by the door, and by her face you can see
Meéting Clerks, as well as those of the
life of his fellow-man, God has annexed an that she is not quite sure of being welcome
York, who is authorized to make con* Whoso sheddeth man’s even in the lowest seat. Do show her that OLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FOUNDRY.
awfal posaliy:
Quarterly Meeting Clerks and Pastors.
you are a Christian sister by shaking her
blood, y man shall his blood: be shed.”
MOY, N, XY.—A large assortinent of Church,
tracts for advertising, and transact any
On the fifth step he wrote, The Fatal by the hand and asking her into your own
Academy, Fire Alarm, and other bells, constantly
business belonging to the advertising
on’
hand
and
made
to
order.
Made
of
genuine
Bell
|
pew.
It
will
go
farther
than
a
score
of
Platform. Itis impossible for us to form
a correct idea of the thoughts that must sermons toward assuring her of the truth Metal (Copper and Tin,) Hung with Rotary Mountdepartment.
1lived once three years in a ings, the best and most durable ever used. WAR:
rush through the mind of a man under such of religion.
circumstances. The disgrace and ignominy large city, and during that time not a sin< RANTED SATISFACTORY.
Large Illustrated Catalogue sent free upon applito’ his name, the pains and gle person even asked me how it wag with cation
attached
NO CURE! NO PAY!
“
to
JONES & CO,, TrOoY. N. Y.
my
soul,and
I
was
among
Cbristian
people,
agony of sucha death; the want of sym80t26
pathy in the community around him; the too, and there were opportunities enough.
Hieskell's Tetter Ointment will
9.
4
fearful Jorebotings of his guilty soul at the Who lost them, and how many such are we
I will send the receipt
positively cure Tetter, Erysipelas,
\ND\AN.CU pe
losing ?
bar of a holy Go
“Honey,” “Glycerine,” ‘ Brown Windsor," * Elder Flowby which 1 was cured of
Salt Rheum, Barber's Itch,
Pimples,
Catarrh and Deafness,
As Christians we are too thoughtless of
ery ‘Spring Vielet,’ ‘ Qitron,’ and over TWO HUNDRED
“I was called, in the early part of my minfree.
Address Mrs. M.
Blotches, and all forms of Skin DisDIFFERENT VARIETIES. For purity of materials fra{CATARRH
We are constantly
istry, to write the confession of a Mpder others, and too proud.
C. Legget, Hoboken N,
upon
and softening effects
granea of perfume, cleansing
@D DEAFNESS J.
ease. Also, Sore Eyes and Eye Lids,
8 wondering what the world will think of uns,
6t 26
er, and attend him on the gallows,
the skin, these Toilet Boaps have no equal in this counDischarges from the Ear, and Old
name was Moses Lyons. He, when drunk, and not what the Master thinks. There
For
try, and are warranted superior to any imported.
murdered his wife. Being maddened by are those beside us daily, who are waiting
ONSTITUTIONAL CATARIBEL IR EMNstanding,
all first-class Drug Stores fhe United States. Sores,no matter of how long
at
sale
EDDY, for Catarrh, Weakness of the Kidotss and
v4
8ml7
‘we alone can give
liquor, he seized her by the hair and jam- for what, perhaps,
or the money returned by the proprie=
Lungs, and all diseases of the Mucous Menibranes.
them
;
it
may
be
kindness,
it
may
be
coununtil she
med her head on the hearth
Result of thirty years’ experience of an old physi
tors,
and yet its
Two .men who were passing gel, it may be example. Let us striveto be cian. Only six months before the public,
was dead.
are numerous and wonderful, causing its sale
Johnston, Holloway & Cowden,
by, hearing her shrieks, rushed in-and more like our Leader, and let us not miss cures
ents
to
sell
the
celebrated
WILSON
BEWING
ever
ine
To
where known beyond any other new medi
INES.
The best machine in the world. Stiteh
No. 602 Arch St,, Philada.
testimoMAC
caught him in - this murderous, brutal the opportunities which come with each bebfore the public. Send for circular giving
dollar
alike on both sides. ONEMACHINE WITHOUT MONEY
Price one
ed by well known men.
Bold 50 cents pov Box by all Druggists, . Sent
act. I visited him in jail from time to time, day, lest some soul go down which might niaslsback
For further particulgrs address THE WILSON SEW.
a bottle. Soldrhy the leading druggists, LITTLE.
with a view of leading him to Christ. I n {have been saved, if we had done our duty. FIELD & HAYES, Chemists and Druggists, Propries ING MACHINE CO,, No, 666 Washington Te" by mail to any address for 060 cents,
lyedpld
“oy
Boston Mass.
4128
ors, Manghester, N, IL.
his contessién, he said, ‘She is.dead., I!—Advance.
Decision, serving one
| master, is what tells upon those about us,
and it is the opposite of this which kills our
| spiritual lic. We dally between the good
and evil inclinations of our heart. We step
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_ But these sad cases

do

not change

the

fact, that there is no position on earth,
where a woman can both get and do so

much good, as in the relation of ‘wife and
mother. So far as. reformers of woman's
position make this fact prominent, and impress it upon-the minds of the whole people, they

will

serve

the

best

interests

of

society ; but if they suppress ofr: deny it,

Was

He a Christian?

While in New York, had there been a
convocation of the great and good of all

——
4 re

This question has agitated the press

and

nations, to take counsel together how best

pulpit for the past few weeks, as never be: to carry the gospel to thelost, and to enfore perhaps, in a so direct and personal ‘idrge the kingdom of Christ in the souls
form, and in this form may seem tobe
strange and well nigh unaccountable.
~ Charles Dickens, the immediate subject
of it, was no obscure individual, whose

of mien,

would he have waived

a reading

of his fiction, to lend his voice, or ifnot that,
even his presence to that specific Christian
work ?
LL]
:

that, a few months since, were without
work.
But there are cases often, to which

they can not well give attention. Special
Theological School at Lewiston,
missionaries should be appointed to whom
such may be referred. Some schools sus- |.
are now made for opening
tain®a man or woman, to constantly attend | ‘Arrangemens
to such work ; not to excuse, and relieve the the Theological school at Lewiston, Me.,
teachers, for that would be a curse to them,

but to open up new fields, and do work
‘which teachers can not do. Every school
should in some way keep the outside work

on the fifteenth of September next,
corps of three Professors.

with a

Fuller informa-

Had some poor, ¢rime-hardened; yet sintion, covericg details, will be given herethey do an evil work, lead astray, and imlight, if he had any, need be *‘ hid under a
sick soul approached him, and inquired,
after. - Meantime, persons wishing to make
pede the true progress of woman's elevabushel ;” but a man who has for a quarter ¢ Sir, what shall I do to be saved ?” would
specific inquiries, will address Pres. Cheney
ticn. We owe a great and solemn duty to
well
up.
;
)n business, remittances of money, &c., should be
of a century filled a larger place in the pub- his answer have really approximated even
at Lewiston, or Prof. Fullonton or Butler,
the unmarried, to these who do not choose
aldressed to the Publisher.
y
{
lic eye, as an author, than any other map
i
at New Hampton.
to that of our Lord to the young moralist,
to marry, and that still larger class, who
living. “Nor was he a man of changeable or to that of Paul to the conscience-smitten ——DISARRANGEMENT OF THE . FoREIGN
have no opportunity to marry worthy men,
ry
‘Women.
Mai. ServicE. The prospective war in
character and pretensions, sometimes muk- jailer ?
\
2
4/
As
Apponaug, BR. X.
“and rightly refuse to marry others. Every
Europe is seriously hindering the transing a profession of religion, and then dc—
We.
In case of a reformer, a moralist, a benepossible-facility should be afforded them to
Ris is a village in the town of Warwick,
portation of American foreign mails. Fear
nying it in word or life, so thut it might be
The woman question is but a symptom
fill up the measure of their days in useful doubtful whether he ¢ died in the faith,” factor of man, or a teacher of virtue in the of being seizedby French cruisers keeps located near the Narragansett bay, and
ordinary sense, these questions might not
of the condition of our social life. _ Unrest and profitable pursuits. Every profession
the German Steamers at their wharves in but ten miles from Providence, having
and equally doubtful whether he lived in it.
is general. Amen. Anything is better and industry to which they may incline, While living, he was judged by quite an- seem quite pertinent or in point, but when New York, and thus our mails are left with- Railroad communication by the Stonington
than stagnation.
Hunger betokens health. should give them welcome and reward. other standard than Christian. Why, then, made to bear directly on the question of ont reliable
means
of transportation. line. A Free Baptist church has been in
Christian character and man's future desFault-finding precedes reform. The gospel But it is false and foolish to assert that
Should the dilemma lead tothe establish- existence here, for many years, and was in
this so general and stirring controversy, tiny, they become awfully significant, and
cures human ills by first making us chafe their position is to be preferred to that of
ment of an American line of Steamships,
charge of Rev. B. Phelond, until about a
when dead?
TH
fearfully decisive.
under them. It is now moving the public wife and
mother, under proper condiyear ago, when his health became so imit
will
prove
a
very
fortunate
circumstance.
It seems to have been sprung upon us by
Let us not too severely judge any man,
heart to do justice to women. The aim tions.’
paired as to induce him to resign a pastor‘While
every
other
nation
of
respectable
the merest accident, and most unexpect- but leave him to stand or fall to his own
7
isto change laws and customs, so as to
v
edly. So far as it can betraced, ithad its master. Still, let us not ignore, much less size has numerous lines of Ocean Steamers ate of about twenty years. Late in Janupermit aud help morally forceful women to
origin in one of Beecher’s prayer meetings, .do violence to, the essential elements of carrying its flag, the United States are ary last, I'was invitedto supply the pulpit,
¢“ Free Russia.’*
make the most of themselves, to become.
obliged, in nearly every case, to patronize and as it was compatible with my main
a brother propounding it, and Mr. Beecher, Christian character or to the vital prindn, the highest sense, womanly.
forcign vessels. Oar national policy. has business in the state (that of lecturing on
not answering it exactly, but remarking on ciples of the law of Christ.
I. F.
If this is the result, the fruitage will be
¢¢ Despotic Russia,” the multitude would
I responded,
been such as to discourage all private at- Temperance,)
and
in .
it in his way. This at once gave it notoblessed. Man and womanrise or fall. to- say. The people generally do not realize
tempts at establishing
a line, and now the March was urgently solicited to settle as
riety, and so the discussion, thus opened,
gether.
If she is made more womanly,
what mighty changes have been going on has been carried on in general and in deGovernment finds itself in a very perplex- pastor. AlthoughI have not assumed that
she will make him more manly. But if in this great empire of the north. It is now
tail, sharp and incisive in character, and
ing position on account of it. Several relation, I have labored on, desiring to @o
The
Evangelical
Alliance.
nature is perverted, and changed, and she by no means as in former decades. For a
yet
wholly
unsatisfactory
in
results.
American companies are taking advantage them all possible good. The Unitarian
is warped into a more masculine being, marvel, they have a radical reformer for
meetings at the -Armory Hall, and the
The
answers
have
been
strangely
diIn answer to inquiries in respect to this of the present state of things to urge their
the results will be deplorable.
The sexes
an Emperor. Ardently, wisely, and persist- verse. The extremists
affirm,
on
the meeting, we will state the rules adopted by claims of government assistance, which it Church of England gatherings at the Town *
differ.
Their voices are the keys to their
éntly, he has been, since his ascent to the one hand, that his life and writings, esis sincerely hoped may be favorably con- Hall, have been given up, though the latrespective natures, the woman’s an octave
throne, endeavoring to emancipate his peo- pecially the latter, have proved more per~ the managers:
ter were, I am told, regularly observed for
above, the man’s stronger, and of- greater ple from old abuses and oppressions, and
ist.
The regular delegates are to be sidered. The adoption of plans by which
nicious and demoralizing than those of |:Tepresentatives of auxiliary Alliances, and other nations have profitably aided private years; and. hence, the only Protestant
volume ; they are not complete apart, but, make them free. But it has not been the
Voltaire and Paine, and on the other, that
companies in similar attempts, can not rea- meeting in the village is at our Meeting
blended, make rich and mellow chords.
Empercrs who have been oppressors. No- his ** ministrations ” have been as Chris- those only. No delegates from ecclesiasti- sonably prove injurious to American navi- House, which is a comfortable structure,
cal bodies, as such, will be received.
The man is not complete without the wombles, orders, corporations, societies, excel.
well located. The living, active members
tian and useful as those of Beecher himself!
2d. Any Christian man who desiresa gation. The loss of nearly a million tons
ap, nor the woman without the man.
led the head of the empire in this, and these And these judgments come
from men
of our shipping durizg the last ten years of the Baptist church are few in number,
seat in the convention, will be welcomed,
The conditions of development are the have formed the chief obstacles to reform.
claiming to be equally:evangelical. The
ought to warrant a careful consideration but there is a goodly number of C. Bapas such, but not as a representative of any
same in both sexes,—opportunity,emulation They arg too strong and incorrigible for the
evidence of his Christian character, so far
and ready application of all measures that tists, Methodists and other evangelical
ecclesiastical organization. The gatherings
and necessity. It should ring in the ears of Emperor himself to manage. Mr. Dixon
are at all likely to restoce it. There is that Christians, who worship with us, and who
as we have been able to comprehend it,
every human being,from childhood, —*“You
gives us graphic descriptions of the internal Tests mainly on this: He was a friend of will be a kind of ‘‘mass meeting,” resting that withholdeth, but it tendeth to poverty. are very active and useful in the Sunday
are-free to be or do anything that is good,
working of these domestic forces, secular the lowly, not so much in his public or upon a delegated-basis of representation
school, which is one of the best in the
from auxiliary Alliances.
and true, and honorable, in the ‘whole and religious; and shows how selfishness,
private charities and personal efforts, as in
——ANTIQUITY<OF AMERICA.
We had al- country.
3d. Any city, village, or,town, may call
broad circle of real or possible life.” So prejudice, bigotry and arrogance withI have been thus truthfully descriptive,
his writings, stnking damaging blows at
a meeting of evangelical Christians; organ- ways supposed that America was rather a
the objegt of laws and customs should be stand these reformatory measures.
hoping that the eye of a good minister of
the world’s
bloated aristocracies, and
modern
than
an-ancient
country.
We
have
toencourage, guide and help men and
The emancipation
of the serfs was § | lifiing the poor and despised ones of earth ize an Alliance ; report itto Rev. Dr. Prime,
never doubted that it was discovered in Jesus Christ, (Free Baptist would be prefwomen to do their best, to find the best
grand step, but not so difficult as to elevate to a higher plane of merit and consequence. of the New York Observer; send on their
erable) might rest upon this paper, whose
positions and fill them with honor and ad- them, and make them appreciate and prop- This shows that the question, in its present delegates, and they will be received as con- 1492, and that at the time of its discovery
heart might be moved by the Holy Spirit
it
was
covered
by
forests
which
were
filled
stituent
members
of
the
body.
That
is
the
vantage. Why not open the world of op- erly use and profit by their new-born lib- form accidentally thrust upon us, is not
-with
savages.
But here appears one Abbe to come this way. Judging from the
* portunity to women?
Why not allow and ‘erties. Bat progress is made in this, and itself an accident. It has a deeper and proper thing to be done, in every place
Brasseur
de
Bourbourg,
who places the kind reception I have had among the peohelp them to do anything they are willing
the citizens arerising in the scale of intelli- more radical significance. Its treatment, which wishes to be represented. There is
time of its discovery far anterior to that ple, I feel warranted in saying that the man
no
limit
as
to
the
number
of
delegates
and able to do and which they can go well?
gence, and ‘so add to the wealth and glory in many respects, is the legitimate offdate. In fact, he would lead us to favor whom the Lord would delight to honor
which any auxiliary Alliance may send.
Ability and disposition are the most fit and of the empire.
spring of the speculative and even skepthe idea that it was never discovered at all, as a minister of the gospel in this large
authoritative license for place or work.
It
The Russians are peculiar. They are de- tical spirit of the age, as it regards person- Send all who will attend, and they w Il be but that it was the ancient home of all the field, would be heartily supported.
While
is safe to open wide the doors, and urge
votees of the ancient and venerable. This al religion, and the question easily resolves entitled to seats.
I
esteem
it
a
pleasure
to
preach
the
gospel
learned,
both
in
the
fine
arts
and
occult
As
to entertainment,
no arrangement,
all to choose their station. Nature works trait works both evil and good. It makes itself, as ‘it has already done, into the
of Jesus to all people, as much as in me
safely when it works freely, but suppres- them deprecate change, unless it be to more general and vital one, What is it, af- has yet been made for that. A very few sciences, in morals and politics, and in all lies, and labor for the unity of the church of
those branches which usually receive the
may
be
accommoatlated
in
our
church
here,
sion and restriction breed mischief and some old faith or usage. Modern improve- ter all, to be a Christian? The question in
Christ, if I preach, as a pastor, I prefer a
peril. In
Europe
and Asia, women ments are not easily introduced; and they this form has nowhere, to our knowledge, but not a tenth part of those who expect to attention of the best scholars. Even field in my own denominaiion. Therefore,
Greece
is
no
longer
allowed
the
honor
of
attend.
The
better
way
is
to
engage
delve at rough and heavy tasks, because oppose the use of tobacco and beer, because met with a satisfactory answer; but quite
atiier supply
rooms at hotels, and get meals at restau- having been the ‘‘ land of scholars aad this field will be open oe
they must; but when the yoke is lifted they are modern customs,
and prevail the reverse, whether attempted by pulpit
by
the
first
of
September.
Perhaps
I
the
nurse
of
arts,”
but
becomes
only
a
purants.
Nice, clean rooms can be had for
from their necks, and nature allowed free
among the Germans.
or press, either orthodox or heterodox.
pil of ancient American teachers. In proof shoull add that I have not intimated my
one
dollar
a
day,
and
meals
at
restaurants
choice, they turn to more domestic, reTo write a book in broad caricature, and
When the Emperor proposed the introto leave, to any one, and hence
of his position, the Abbe draws upon the purpose
fined and womanly pursuits. Women are duction of the Bibles, they welcomed it with in style just suited to the popular taste, need not cost more than from seventy-five
this
article
will be the first notice to any
sciencies
of
geology,
chronology,
philology,
rot all alike. -If any desire and are able delight, because it was an ancient book, however by its drawn characters condem- cents to a dollar a day.
one here. A Bro. Wallace, here at the
&c.,
and
especially
relies
upon
the
results
to dig, and saw, and plow, command ships,
and dear to the early fathers. Hence they natory of aristocracy and laudatory of the
of his recent investigations in Mexico.
He Quarterly Meeting last winter, was well
sing bass, play the politician, preach the
revere, study and are blessed by the Bible, poor and despised, is not of itself a very
Is he at leisure ?
Current
Topics.
has
there
discovered
unmistakable
eviden- received.
gospel, figure ‘‘ on change,” and sit on
and hold it as they ought, more sacred and decisive proof of Christian discipleship ; for
E. N. HARRIs.
ces
of
the
highest
antiquity,
and
affirms
juries, serve as sheriffs, or do any such
precious than rituals or traditions, even of an infidel, cr a well-instructed heathen,
P. 8. The copies of the Morning
Star,
——DiISTINGUISBRED VisiTors.
Three cel- that the languages, civilization, arts and
tasks, why not let them do it? There is no
the saints. As fast as the common people could do that. There are other and more ebrated English scholars, Carlyle, Tyndall” sciences of all the O:iental countries,as well with the hundred copies of the Myrtle
danger in freedom. Open wide the door of
learn to read, they become Bible students, essential elements and evidences of Chris- and Huxley, are about to visit the United
as of Europe and Africa, have proceeded in (every school should have the Alyrtle for it
opportunity.
and where there are a few readers in a vil- tian character. The question is wider States. We allude to Carlyle as a scholar,’ all cases directly from America.
The Abbe is unsurpassed) ordered by me, are well
But
woman wll seldom enter these
lage, they are beset to read to others, and. and more radical in import, whether ap- forif he has earned the title in no other way,
received. More Subscribers for the Star
will
shortly
issue
a
work
on
this
subject.
rough and toilsome pursuits, unless comout of the ancient Book. The Bible reading plied to Dickens or anybody else.
might be obtained.
H.
he
surely
has
in
his
researches
for
words
of
pelled by dire necessity ; her natural tastes which began on the accession of the present
Some, nay many, have
treated
it as
July 20th, 1870.
great
length
and
extravagant
significance,
and inclinings are all to more delicate and Emperor, drove the Jesuits from the land though it might be resolved into this? To
——A UNION OF THE OPPOSITE PARTY.
quiet callings ; she can never compete with They were working their way into all parts what communion did Dickens belong, if with which to express Lis contempt of all Medical Associations have been in existence
zeal
in
de- time out
White Co., End.
man in them, and will not willingly endure of the empire, but when Bibles came, they indeed to any? That is, was he Pagan or sham and hypocrisy. His
of mind.
The doctors have alnouncing
cant
has
often
betrayed
him
into
the mortification of inferiority. . Moreover,
their
establish
to
right
the.
claimed
ways
fet themselves against them; and the wrt Christian? Was he Catholic or Protestant ?
During the past winter and spring Rev.
the employment of it, and his very abuse of own rates of charges,
ag society is improved, the pursuits which
and by all agreeing
arcse,—Jesuits or Bibles. The Emperor an
To what creed did he subscribe ? To what
agree with her ability and tastes become the people chose Bibles, and the Jesuits shibboleth did he give ear? Was he a 8pecious slang often becomes no more than to the same rates, have compelled the sick D. Mills did a good work for the cause of
Christ at Badger’s Grove and in the adjaslang itself; but his growling has not been generally, to accept
more numerous, varied and profitable, and
their terms. But this
were expelled.
.
.
Calvinist, or an Arminian ? Did he becent
towns. More than one hundred souls
wholly
in
vain.
It
is
true
that
he
ence
time
the Association is formed. by those
she has leas and less occasion to resort to
The empire has a state religion, the lieve in seven sacraments, or two, or none ? called us thirty millions of bores, and never
have been hopefully saved from sin, and
who
are
sick,
or
liable
others.
:
:
to
be
so,
and
while
Greek church, and the Emperoris the lread. Was he Episcopalian, or Presbyterian, or misses an opportunity to express his infinitethe doctors receive the usual fees for their organized into churches, with good pros
But opportu ity and necessity constitute This was not always so. A few centuries Congregational, or neither?
ly small opinion of everything that is Amer- services, the terms are made especially pects of permanence and usefulness. The
“the school which brings out great and no- since, the innovation occurred, and a very
Now all this is little beiter than trifling,
church at Badgers Gove numbers fifty,
ican,
but we shall be glad to see him never- favorable to those of limited means.
ble men and women.
A world of oppor- large proportion of the people have never when we stand at the grave of a great man,
The and has a Sabbath school of eighty pupils,
theless.
Should
we
chance
to
behave
ourfirst organization of the kind alluded to ha#;
tunity alone will not yield a dozen in a to this day accepted the change.
Mr. Dix- and inquire after the destiny of the soul selves well during his visis, he may possijust been established in London, and is and one a few miles away of sixty. This
century. Without the necessity of thinking, on says that several millions still strongly that has passed away from earth.
church represents a property of not less
bly revise his opinions concerning Ameritoiling,
contriving,
enduring, suffering,
First. To be a Christian then is to accept can boorishness. ' Tyndall and Huxley, based on the slight probability that any than $100,000, in a thrifty farming comdissent. They are called Old Believers.”
large ‘proportion of a limited number of
and the cheer of hops, joy, sympathy and They assert that the Emperor is not rightly the essential doctrines of Christ. A discimunity, The church and community are
like Carlyle, are coming where they are healthy individuals will needy medical
aid
love, the mind is sluggish, the faculties the head of the church; that the church
ple of St. John, as Polycarp for instance, a well known, for, like him, their literary
during the year for which the rates are adopting measures to build a house of worwither.and twist,and take monstrous shapes, ought to be separate and independent of the Platonist, or a disciple of Plato, or a disciship this fall, 86 by 50 feet; and although
works have
preceded them, and given paid. For $2,62, one person
can share
.and never become
strong, and
rich in state; that the clergy appointed by the ple of any other man, is of course supposed
them an eavied reputation. They are un- the benefits of the Society for one year; a the scarcityof money, from the failure of
graees.
crown are not the true clergy, and the sac- to be a believer in the leading and charac- mistakably at the head of the new school of
crops the past year, is forcibly felt by them,
Nature, experience and revelation as-- raments administered by their hands are teristic principles of the religion] philoso- scientists, and should they chance to enter family of four, the same length of time for yet they are resolved to build.
God bas
a
for
ratio
same
the
about
in
and
$5,25,
ure us, that the position of wife and moth- not true sacraments. They refuse marriage phy or science embraced and taught by our lecturefield, can not fail of large
done so great things for them, they seem
larger family. No one is allowed to beer, where the household is directed by vir- at their hand, and there being no other le- these great masters respectively. That is and appreciative
audiences. To listen to come a member of the Association whose constrained to acknowledge it, in doing
tue and intelligence, affords just that com- gal marriage, their children are, in the clear and indisputable.
what is so much needed for the success of
the advocate of protoplasm
on his fabination of influences, of opportunity and eyes of the law, illegitimate, and incapable
Second. To be a Christian is to experi vorite subject will be a rare treat, and the income exceeds $1000, thus confining its his cause among them at this time.
necessity, of trial and cheer, which matures
of inheriting the estates of their parents. ence just what Christ insisted on in that author of the works on Light, and Heat, benefits to those especially deserving them.
Burnett's Creek church is located in an
-the richest and noblest elements of woman- They thus refuse the protection and priv- significant declaration, Ye must be born- and Sound, can not fail to say many things to The subscriptions are so numerous that the adjacent town, and was organized with
| best medical aid can be secured, which obly character.
Years of care, contriving, ileges of church, and state, for conscience’ again.” *‘ Born of the water and of the | be heard and remembered.
viates the neces:ity of employing medium thirty members. It has a Sunday school
unseifishness
solicitude, patience; love, sake. They have heretofore suffered perse- Spirit.” There is a significance in this inskill, and also guards against the imposi- of sixty members, and represents a propner regeneration, pertaining more to a
“fellowship wth guileless, confiding, lov- cution, ard still suffer severe disabilities.
erty of about $150,000. They purposeto
DEBTS. Previous
to the tion of charlatans and quacks, There will
ing children, pious endeavor to lead them
The Emperor has made great efforts to re- heavenly influence than to a human and —PuBLIC
build a house next season.
This church is
goon
be
similar
Associations in the United
.to Christ, and make them good and happy, lieve their hardships, but it is a difficult task natural, or Christianity has its place only reign of Charles the Second of France,when
located
about
nine
miles
from
‘Lafayette
States.
rulers undertook a war or any other expen.are unsurpassed in power to enlarge the to reconcile these two conscientious church- among the world’s philosophies.
and has a large field for unse- fulness.
‘heart, suppress all narrow, low, sinful im- es which stand in sharp antagonism on * Third. To be a Christian is to do the sive enterprise, they demanded the money
Round Grove church, in arother townof a Christian,—to bear or the supplies of their subjects at once, to ——No TRAVELING CoMMITTEES.
pulses, and develop the noblest, purest, scores of pointe. Compromise in such cases specific work
About as ship, has a membership of twelve; is doing
meet
all
the
necessities
of
the
case,
or
they
and most Christ-like graces that
ever is out of the question. Conscience, inten- Christian fritus, just such as attended the
wise a thing as Congress did during its somethingin Sabbath schools, and is also
adorn a human nature. This is not theory sified by bigotry, never compromises ; mar- life and labors of Christ and his apostles, ‘¢ lived on the country,” and never paid at last session was something that it didn’t do. the fruit of this revival.
alone, it is experience. Facts corroborate tyrdom is preferred:; There is butone go- namely, the salvation of souls. To bless all, The Jewsd were the stated subjects Heretofore it has been the fashion for that
Bro. Mills, under God, has gained, during
«ur statement; history gives conclusive lation of the difficulty, and to that they the bodies and intellects of men is indispen- for plunder on such occasions, because pa
of
bands
four
or
three
authorize
to
bedy
the'past
six months, a great vic
over
held that this ¢¢ stiff
sable, as an evidence of Christian character. pal Christianity
testimony, that the best, the noblest, the
will ultimately come, i. e., entire freedom
roving Congressmen, to proceed, each sum- sin in these communities, and it is
tifynecked
people”
had
no
rights
which
they
wisest women
the world has ever seen,
of religion from sta‘e control and state sup- So is it to laborto raise men in the scale of were bound to respect. But as civilization mer, up and down and across the country, ing to know that he is adopting successful
moral being. But while all thisis to be
were made so in the family school of dis- port.
at the country’s expense, toask questions measures to secure the best results from it.
done, the other ought not to be left un- and the sense of justice increased, those thiev- of about everybody they met, concerning These churches, together with the Rensse«. cipline and culture.
:
The Russians are a singularly gentle done.
ish eustoms were changed to legal measThere are peculiar women, who are not and tender-hearted people.
matters that interested hardly anybody, and laer church, have formed a new Quarterly
Their intense
ures, The fashion now is, for every na- to report
Now,
was
Charles
Dickens
a:
Christian
at the next session the results of Meeting, extending over a promising secWomen in any noble, womanly sense, who religious characters never take the cruel
tion, state, city and village to contract
. sare unfit to enter the family relation. type of the Papista; the infliction of severe after this manner? Did he show by his debts, and seize the products of personal -their investigations. The country got quite tion of country. A large portion of the
profession, by his writings, or in any other
enough of these proceedings long ago, and new membership are heads of families, in
Their heartg are too cold, unsympathetic,
penalties, even, is tempered with mercy.
labor, in a very civilized and proper way, Congress
has for once adjourned without middle life, and although mostly strangers
for its duties or privileges. There are in- But they are fearfu ly superstitious, believe way, that he accepted the great and lead:
to pay them.
The new system is more
authorizing its usual traveling agents. The
~dolent, ignorant women, who disgrace in ghoste, visions, miracles, relics, and all ing doctrines and precepts of the gospel ?
to our doctrines and usages as a denominaequal and orderly than the old, but it is far
the relation by neglecting its sacred duties, the nonsense of benighted enthusiasts. But Did he, as a public teacher of men, in any from agreeable now, and tax-payers will Senate did at one time give a special tion, yet they feel and act quite at home,
committee authority to travel up and down and are zealousin our cause. Another
ant failing of course to profit by its high as light and liberty increase they will out- way whatever, proclaim them as . objects
be slow te believe that public debts are a the Mississippi
during the vacation, and ask minister is very much needed in this Q. M.
and Phried privileges. There are unfortu- grow their weaknesses, and become more of a sincere and earnest faith? Washe a blessing to the public.
:
various questions about the levees, but at once. Qur doctrines have not been
nate women, who are bound to low and and more noble in character as they regenerate man ? Had the inner springs of
his life been touched by the Spirit of the
thought better of it the next day and with- preached very extensively in this part of
Porutal men, who make their burdens gain instruction from the word of God.
living
God, making him, by that gracious ~——SABBATH SCHOOL MISSIONARIES. Sun- drew its consent. The House came very the state, and this work is an indication of
.....- grievous, and poison every cup of domestic
Mr. Dixon has made a very instructive
‘life. Yet they often become the brightest and valuable book, and opens to ws the touch,** a new creature?” Do the fruits of day school work is not all in the school near making a similar appointment, but a what may be done by consistent efforts.
his life bear testimony to this fact? Do room. ‘‘ A house-going pastor will have nervous objection by Mr. Scofield cogginc- Our brother has made an important acquijewels among all the good.
interior life of a nation which has been but
There are sinful, selfish, passionate partially known, and but little understood. men, when under the spell of his great gen- a church-going people,” is a proverb quite ed them of their folly, and the appoint- sition to the denomination as well as to the
ment was not pressed. Taken along with cause of Christ, and we trust he will live
avomen who fret and fume, and pervert the It is worthy a wide reading,and time spent jus, laying aside his most approved and as applicable to teachers as to preachers.
bleseings of home and make them bitter in. the perusal of it can not be otherwise effective representations, exclaim,‘' What- The most prosperous schools are those the utter disregard which Congress showed to see yet greater things in this section.
shall we do to be saved?” Did he enter in- which work outside as earnestly as they do during the last gession to the wishes of its
curses. The
highest opportunity
and than profitably employed.
We can say truly, that our work of
to sympathy with the great mission of inside. The teachers are the best possible constituents concerning financial matters, « church extension,” is not only begun
‘richest blessings always become the greatChrist, not merely ‘the moral improve- missionaries to visit the scholars and ex- these are refreshing instances of a considSeveral
est curses, when misused, and home, which
good progress.
but is making
*Frer Russia—~By W.H. Dixon, author of ment of the world, but the salvat’on of the plore for recruits, and they
ought to fee’ erate performance of duty, ‘and merit the Quarterly Meetings in northern Tilinols,
ought to be a miniature heaven, is often Tree America, &¢. New York: Harper and
souls of men ?
under the most solemn chligations to do this compliments which they are receiving.
y Potions,
without
«made a burning hell.
that, & few months since, were
3
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THE MORNING
general

schools, revivals, and the

‘Sabbath

work of benevolence. Missionary collectors are busily at work in the churches; old

debts on meeting-houses are being re* moved; new houses are being erected;
pastors’ salaries are raised ; new fields are
occupied, and there is every indication of
vigorous life among the churches. Pray
for our churches and pastors, and that God
may send more laborers into his harvest.

deeply interested as-ever in the successful

cution of the Master's work,
sionary purposes, $5,50.
at4 Pglmyra, Aug. -t
19.

F. Eaton,

who

Quarterly Meetings.
with the Springfield and Carrol church, June

—26.

The

WATERVILLE

to

ported” as Cor. Del.
The clerk was
Y. M.

EDGECOMB

re-

Pritchard

welcome

Indigent Students’ Fund. The meeting closed in the afternoon with
the Lord’s Supper, which was deeply impressive. The business committee reported
the following resolutions, which were dis-

Q.

Resolved, 1st. That itis with deep gratitude to God, that we learn of the brightening prospects now opening before our Foreign Mission, and that our prayers, sympathy and contributions shall be given to it
more abundantly than ever before.
2d. That we most heartily rejoice in the
increasing hatred to intemperance in all its
and unanimous

forms, and the more steady

forces to suppress
rd

action of the temperance
this ngonster evil.

8d. That our love for the Sabbath school,

education

and

all other moral enterprises,

efforts shall be

cur

and

is undiminished,

given to their support.
4th. That it is with sorrow that we see
the lessening numbers of the Fathers
among us, and that it is our duty, by sympathy, prayers and material aid to comfort
their d
ng years.
5th. That we rejoice in the success
which is attending the Morning Star and
Christian Freeman, and that we pledge to
them our continued sympathy and aid.
L. H. WitaAM, Clerk.

.

church,

OXFORD, MICH., Q. M.—Held

at 2 o'clock, P. M.

eighteen

expressed

ty

ANSON Q. M.
addition

past year we have had an

The

of two churches: Eustice church of nineteen members, located on upper Dead river,

which is quite an important field, as there
is no other church on the river, of any -denomination, and the West Anson church,
containing thirty-one members, nearly all
converts, * * + + These are the fruit of a
blessed revival the past winter, under the
labors of one of our young ministers, as-

sisted.by others. + * + + * We have had
some revival in South Madison, Concord
and some other churches. On the whole

.

we feel encouraged, as we

Our churches are, nearly all of them,

inter-

ested in Sabbath schools.
Ww.

Parsons, Clerk.

Q. M.,

held

set apart to the
by Rev. A.

At our last session

twenty

churches

re-

ported additions, mostly by baptism. In
some glthese churches the revival spirit
still
.

+

prevails, and

+

the

work is going

This, however,

leaves nearly one-

half our churches that report

no

something:

One

during the year.
must

With

be

on.

such a

wrong.

increase

record,

year's

labor without fruit. The sowing of spring,
but no reaping in autumn.
Christ lifted
up, but no hearts healed.
“Low

.

.°

.

A num-

ber of churches, however, that report no
incrente, sre sma'l, destitute of, end una-

‘.

at the

of

hands

Com.

F. B. denomination.

To whom it may concern,

. At thie Sept. session of the Van Buren Q. M.,
held with the Western Oshtimo church, 1869, the
following resolution was passed unanimously :
That the ordination papers of J.F. Ross be
withheld from him for forging a note and other
unchristianlike conduct.

At the June

session, 1870, the Clerk was

structed, by vote of conference, to have
same published in the Star and Freeman.

inthe

0. H. P. SHELDON, Clerk.

The

First Q. M. in Nebraska.

One year £go, the firs} ¥'. W. B, church in this

It was located at Salem,
state was organized.
and consisted of 14 members, Rev. A. Curtis,

pastor.

BOWDOIN Q. M.

baptism

This

number

has

been

its last session

Nearly

2d.

more

Christian

The Southern

three

Jewish

churches,

and

the

than

doubled during the year, and another church,
under the labors of Rev. H. B. Richey, has been
gathered at Palmyra. July 1st, these churches

met at Salem, and organized the first Q. M. in the

state, under the name of the F. W. B. Quarterly
Richey was
Rev. H. B.
Meeting of Salem.
chosen Moderator, Besides the usual Q. M. busi-

ness, measures were taken for securing a church
see
lot at Lincoln, the state capital, We can not

d, and
just how the new field is to be occupie
Our number is
this vantage ground secured.
counting
small, but after allit is large enough,
deterGod on our side, and it was unanimously
land.
mined to.go up and possess the goodly

_New

to

York Times

on

the

Photestant missions that the greatest success

Church

Journal

charges that

Bishop

Mcllvane, at a recent confirmation in Columbus,”
O., said that confirmation was no sacrament,
and that.the laying on of his hands conferred
thereby no grace.
Directory gives 26 Unitarian
Boston
The
churches, Congregational and Methodist 19 each,
Roman Catholic and Baptist 17 each, Episcopal
15, Universalist and Presbyterian 6 each, and 156
other churches of 10 denominations.

The’ Methodist papers are discussing the propriety of the exception to their general rule by
which the colored Bishop Roberts resides in Afnowhere
fica, and has Episcopal supervision
else.
The Swedish Lutheran Synod which met lately at Andover, Ill, refused the petition of a part
of the church in Princeton, Ill, begging that layand colporters might be allowed to hold
men
meetings in the church.
Mr. A. Minard, of Morristown, N. J ., has
built a fine or hans’ home, and deeded the entire
properly to the Methodist Board of Bisnops. The
value of the property is $50,000,
The members of the incoming senior class at
are trying to
Andover Theological Seminary
the professor
endow
to
ly
complete
funds
collect
ship of elocution, that they may have the servie-

i es of Prof. Churchill through the entire year.
-“

settled portion of Iowa, and

L, Given, Lewiston, Me.

«
*

J. Parkyn, Spafford, Lafayette Co., Wis.
TF. H. Lyford, Hampton, N. H.

.

Government tax, and are issued

amount ‘of $16,000 per mile.

Board

6,00
17,2
1

We

believe

as these

a

valuable

species

of

nourishment

45,03
Treasurer.

After

Married
U

Uk

FICES,

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.
.

the
for

He caught such a cold’that he could not’sing.”
whdt a sad
In
Poor, uatortunate, Batrachian!
And yet his misfortune
plight he must have been.
a tuneful
Many
gers.
si
was one that often befalls
to the ‘¢ genus homo?”
voice among those who belong
or on the
head,”
in the
* eold
is utterly spoiled by
For the above mentioned
lungs, or both combined.
« gnoaker” we are not aware that any remedy was
ever devised; but we po ce to know that all human
singers may keen their heads clear and their throats

8 use of Dr, Sage’s Catarrh Remedy,
in tune by if
and Dr. Plerce’s Alt. Ext. or Golden Medical Discovery, both of which are sold by druggists.

fall term of this celebrated mu-

The pipe organ ¢f the Roston

Tho concerts,

lectures; ete,,

and their friends,

are

also

of the pupils.
free

to

accepted

First
them to

THOROUGHLY
PROFITABLE,

your Jruggist forHH OMAP

with map,

our

cus-

SAFE, AS
INVEST-

may

be obtained,

and

sub

pupils

They

Stomach,

new create the blood;

CO., Boston,

WIN &

Torpid Liver,

every

once,

eating,

follews
TALTIC

or

a belching

Costiveness.

DR

LOZENGES

give

of wind,

up

permanent

T

or

FIRST

OF

THE

West Wiemsn
FOR

SALE

AT

‘GRANT

They

tro

EMPIRE

.

BY

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company
of New

York,

This mill is WROUGHT IRON—not CAST IRON—
and is case-hardened so a8 to run for years without
injury.
It works with less power than any othen,and
at the
It has taken the First Premi
less expense.
a and
State AFFictiowra Fairs of New York, Vi

Kentueky—the only ones at which it has been ex:
hibited.
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., Apxil 10, 1869,

Mill

to my

entire

“MONROE,

1 have

N.Y.,

used

satisfaction.

my

I

15, bushels of
oats mixed,
am perfectly
PALMER.”

May

run

10, 1860,

0. 8 Empire

it about

100

revolutions, and ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels
er hour. Yours, &o.
THOs, H. BATE.”

of corn
“The

nion Grist

and

Feed

now

mpire)

fil
Mill

is

There

is

all-that you.represent it. It will grind with ease 6 to
8 bushels of corn per hour, It also makes excellent
h
I consider it a boon to farmers, and
Graham
flour.

& CO.,
WHITE, MORRIS
No. 20 WALL, ST, NEW YORK,

street, Chicago.

.

“J.D, WEST—Sir:

.

Bankers and Financial Agents of the Company,

& CO.

Row, N.Y. or 148 Lake

J.D. WesT—Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses. at 160

BR 00

BY

by

given. Our
Address, at

revolutions, and 1 think I ground aboat
corn per hour, I then ground corn and
and it ground that somewhat faster 1
satisfied with it, Yours &c.,
R. M.

BOND3

NINETY,

Approved

And Scld by Agents everywhere.

Mailed for 60 cents.

LAND

HE

always

MORTCACE

FUND

¥F.W. GOODSPEED

MANUFACTURED

7PER (BAT. GOLD INTEREST
SINKING

like it.

CORN & FEED MILL

are pleaeant, portable, do not require increase of
dose, and never fail, Also warranted to cure every
Temp' *
kind of PiLEs. For sale at No, 1 Tremont
Boston,by E. A. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors
and by all Druggists,
2m21.

’

PERIS-

relief.

OF-

offices

FOR

No other book

4m9

and

HARRISON’S

WANTED

26\!

DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION is oppression fater

at

York and in Boston at

land.

87 Park

GEO. C.GOOD-

Sold by all druggists,

York:

The best terms to Agents ever before
new plan insures a sale in every family,

build up

the appetite

New:

over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.

cleanse the system, purify and
restore

Street,

A
times.
All History analyzed from a new stand
point.
God rules among the nations.
An OPEN BIBLE in

S PERSIAN

Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache, and all'diseases
from Disordered

Pine

GOD
IN
HISTORY.
grand theme, and the grandest book of modern

“Buy MR AND I'LL DO YOU GOOD.”-The best
medicine in the world is DR. LANGLEY’S R 00T

Impure Blood.

32

AGENTS

WA4SH, and
you will
get the best known romeMOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECK.dy for REMOVING
B.F. Rackley, Drugby
only
Mannfactured
LES.
gist, Dover, N. H. Price
$1.00
per otis
6wd

arising

a

Mortgage

412

OR Comedones, Black-Heads, Flesh Worms or
Grubs, Pimply
Eruptions and Blotche disfigur
ations on the Fac , use Perry’s Comedone & Pimple

Eich-

gic school begins Monday, Sept. 12th, This conser.
vatory limits each class to four pupilsonly, and eacu
pupil is entitled to free lessons in singing at sight,
disposal

have

C. E. FULLER & CO,
REWSTE R, SWEET & CO.,
TOWER. GIDDINGS & TORREY,
: FOOTE & FRENCH.

from

discolorations

brown

for removing

No.

CY, New

the Face. Prepared only by Dr.B. C. PERRY, 49
Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists everywhere,

“ There was a frog who lived in a spring, »

is at the free

we

of Jay Cooke & Company, New York, Philadel
phia, and Washington; the BANK Of NORTH
AMERICA, and banking house of HOWES & MA-

“PERRY’S MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”
The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known

to Science

one who has once become acquainted with its properties will be likely to ever abandon it as an article
of diet,

Conservatory

examination,

‘Pamphlets,

Notices.

Special

that variety in food which is said to- be essential to
health. Itis quickly prepared (ten minutes sufficing
to produce a custard or pudding) and we think no

and harmony,

present.

scriptions will be received at the COMPANY'S

far wider range. To us it is to reduce the expen se o
living, to spread the tamily board with luxuries cost
ing less than common fare, and largely to ipprease

theory

the

20 WALL ST, N. Y.

field, Mr. Norman G. Enslow and Miss Sophia Brouse.
Also, July 2, Mr. Charles Hephbun and Miss Samantha Randall.

and strengthen the whole body.

The

full

Wm, Whit-

Rev.

favora-

JAY COOKE & CO.

* In Eastbrook, July 9, by Rev. E. Harding, Mr,
John U, McCarty an Miss Emma A. Dyer, both of

N. Y., June 15, by

more

for the Sale of the above

tomers AS A
WELL
AS
MENT.

suddenly sprung, pure and perfected, from an old
matrix, like Minerva from the bed of Jove—takes a

berg fdirector.

be no

Bonds, and a desire to recommend

AND
HERB MEDICINE,—a
long tried and standard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilious Diseases,
Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
Skin,
and
Blood
the
of
Humors

OF MUSIC, Julius

than

a

Agency

the sick—light, digestible, anti-febrile, restorative
and fattening. This is what eminent men have said
of Irish Mogs as it was—only half purified, and comparatively unconcentrated. The new article (Sma
Moss FARINE)—which, by thé magic of science has

BOSTON CONSERVATORY

will

WW. B.SHATTUCK,
TREASURER,

Dover, N. H.

celebrated SEA Moss FARINE is made) has long been
considered

there

ble time to sell Governments, and buy really First-class Railroad Securities—such

5,00

Woodstock, N H,

C. O. LIBBY,

with Luxu-

Moss or Carrageen (from which

.

that do not pay their interest regularly.

Lyman, Me, per O. Butler,
Huntington Q M, Vt, per E B Fuller,
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me.

cite the authorities by the dozen, to

show that Irish

Securi-

Of 235 companies operating 30,000 miles of railroad
in the Northern and Western States, om which there
is a bonded debt of $662,000,(00, we know of but two

_ For Moth Patches, Freckles and Tan.

Family

small

gages on completed railroads.

10,53
3,,00
1,00
1,25

es can not be kept in good condition without them,
and with them can be on a much less quantity of
grain,
j ASK

the

very

In our opinion, no class of investments has been
found so uniformly safe and profitable as First Mort-

A crowd of ** horse men” and others, daily throng
Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead
Remedy.
and town for Fheridan’s Cav I" poison.
Depot, 49 Bond 8t., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
4mll
alry Condition Powders.
They understand that horseverywhere,

We may

the

ty is therefore entitled to a high rank.

the«stores in countr

ries.

for

For the present, the ur.

the road is now nearly finished, and that the

Central Ohio, Y M, per 8 D Bates;
Grand Prairie. O,
E Scranton, Larue, O,
S W Cratty, Prospect, O, **

Will save ten times, its cost
Try it.

Apply the liniment cold, and rub it in with the i

interest’

sold portion are offered at 95 and accrued interest.
The attention of investors is invited to the fact that

Foreign Missions,

In Pierpont,

the

of roads which centel
;

of the Company pay per cent. Gold Interest, free of

EXPRESS.

B

to

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

*

Rev G H Ball, New York.
Geo. I Jordan, Milton, N H.
D L Guernsey, Concord, N H.

baptized wihin a year.

is trnly
wonderful.
Cases are
already numerous
where
bent and stiffened limbs have been limbered
and siraizhiebed by it. When used for this purpose
the gaits ould be washed and rubbed thoroughly.

is built in

of the great Northern system
at St. Paul. The

'W H Sutphine, New Haven, Mich.
A M Simonton, Northville,
**
Thos B Lufkin, Surry, Me.
E Harding, Ellsworth, **
D S Johnson, Bridgewater, N H.
James J Crosby, Hebron;

not’
-

forward

tion of leading bankers and railroad capitalists of
wellknown wealth, experience and ability, insures
its early completion and future success. .
The road runs through the richest and most thickly

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

They tell us, and we rejoice if correctly, that
fifty years ago the American Board had in heathen lands, but one missionary,
one mission, and
one convert.
Now they claim 13 missions, 1,800
stations and out stations, 760 organized Churches, and 50,000 converts, of whom 4,000 have been

Spread

says that it is not creditable

amofg the Indians should be credited to the
Its statements are founded on an error.
Jesufts.
The Episcopal Theological Seminary of New
York has accepted the gift of 55 acres in MamaAndrew
County, from
roneck, ;, Westchester
Wilson, Jr.; and will build upon the land.

The

can

are now pushing their work

connect St. Louis and St. Paul is graded and under
contract to be finished this season.
The fact that
this enterprise has been undertaken by a combina-

Post Office Addresses.

service on

who

This Company

with great rapidity, and the entire line necessary

. Rev. J, L. Collier, Minneapolis, Minn.

schools, with 8,050 teachers,

:

235 MILES IN LENGTH.
Now Nearly Completed.

8 McConkey—J Morse—S A Oshorn—Mrs H I, Preston—
I, Peck—S Pease—J Parkyn—J C Rollins—J Reeve—A
Squiers—R E 8ill—E 8mith—W: R Stone—L B Starr—Mrs
E Smart—J Smith—Mrs O Sholes—D D Smith—E True—
©O H True—M H Thompson—J Tuck=J A Wright—H H
L Wiley
Wallace—J Watson—M L W—D Wentworth—F
—A E Wilson.

and 16,305 scholars.
Dr. Eichorn,a Jewish rabbi at Philadelphia,
and a strict observer of the Hebrew Sabbath,

Postagd,

Central Railroad of Iowa

Received.’

Jaques—S8 Johnson—J Judkins—A A Laughton—W
Lambir—M F Mills—D T Nason—8 A Manning—E 8 Mack—

The Irish Presbyterian Church
has 126,000
members, and an annual income of £94,000.
It

$2,00.

THE

Graves—D G Holmes—A JHall—G HarwoodE Harding

A friend,

Price

the

—G Hilton--A Houlsworth—L L Harmon-—A "Hobson
Hall—J G Hull--E 8 Hallack—S Harvey—J F Joy—Mrs J

In Spain, where we should expect the decrees
of the Ecumenical Council the mest religiously
observed, the Infallibility decree is received with
ridicule.
o

Sunday, for the benefit of those
visit the synagogue on Saturday.

hands.

ders are solicited.

P.Allen—D J Apperson—D W' Adkins—B Brackett—L
W Bates—V Balcom—M C Buswell—Mrs J HE Booker—8
Brown—Mrs M A Brown—H M Bishop—J W Burgin—C
Butterfield—J Perry—N
Cone—J
onk—C
Cook—dJ
Clough—J C Cunningham—E L Clark—M_F Champlin—J
M Crandall—E C Cook—A Churchman—L W: Collins—V
R Cary—R Cooley—W J Durfey—S8 B Dyer —J B Daniels
—J Dorman—HFuller—C Foss—N ¥rench—J Fullonton—
D Fish—M Farnum—W B Gonsalves—H Gilpatrick—H

The relaxing power of Joknson’s Anodyne Liniment

Judge Mallory, Milwaukee, has declared unconstitutional the Wisconsin Sunday law, which

beer gardens
.

Letters

At this rate of

extra 24 cents. Special terms given
Orto agents-who sell 100 or more.

Raccoon church, commencing on Friday, Aug. 5, at
2 o’clock. P, M.
:
JOHN W, CARPENTER, Clerk.

in Damascus

additional weekly

our

Clerk.
with

this the

‘sale this whole Edition will soon be off

ROCKINGHAM Q. M. will hold itejnext]cession at
Kittery, commencing Aug. 17.
;
session

of

that they appreciateit.

Rev. A. B. Meser-

Q. M. will hold its next

copies

others think the work a good one and

vey, A. M., Principal;-with eight assistants.
Apply
to Principal or to
E.
C. I.ewis, Sec. Trus.
New Hampton, N. H., July 20.

ATHENS

hundred

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that

New Hampton Imstitution.

A. D.

instituted an

Fifteen

first volume, have already been sold.

8. To hear and act onthe report of the Education
Board on the general subject. of Theological Education in the denomination.
r
.
4. To transact any other business that may come
before the Society.
For the Ex. Com.,
D. W. C. DURGIN, Sec.
Dover, N. H., July 22.
:
*
-

- J. FULLONTON,

Now Ready.

‘Rev. John J. Butler, D. D.,is now
ready for delivery to our customers.

9, at 10 1-2

Col.ege has fulfilled the conditions of the plan adopted by the Education Society at Great Falls for
the
removalof the Theological school to Lewiston, Me.

Joss

Dover, N. H.
Lit

The Commentary on the! Gospels by

on.
:
2: To hear and act on the report of the Committee
chosen te decide whether the Corporation of Bates

Fall term begins Aug. 23, 1870,

Cash,
“y=

~

chosen to adjust the claims grewing out of.the removal of the Theological school from New Hamp-

have been lately converted to Christianity, and
the movement is still in progress.
The Koran was translated into Latin in 1143

has

CALVIN HALE,
ASA A: TUFTS,
130

6m44

o’clock, A. M., to act on the following articles, viz.:
1. To hear and act on the report of the committee

At the Methodist Conference in Colorado, a
missionary was appointed to Utah.
It was reported that the missionary who has been there
for a short time
has had good success,~holding services in Salt Lake City regularly, which
many Mormons are glad toattend, and that Salt
I.ake Church held a festival a short time ago, and
cleared over $300 from it.
:
The Rev. Dr. Ellinwood, of New York, is to
manage the raising of the Presbyterian Five
Million Memorial Fund, acting in the capacity
of Secretary of the committee having charge of
the matter.
Iu is saidt,hough we have not seen the returns,
that the Congreggtionalists of Maine report 183
churches without ministers, 73 vacant, and 142
not self-supporting.
Vermont has 40 churches
without ministers, and 50 not self-supporting.
The anniversary of the institution of Christianty in the Hawaiian Island was celebrated
this
year with unusual enthusiasm.
In 1272 it would have cost a laboring man
years of labor to purchase a Bible, as his pay
would be only one and
a half pence per day,
while the price of a Bible was $100.

has 1,094 Sabbath

EVERYWHERE.

Baptist church in Newmarket, N. H., Aug.

Methodists have determined to,

numbers of Mussulmans

TROCHES

ap

synagogues,
a Chinese

:

BRONCHIAL

Notice.
The members of the Freewill Baptist Education
Society are hereby notified to meet at the Freewill

$519,69.

Chicago has 18 Baptist .doctors of divinity.
The 60,000 Baptists in Mississippi have not a
.
{
single one.

prohibits dancing in the
‘
Sabbath.

zenana teachers to enter
:

travels every 10 days 50 miles by rail, 60 by
wagon,60 afoot, aud has a salary, all told,of

Large

J. EDGARTHOMSON,
=
CHARLES L. FROST, {| Trustees,
These bonds have 50 years te run, are conveitible
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Com.
pany at par, and the payment of the principal is provided for by a sinking fund. The convertibility privilege attached to these bonds cannot fal to cause
them at no distant day to command a market price
considerably above par; besides paying about 9 per

Notices and Appointments.

of Babu Kesh-

services each Sundiy, and 5 during the week,

with the

all

erection,

[

SOLD

in

establish a Methodist paper at Jefferson, Texas.
An Episcopal missionary in Minnesota reports
that he has 9 stations finder his care, holds 3

GENERAL.

Organized.

received’

Clerk. _

of

twelve
house.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Rev. E. Harding, and all received the hand of
fellowship, In accordance with the usage of the

increased

have

some twelve per cenit. the past year, for
. which we wish to give God all the prise.
.

number

with
The

W. H. SuTPHIN, Clerk.

June

proceedings

Church in the country, that

GLU ENE, only 25 cts.
for it mends everything.

A F. Baptist church of fifteen members was
organized at West Surry, Me., July 12. Eight of
the

church,

and medical

In a quarter of San Francisco, within a radius
of 1700 feet, there are, either finished or in pro-

cess

Interest payable May and November,

cent., currency, interest in the meanwhile.
U, 8.
will most mvariably give instant relie
Five-twenties at present prices only return 4. per
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE | cent., and we regard the security equally good
y commpleted,
The greater part of the road is air
and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effec
and the balance of the work is rapidily progressing.
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
The established coaracter of this road, running as
it does through the heart of the most thickly
settled
clear and strengthen the veice.
and richest portion of the great State of Iowa, toOwing to the good reputation and popularity of the gether with its present advanced condition and large
earnings warrant us in unhesitatingly recommendTroches, many worthless and cheap imitations are ing these bonds to investors, as, in every respect, an
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure te undoubted security. .
HENRY
CLEWS
&
CO.
OBTAIN the true
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
¥ 32 Wall Street, New York.

distributors of the Southington Tract Society.

churches were represented by delegates. A harmonious and interesting season was enjoyed.
Voted that each minister in this Q. M. be requested to preach one sermon at least on Temper.
ance before the next session gq. M.
Next session with the Greenfield church, Sept.2
Conference Sept. 2, at 7o’clock, P. M. ~
—4,
0. C. WHITNEY, Clerk.

work of the gospel ministry. The exercises were
as follows: Sermon by Rev. O. C. Hills; ordain-

Church

its last ses-

GIBSON Q. M.—Held its last session

Jackson

Ministers and Churches.
June 3—5, Bro. O. Phelps was

The first Baptist

OSWEGO Q. M.—Held its June session with
the Gilbert’s Mills church. The session was one
of deep and heartfelt interest.
The
churches
were all well represented by letters and deleates; some of them Fehon precious revivals
uring
the past year.
The social meeting of
June 4th will be remembered by all present as one
of great _interest and profit.
A collection of
$10,27 was taken to be equally divided between
Home and Foreign Missions.
Next session with the Redfield church, commencing Sept. 2d.
A. E. WiLsoxn; Clerk.
-

of

|

of Providence, was founded 231 years ago.
The priest in Southington, Ct., has imperatively forbidden his people receiving tracts from the

MARION, O., Q. M.—Held its summer session
with the Berwick church, July 2 and 3.”
All the
churches were represented, and good interest reported.
Rev. Jno. Ashley, of the Seneca Q. M.,
was present and preached to good aceeptancc.
Next session with the Grand Prairie church,
Oct. 1 and 2.
§
8. D. BATES, Clerk.

WHITFIELD.

Ordination.
the last session of the Gibson

Clerk.

WALNUT CREEK Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Burns church, June 24-26.
All the
churches but one were represented by full delegutions.
The meetings, both devotional and
business, were conducted in harmony.
J. M.
Kayser was appointed as Cor. Mes: to next term
of Prairie City Q. M.
Next session with Boyd’s Grove church, Sept.
9.
B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

their desire to be taken under its care, and
were received. The services were concluded by communion season.
Wu.

Whit-

with the Allison and North Branch church, May
20—22.
The attendance was small, but the Lord
was with his people, and a refreshing season was
fajoved,
he August term will be held with the 1st
Lexington church, commencing Friday, the 26th,

Com.

to

_ses-

Next session with
PER ORDER.

G. W. MAYHEW,

Disease.

¥ BROWN’S

The Canada Presbyterian Church, the largest
Presbyterian bodyin the Dominion, has 4 synods, 17 presbyteries, 300 ministers, and 2 seminaries. It was orginized in 186Lby the union
of two bodies, and has just held its first general
assembly in Toronto. The communicants
awe:
47,162, an increase of 1,596. The average stipend
of the ministers is $691; the amount contributed
for congregational purposes
$359,677, and for
missionary purposes $42,305,

OWEGO Q. M.—Held its last session in Herrick,
June 3—5,
The churches were not fully represented, but a fair delegation was present, a
good time was enjoyed, and it is hoped that the
result will help in establishing a strong church
in Herrick.
Next session with the new church in Litchfield, Aug. 26—28,commencing at 2 v’clock, P. M.

;

late

Hindoo widow, who is a relative

churches mostly represented a good congregation on the Sabbath,and their church was dedicated to God.
Sermon by the Rev. W. H.
Waldron and dedicatory prayer by Rev. A. Griffith.
Next session with the Summer Hill church;Sept.
10 and 11.
Conference Friday previous,
at €
o'clock, P. M.
JOHN TYLER, Clerk.

——

The several Quarterly Meetings composing the Maine Central Yearly Meeting have
presented their annual reports, which are
substantially as follows :

Clerk.

& MINNESOTA R. R. CO.
We are still offering a limited quantity for sale
AT 90 AND INEFEREST,

Biddeford, Maine

\ lect often results in an incurable Lung

ub Chunder Sen, an influential native at Lucknow
has forbidden the
his house any more.

COUPON OR REGISTERED,
°
FREE OF U. 8. TAX,
ISSUED. BY THE
ae
BURLINGTON, *CEDAR
RAPIDS,

Requires immediate attention,as neg |

meetings of England

of the

‘‘ Ro-

COLD, OR SORE THROAT |

ACOUGH,

Calcutta, in connection with the conversion of a

Fe-

SPAFFORD Q. M.—Held its last session
the Richford church, June 11th and 12th.

Rev. J. D.

by

D.S. SmitH,

MICHIGAN CENTER Q. M.—Held

Brethren and

fellowship given by the writer

At

The

M. Rev. J.D. Waldron with Rev. W.

sion with the Union church.
the church of Spring Arbor.

preacher

‘

consequence

features of

All letters of inquiry should be addressed to
J. E. BUTLER, PUBLISHER,
4

and is under charg-.

addition to rents, coal, taxes,

In

M., and

4

of the baptized on beba!f of the Church.
Likewise two brethren, whose companions
the

Rev. S. Gross

UNION, N. Y.,
Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Ttaly and
Naples church. A good season was enjoyed. Next session with the Urbana
church, Sept. 10.
J. D. Smita, Clerk.

H. Fish; hand.of fellowship by Rev. J. T. Ellis.
0. C. WHITNEY, Clerk.

Reports.

of Q. M.

baptized here

with

were

the Pierpont church. Rev. J. D. Wal-

.

$2,00.

Mosaic law is not worthyto retamn his rank as
areligious teacher.

a hearty

they

eld, pastor of Pierpont church, protracted the
meeting a few days, 2nd they were led to rejoice
in the reviving of the church, and the conversion
of twenty precious souls. Next session at Hopkinton, September 16—18.

the fruits of the recent revival of religion,
notice of which has already appeared in
the Star. Inthe evening the Covenant
was read and adopted, and the hand of

united

We received

people, though

dron was clerk pro tem., who reports a very good
season enjoyed. A church of 30 members regently organized at Burke was received into the

the

into

Waldron on Lord’s day, July 17th, some

had

and

LAWRENCE, N. Y., Q. M.—Held its June

Rev. E. Guilford.

ing prayer by Rev. A. Lord; charge

[

Abstracts

Sisters were

the

L. Gort,

sion with

&c.

Nineteen

PierronT, N.Y.

from

:

prepared to re-

church, eleven by baptism.

MISSIONS.

harmony

‘male Mission Soc. will meet in the school-room,
under the Hall, Sept. 16, at 2 o’clock, P. M.

M.

lately received

were

Fourteen

of

with

‘Town Hallin Bedington, Sept. 16=-18.

has been a
There
LintLeroN, N. H.
considerable revival interest in this church,

cussed and adopted :
FOREIGN

Revivals,

labors

despatched

valuable

mans” -and * Hebrews” are prepared with the great:
est care and clearness, It will contain the best map
extant of the countries mentioned in the Testament
also elaborate cuts from actual photographs. Price

Of the German rabbis il have signed
a declaration that the rabbi who
lately married a
couple debarred from contracting marriage by

Rev. Benj. Penney, Jr.,and O.
W. Young, delegates to the P, Y. Meeting. Next session at the

meter aefeerori——

under ‘the

was

The business of

members of another communion.

put in his possession, it has become misplaced. So far as his knowledge of the Q.
saying, that
Appointed the clerk Y. M. M. extends, he feels justified in
approved.
that some
prevails;
ss
steadfastne
general
Delegates
Mission Agent. Corresponding
and support
pastors,
have
churches
the
of
follows:
as
appointed
were
meet'ngs all the time; some a's), have
Rev. B. F. Pritchard to the N. H. Y. M.
M.;
been favored with revivals. Sabbath schools
Y.
Penobscot
Rev. W. F. Eaton to the
L. H. Witham to the Maine Central Y. M. ; flourish, and the cause of Missions receive
Rev. G. W. Howe to the Congregational the sympathy and support of the people.
State Conference ; Rev. F. W. Towne to the Some churches need pastors. An imporMethodist Conference. Rev. M. H. Tar- tant field is wanting a laborer at Boothbay
box reported the Penobscot Y. M., and Rev, Center.
In closing permit me to say that a genJ. Malvern the N. H. Y. M.
Wednesday morning was beautiful be- eral survey of the field suggests the imporyond description. As the sun arose, the tance of active Missionary: efforts within the
te evidentto all that
people assembled in large numbers, and a M. C. Y.M. It must
now prospering,that
churches
some
are
there
most excellent prayer-meeting was enjoyed,
and encouraged
visited
unless
die
svon
will
after which Rev. M. H. Tarbox gave us one
Christ.
of
stewards
the
of
of his soul-stirring sermons, which was fol- by some
Is it not possible that some of our churchlowed in the afternoon, by one of equal
who enjoy preaching every Sabbath, or
es,
H.
N.
of
importance, by Rev. J. Malvern
the time, will consent to let
Meetings were held in three places in the even half of
go occasionally, after the
ministers
their
evening, and the word preached by Revs.
Such an act would be truly
ones?
destitute
MeS.
A.
and
Eaton
F.
W.
d,
B. F. Pritchar
both the pastor and peodo
and
Christlike,
Lean. A social meeting of unusual intergood, as well as to
great
him
sending
ple
after
morning,
est was held on Thursday
people of the flock.
the
strengthen
and
which Rev. C. O. Libby, Cor. Sec. of the F. cheer
this favor to the
refase
to
selfish
not
it
Is
the
M. Society, presented the claims of
it?
try
will
Who
destitute?
manner,
interesting
usually
his
in
“mission
A. H. MorkeLL, Y. M. Clerk.
and a collection was taken amountingto

two-fifths for H. M.; and one-fifth for the

the Exeter Q.M.

was chosen Cor. Mess. to the Prospect Q.

port from letter,sent to this Q. M. If it was

to be divided, two-fifths for F. M.

The Wesleyan district

«expenses.

with

It will embrace all the

the first volume, while the notes upon * Acts”

have suggested that the minimum
salaried of
their unmarried
preachers
should be $370,
and those who are married from $550 to $600,

Q. M.

clerk is not

Y. M.

The

the Penobscot
appointed a com-

from

social meetings spiritual.

_ mittee to locate the next session of the Y.
M. Report of the Treasurer was read and

$66,67,

pas

unanimity ; the preaching was/practical, and the

We are not enjoying that degree of religious prosperity that we should. There is
a great lack of ministerial labor. The field
is large and but a few to culiivateit. A
pumber of our churches are weak and low..
The most of thechurches sustain Sabbath
schools and Conference meetirigs. Some
Missions,
have’ enjoyed revival interest.
Home . and Foreign, have many warm
friends; the. Freedmen are not forgotten.
It is the strong desire of many that the Y.
M. may adopt measures to put missionaries
into the field who will visit the churches.
8. BOWDEN, Clerk. *

Letters were

F.

B.

God has blessed this Q, M. the

the Conf.

some part of the time.
G. W. GouLp, Clerk.
i

read from the different Q. Mas., giving cheer- ing accounts of the triumphs of the Redeemer’s Kingdom in their respective localThe minutes of tho last meeting
ities.
were read and approved. Rev. G. W* Howe
reported as Cor. Del. to the N. H.

Rev.

Cook

of our churches sustain preaching

Most

The report was adopted, and the meeting
proceeded to business by appointing Revs.
B. F. Pritchard, J. ‘Pinkham and E. H.

and

mee

in

Boxes.

Miss.

now introducing the Family

B. F. Pritchard,

E. H. Hart and P. Smith, Assistant Moderators; and A. S. McLean, Assistant Clerk.

M.,

good;

ELLSWORTH Q. M.—Held its last session

We are

and Foreign Missions.

for Home

J. Pinkham and E. H. Hart were appointed
a committee on permanent organization,
which presented the following names: Rev.
G. W..Howe,Moderator ; Revs. W. F. Eaton,

Y.

was

8. M, Hagaurr, Clerk.

Tangement we think. Missions share in
interest of the churches. Our churches
the
are.in the habit of sending in an ‘amount
of money at each session of the Q. M.,
some for use in the Q. M. and some to go

temporary. chairman. Revs. G. W. Howe,
P. Smith and A. S. McLean were appointed
a committee on credentials. On the report

Hart, Business Committee.

attandance

evangelical

tumn,

The French Methodist Conference reports 184
preaching places, 30 ministers, 22 evangelists and
teachers, 101 local preachers, and 2,049 members.
ti
:

24

Churches all reported by letter and dela-

gation...

and

has been forbidden to preach
es-of
heresy.

SPRINGFIELD, MF.,Q. M.—Held its last session

Clerk.

eloquent

" FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS,

and w.1l deubtless be issued during the early au

at Athens, who has attracted so much attention,

the C. Baptist church, in Waltham, June 17-19.
We were favored with the labors of Rev. J.

was also appointed

of this committee, Revs.

Clerk.

.school convention is held with us in ‘which
all denominations unite,—a very good ar-

After singing, prayer was offered by Rev.

W.

* 'F. W. DUNN,

FARMINGTON Q. M.
:
A few churches in this Q. ‘M. have enjoyed special revivals during the year just
closed, additions not large,yet advancement
made. Most of our churches sustain Sabbath schools. . . . A county Sabbath

The 41st session of this religious body
convened with the church in Harrison, June
o'clock, P. M.

Collection for mis-

Next sessionof ‘SM.

ear; all the churches reported additions, Chose
ev. J. Welch Cor. Mes. to the Sebec Q. M.
8.
M. Hoggett was chosen delegate to the Penobscot
Y. M. Next session with the church in
Lee, Oct. 7. Conference, 1 o'clock, P. M.

Western X. M.,

15th and 16th. The conference for busipreceding at one
ness opened Tuesday

prose-

7 PER CENT. GOLD

The manuscriptfor the second volume “of Dr. Buter’s Commentary is now in the hands of the printer

part as speakers. A hostility to revealed Christianity was openly expressed, and the words of
Mr. Ditter were received with loud applause
when he said:
Religious instruction must be
quite separated from the church. The doctrines
| of original sin, revelation, the Trinity, angels
and devil can not be reconciled with anthropo- |
logical principles.”
Latos, the

spiritual,

Maine

* The annual meeting of German schoolmasters
was held last month at Vienna.. Women took

Conference

united in the bonds of Christian fellowship, some
of ‘them out of active service, but all of them as

miss him from our gatherings.

A. A. Smith,

present at the Q. M.

vis,and R. Dunn. It was a meetingof old friends

Rev. John Miller,
since our last report,
He was a good man, and we
of Durham.

D.G. H.

«Chicago, 10",

were

Revs. A. Curtis, H. B. Richey, J. E. & K. R. Da

cause, but here, also, we ought to do better. It is our general practice to crowd
the school into the short space of time between the morning and afternoon services, and do as well as we can in this unjust
ition. A few of our churches, however,
have entered the better way, giving onepalf day each Sabbath to the:Sabbath
school. . . . The moral questions of
the day have their place in our hearts.
. . One watchman has fallen in death

monthly meetings,

sustaining preaching,

There

school

the Sabbath

work in

good

a

#oing

churches are

Our

ble to support a pastor.

preaching neatly, and neglecting every
means of grace, are now quite active in

STAR: JULY 27, 1870.

it will be indispensable when

once

tested.

but one opinion—it is a success.
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869,
H. C. SANDUSKY & Uo.:~The (Empire) Mill I
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction. I grind 7
or 8 bushels per hour; in fact, it is just the thing for
farmers aud feeders, Nowe should be without one. ISAAC

A
12127

Send

for Cirenlar,

J Id WENT, Genoral

40 Cortlandt 81,
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The
BY

When I got home
- | helping shell
been around
was raining,
the boy back

Aspens,

ADELAIDE
—

the Boy

wife bad agreed,

in the kindness

heart, to keep him a week

SPOUT.

was

there,

lima beans. The man had
and had not been suited. It
and he did not want to take
to the country that night. My

of her

and try how she

could getalong with him.
The boy, had been cared for at the

Be

I sat beneath the tremblement
Of Aspen’s light and shade;

The glint, and changing shadows, too,

dier’s Orphan Home

On a young brow were laid.
The flecks of gold in the brown hair,
Like gleaming gems inwrought ;

wholesale treatment in which such institu-

had received the wholesale

Where

he

fare

and

the

a well-managed one, and the fare and treat-

The lifted face had caught,
shade,

“Near unto me, and tenderly, ...~
4

The questioning
face was pressed,
And lips quite old enough to frame,
I thought, a better plea,

~

Asked mine to tell again,—again,—
~The

,

tions deal. The establishment is considered

"But more of shadow than of light,
It kept the change from Yight 1
That told of deep unrest,

at

Sol-

«

legend of the tree,

ment goed.
Doubtlesg they are good of
their kind, but they are not what the family
gives ‘and fall very short of what the child
needs. He had passed the usual period of
childhood’s diseases and had just got up
from bis last attack, which had left. him
attenuated and forlorn in appearance

ever a child of his age was

and

live.

as
as

His

MORNING
Why

Anne Was

STAR:

Unhappy.

ly

Little Anne got out of bed

feeling very

unhappy. She had not rested well the first
partof the night ; and, in the morning, when
everybody else was up and wide awake,
her little peepers begged for more sleep.
She

thought

mamma,

sister

and

nurse

were cross; though, in Tdct, they were as
pleasant as usual.
5
Instead of dressing herself, she sat down

on the floor and gazed at her toes.

You

would have thought, from the expression
on her face, that they had been very naugh-

ty little toes and had done her some great
injury.

When she had
at

become

tired of looking

them, she began to dress.

her face and

She washed

hands; the soap

got into her’

JUL

YY

QT,

1870.

a

Tiny stood up, then began to run; her hair
all came out again,and she is now one of the
most wicked, intelligent, pretty little beasts
that ever committed an act of theft. Steal?

and I can not think how the mistake could
come,” said the father-in-law of Mr. Druggendorf, in his pleasant, quiet tone.
So they parted.. But the next day, as

Why,

Mr. Druggendorf passed the market, the

her whole life was devoted to steal-

ing, for the pure love of the thing.

The, moment I come down to breakfast I
let out the monkeys. I keep a box of sardines specially for the Hag, who immediately helps herself and sits on the table, granting with pleasure ag she licks her oily fingers. The moment Tiny is let loose, she
steals whatever is on the table, and it is
great fan to see her snatch off the red herring from the plats and run off with it to

the top of the book shelves. While I am
getting down my herring, Tiny goes to the,
breakfast tyble again, and, if she can, steals

the egg; this she tucks under her arm and
bolts away, running on her hind legs. This

ry and a Line of Revelation, and

ty Dogma.

The

Infallibili

Cincinnati: R. W. Carroll & Co.

A Catalogue of the Woman’s Medical College
of the New York Infirmary has been received,

which shows that the amplest provision is made

man, standing in his door, said to him:
at that Institution for the education of women
“I shall have to back down ou that lit- who desire a training for the work of thé'physi- tle matter ef the sirloin. The man who «cian, and the increase in the size of the medical

i¥

THE

bought it came in a few hours ago, and as
soon as I saw

him I knew.I had

mistake, and that he was the man

mind.

made a
[ had in

He said, ¢ Charge it to Mr. Tressle-

wharf,’ and

when I spoke

to

him‘ about it

he said it was he who bought the meat.”
Nations have declared war. from disputes
between them as of little consequence as
this good-natured dispute about the meat.
Duels have been fought, many and many a
time, from far sillier misunderstandings.
And I think all the wrongs and mistakes

eyes. She puton her boot; the string got young lady has of late been rather shy of might be easily righted if men always
twisted in a knot. She combed her hair; it eggs, as she once stole one that was quite ‘ruled their spirit and were slow to anger;

classes indicates that its offers of aid are meeting

appreciation.

We rejoice in the interest which:

women are taking in the Study of physiology and

hygiene, and in the efforts which they are making to fit themselves to be ministers of relief
to the suffering. It is a fitting sphere for the exercise of their skill and sympathy.

'

»

LITERARY MISCELLANY,
Greek Brigands.
Brigands in Greece

|

are not, as in other

countries still cursed
brigands, a class
hair was cropped in a home-made fashion, got into a snarl. She put on her dress; and hot and burned herself. She cried out, and and you know he who does that is better completely cut off fromwith
society. Each troop
That moved not when the others swept,
and his face had a ‘downcast, cowed look, a pin, which she had left in it the night be- the Ilag left off ‘eating sardines, shook her than the ‘mighty, and even than he who had then, and probably has still, its director,
"In leafy grace, the ground,
which told of machine rule and the priva- fore, scratched her.
ils’ lmpresario, in a town, sometimes in the
tail violently and opened her mouth at me, taketh a city.
‘When Christ passedby to Calvary,
capital, sometimes at Court. The subalterns.
When she ate her breakfast, her coffee as much
tion of sympathy, and obscured what signs
as to say, ‘You dare hurt my
‘When Nature wept around.
$
often return to civil life; often also the
of intelligence he might have exhibited if was too hot, and the cakes were too cold. Tiny? If 1 keep too sharp a lookout upon
‘But after,—when the Christ had died,
peasant turns brigand for a few weeks,
“ Couldn’t
see the Need.”
Took on this form of grief’;
he had been allowedto be himself. Our She was too near the fire, and she would Miss Tiny, she will run like a rabbit across
when he knows that a good haul is to be
And whispers down the ages now,
Johnny look- the table,and upset whatever she can. She
friends noticed this air. Some pronounced not go nearer-the window.
made.
The job finished, he returns to his
Remorse
in every leaf.
The worthy gentleman who rules the tillage. Of all the countries in the world,
hima ¢¢ dummy,” and insinuated that we ed too sober, and Allie laughed too-much. generally tries the sugaf first as she can
had gone into a very~ poorly paying busi- ‘She was sorry she had risen so early, and then steal a bit, or she will put her hand rising generation of boys, in a certain tows Greece is the country in which opportunity
The a leaves shimmered over us,
in Tennessee, had. occasion, recently, to has called forth: the greatest number of
. +*Each hung on tiny thread;
| ness. Others spoke more hopetully and she was sure she wouldbe late at school.
on the milk jug and pull it over, If she
correct
a little boy named Johnny. Now, highwaymen.
The lips had caught their tremblement,
She was in such a miserable humor that can not get at the sugar basin or milk jug,
- [predicted that the peculiar look ‘would
A Frenchman, residing in Athens, has
The faltering lips that said,—
shoitly wear off, and the boy would bright- she made all the family uncomfortable by she will kick at them with her hind legs, Johnny had what is called the sulks, be- told how his servant one day timidly accost-¢ And I have heard the Christ go by;
cause
he
was
whipped,
and
in
order
to
conen up. They had seen children from or- Ber complaints. Johnny said she must just like a horse, and kiock them over as
ed him, twisting his cap between his finLike trees bowed int the wood,
vince him that he was justly and necessaers, —
Lf
phan asylums before, and they all looked have got out of bed head first; and Allie she passes.
Strong heads have bent, while all unmoved,
rily punished, his teacher had recourse to 8 *“You have something to ask me?”
that way at first. We believed the latter, thought she had better go back and get up |
Bjize, mine alone hath stood.”
Tiny and the Hag sometimes go out steal- the following argument:
“Yes, effendi, but I dare not.”
;
for the child had already found the way to again in the right way.
“Dare, nevertheless.”
ing together. They climb up my coat and
“ And T have watched the Christ go by,
‘“
Well,
Johnny,
suppose
you
were
ridour hearts, and we could perceive, working
Her mother asked her kindly if she were
“Etfendi, I want to spend a month oa the
And knew my own sins lent
search all the pockets. I generally carry ing a big horse to water, and had a keen
upon him and changing him, the influences sick. No. If she wanted this or that, nammountain.”
o
‘Weight to the cross, beneath whose load
a great many cedar pencils; the monkeys
switch in your hand, and all at once the
“On the mountain! What for P”
of a happier life than he had enjoyed be- ing several different things. No,she did not
The Man of Sorrows bent!”
e these out- and bite off the cut ends; horse were to stop and refuse to go any
“To stretch my limbs, saving your refore.
:
: want any of them) ¢ Well, then, my child, |
Then came a hush, and’in our hearts
the great treat is to pick and pick at “further, what would you do?”
spect, effendi. ' 1 get rusty here. In Athens, _
The silence deeper grew ;
what do you want?” -asked her mother.
The boy made himself at home with us,
"you are a heap of civilities (I bave no intenthe door of a glass cupboard till it is open,
Such stillness broodeth o’er the wood,
Johnny stifled up his sobs for a moment— tion of offending you,) and I am afraid of
Now Anne could not think of anything then to getin and drink the hair-oil which
from the beginning.
He unddressed us as
Ere summer storm sweeps through,
¢ Papa” and ‘* Mamma” of bis own accord, in particular that she did want. She only they know is theré. Any new thing that and looking up through his ‘tears, inno- ‘catching your complaint.”
The master, touched by. such valid rea‘I knew so little of the soul
~~
knew that she did not want anything that arrives they must examine, and, when a cently replied—** I'd clack to him, Sir.”
at once. He discovered, as if by. intuition,
‘ But, Johnny, suppose he wouldn't go sons, allowed his valet to tike a month's
#fdid not dare to teach,
where everything was and belonged; he
she could have; so she said : ¢‘ I want some- hamper comes, I let the monkeys unpack
man-sheoting. He returned at the expiraTo break the silence of that heart
for your clucking, what then?”
i tion—of
put the things away and got them out when
thing that you have not got, mamma.”
leave .of absence, and never
it, especially if I know it contains game.
By any form of speech.
“I'd get down and lead him, Sir.” 1 touched his
they were wanted, and,before, he had been
so much as a pin of his master's
Then Anne had a real good cry. After. They pull out the .straw, a bit at a time,
Whetre’er it lisfeth, lo! the wind,
“And whatif he were obstinate, and prapeisy.
in the house a week, he talked of * ou
that she felt a little better; but two or peep under the paper, run off crying, in
On unseen wings is borne;
here was a poor gendarme who, for
wouldn’t
let you lead him ?”
3
things”
as
if
he
had
been
boin
and
TE
three days passed before she felt quite hap- their own language, Look oat, there's
~ And thou art touched by breath of God,
long, long years, aspired after the rank of
“Why,
I'd
take
off
his
bridle
and
turn
O heart, in life’s sweet morn.
up among them.
py again.
something alive ia the basket I’
corporal.
He was a good soldier, brave
One day he tipped over the roeking-chair y Now, what do you suppose made everyenough, and the least refractory in his comThe performance generally ends by their him loose, and walk home, Sir.”
‘While wearing all the tenderness
“You may go and take your seat, John- pany; but his only patron was himself.
and himself. - He picked himself up, and thing look so blue to Anne that merging ? upsetting the basket, and, if-they turn cut
And freshness of the spring;
ny.”
Johnny could not be made to see the So he deserted, and turned brigand. Here
How soft and sweet the notes shall wake,
was perfectly quiet for a few momenfs,
Her mother did not know, andifdo?
a hare, they both set to work ard ‘Jook
he was able to display his talents, -. He was
‘When God’s breath stirs therein!
when he looked up and said, ‘ A'n’t you
think she has found out yet. But I think I fleas’ in the hare’s far. I once received a necessity for using the switch.
soon well known to all the heads of the
O heart, where in sweet tremblement,
going to whip me?” This revealed the know; for I was visiting at her house the snake in a basket, and T'let the monkeys
gendarmerie.
They tried to catch him, and
* The light and shadow meet,
:
way he had been trained.
:
missed catching him five or six times.
evening before and saw Anne eat heartily unpack it; they have a mortal horror of a
Through this great silence hear once more
Giving up that game, they sent a friend
When he came to us his mind was a blank of meat, hot biscuit, rich cakes and pre- snake. When they found out the contents
The passing Saviour’s feet!
to treat with bim. ‘You shall have your
so far as the effect upon it of external influ- serves for her supper. . I amsure that, if I of the bamper, they were off iu doublepardon, and, to make up for your trouble,
Bow low in tenderness, dear one;
ences and instruction was concerned. He had eaten such a supper, I should have been quick time, erying ‘Murder! thieves! and Woon’s ANIMAL KINGDOM. Illustrated. Edit- you shall be made a corporal to-morrow,
ed by Rev. J. G. Wood,
M. A., F. L. 8., author
But thou a better type
was of an age at which most boys know
it was a long time before they would come
cross and unhappy, too, the next day.
of * Wood's Natural History,” etc. Embel- and a sergeant in the course of the year.”
Than mourning Aspén tree shouldst choose ;—
lished with about five hundred engravings on
His ambition was satisfied. He consentmuch
of
both,
yet
he
seemed
to
know
nothdown
from
behind
the
casts
of#salmon
on
It
seems
strange
to
me
that
grown-up
Thou shouldst wear more of light
wood by Dalziel Brothers, from new designs ed to be made corporal, awaiting his sering,
either
of
good
or’evil.
He
bad
buta
the
top
of
the
book
shelves.
Luckily,
the
people
will
allow
children
to
eat
such
And restfulness through all thy heart;
by Coleman, Harvey, Wolf, Weir, and others. geaut's stripes.
Ie had long to wait for
Complete Edition. London & Boston: H. A.
slight idea of what were his duties -and ob- things, particularly at night. Hot bread monkeys are afraid of a stuffed Australian
And rare, glad notes should run,
them.
One day, his patience was worn out,
Brown & Co.
1870. Royal Octavo.
pp. 800.
With silvery sweetness, o’er the chords *
ligations, but was as innocent of guile as a and rich cakes should never be eaten by animal that hangs in my room.
When I
1 and he returved to the mountain.
He had
This has long been a standard work in its own
That are so finely strung.
not killed three men before they made haste
new-born babe. There was hardly more anybody, at ary time; and they are more have any specimens or bottles that I do department.
It deserves its eminence. Not too
for him to unlearn than a babe would have. injurious at night than early in the day.
‘not want the monkeys to touch, I simply learned or technical for use among the mass of to make him sergeant. He afterward rose to
There was no mistrust about him. He nevI sometimes see men and women who are set down the ‘bogie’ to act as sentry, intelligent readers, animated and popular 4h be an officer with no other patrons than the
The Little Shoe.
persons he had put under ground.
er thought of doing any thing btit the right, nervous, peevish, and unreasonable; and as I know the monkeys will not come style, abounding. in illustrative incidents, set off
There did exist one amazing commandby cuts carefully executed, and having a letterbut had only a dim gomprehension of what who, by being so, make all about them un- near it.
ant of the gendarmerie, who seriously en:
Laughing, and humming an idle air,
the right was. He had been taught bis comfortable. I always feel pretty sure that
I threw the drawer’s contents aside ;
Although my monkeys do considerable press and binding such as will at once attract and deavored to put down brigandage. Ina
Trifles of old days I scattered there,
letters as they stood in the ,column and such persons eat or drink that which is mischief, Ilet them doit. I am amply re- gratify, it is at the same time a repository of sci- few months he made all the brigands hide
entific information well classified and happily artheir diminished heads in their rocky dens.
And papers in haste untied.
could say them off glibly, but could not hurtful, and too much of it, too.
warded by their funny and affectionate ranged. The publishers have laid the public un- But the authorities lost no time in-dismisstell one from another when they ‘stood
God
has
make
for
our
use
an
abundance
ways. Ifany of my readers have monkeys, der a heavy obligation by issuing this very admi- ng him. He was sapping the foundations .
Struck, as it were, by a random shot,
out of their order.
So with his count- of good and healthful food and drink ; and, and want to get them tame, they should give rable edition of a truly choice work. Whoever of 8ociety.
FN
I felt an old wound bleed anew’;
ing
Two travelers of M. Aboul's acquaintif we would be content to use such only, | them the run of the room, and let them out buys and reads it carefully will do himself no
Carelessly seeking I know not what,
I came on a little shoe.
We have not had our boy a year yet. we should be healthier and happier.
at meal time to eat and pick what they like. ordinary or doubtful favor. Itisa trustworthy ance, on the point of starting for'a province
Neither Anne nor her mother suspected Summer and winter they should wear green commendation of a book when the imprint of infested with brigands, thought of asking
His
|
The
cowed
look
wore
off
in
a
month.
Memory flashed on me; sadly sweet
for a safe conduct from the great personthis House appears on the title-page.
They do
that the food she had eaten was the cause baize jackets.—Prof. Buckland.
face is bright and beams with intelligence,
ages who patronize the
Sineipal bands ;
Rang out the merry laugh of yore ;
not deal in trash.
but one reflection made
them desist. “If
happiness and grateful affection. He ex- of her wretched feelings that morning,
Echoed the beat of those tiny feet, .
those gentlemen, to oblige their underlings,
because she bad no pain in any particular
That pattered along the floor.
hibits an uncommonly fine form and lively
MEMORIAL ADDRESSES on the Life and Characshould
give them notice of our coming, on
The Good-natured Dispute.
spot.
.
action, and compares in appearance to his
ter of William Pitt Fessenden (a Senator from
Chubby, round face, so demure and wise,
the sly, and so make them a present of our
Maine)
delivered
in
the
Senate
and
House
of
If any person had treated Anne as she
own advantage wtth ninety out of a hun—
luggage! Better trust to chance than to
Shone out with brow so angel-fair ;
Representatives, 41st Congress, 2d Session,
dred of the bes:-favored children one meets. had treated her stomach, she would have |: ‘¢ There is a little account on my slate
the honor of a Greek.” They set off on their
Dec. 14, 1869, Published by order of Congress.
Dreamy reflection of hare-bell eyes,
Washington,
1870. Royal octavo. pp. 82.
He wins upon everybody. Those who pro- thought herself very badly dealt with. If
journey without a safe conduct.
And halo of golden hair.
against you,” said a market-man, in a poThey were very near repenting it. One
nounced him a ‘‘ dummy ” are astonished her stomach could lave spoken,it might
It is a pleasure to get the full text of these eulity tone,to a gentleman whom he saw passPet names and jokes of her infant play
at the way he has come out. Friends who have said: ‘‘ Please do not make me work
logistic addresses pronounced over Senator Fes- day, after climbing a steep mountain all
ing his steps.
Struck on my heart with a sudden blow,—
alone, they were quietly contemplating the
senden by his associates in Congress, after his
so hard to-night, to digest- all these unhad heard of him, and had laughed at us
Life in the morn of one dreadful day,
“Ah! what is it?” asked the gentleman. career had ended, and sufficient time had elapsed land-cape, when they found themselves
wholesome
things.
I
have
been
busy
all
tor
taking
him,
are
surpiised,
when
they
And desth ere the sun was low!
exposed to three guns, levelled at them by
see him, into
exclaiming, ‘“ What a fine day helpingto change the breakfast and He was somewhat surprised, because it was for the formation of just and deliberate estimates. three Pellicares. Hemmed in on three
It
is
not
often
that
such
a
subject
as
he
was
calls
his
habit,
and
the
habit
of
his
house,
to
pay
Poor little relic! brief hour of sport!
boy!” Strangers to his history remark up- dinner vou ate into the blood which is to
sides, they escaped by the fourth, and ran
for the testimony of our statesmen, and it is rare
‘What shame to me if tears will fall!
on his beauty and his resemblance to his carry nourishment to every part of your for whatever was bought, at the time of the that this sort of public speech is tempered with down the hill much more quickly than they
Spring-time of babyhood, oh, how short!
gunners
parents. He is -popular with his play- body. Iam tired and ned rest, 80 as to be purchase. Besides, he did not -remember 80 much real reverence, repressed feeling and had come up. In vain the three
This poor little shoe, how small!
shouted,‘ ‘Stop! stop!” One of the Reuive:
mates. He is as a ray of Sunshine when- able to work for you again to-morrow. to have patronized that particular mar- moderation in language. The words were gen- stated
that, during the first run, fomthe first
:
2
erally worthy of the occasion, and among so’ time in his life, he felt for stags and other
ever we go-out with-him' into. company. ‘Take only a light-supper, and I will allow ket.
But
the
man
replied
that
it
was
a
charge
many witnesses, it is especially grateful to find
We have not sent him to school, for we you to sleep well all night, and you will
poor creatures who are hunted and shot at,
for some pounds of sirloin.
such a general consent in the opinions that are
with no means of defense but flight.
think home is the best school for such as he awake in the morning refreshed, and cheer¢¢ Ido not remember buying it,” said the expressed, and such a chastened expression of
A Frenchman was cleanéd out while
till they attain a certain stage of advance- ful.”
them.
Mr. Fessenden was an eminent statesgentleman.
returning from a short excursion. The
ment. The home school is well kept. He
We call men, who drink whiskey and:
man whose integrity stood above suspicion, a brigands took ther choice of his clothes.
“ No,” replied the meat-merchant, * an splendid parliamentary debater worthy of the
Our Boy.
has learned toread with tolerable facility other intoxicating drinks, very foolish and old gentleman
came for it; he looked strongest antagonists, a friend whose attach- They left hifa his percussion gun, those
and pleasure, and has displayed an apti- wicked ; and so they are. ButI think that
worthies only caring for flint guns, Of
. enough like you to be your father, and he ments survived many passages of arms that were course they took his money; but, as
he
persons who eat too much, and food that is
tude for arithmetic and music.
¢« WANTED—A home for a soldier's son,
said, ¢ charge it to Mr. Druggendorf.’ I animated by seeming fierceness, and a true patri- spoke Greek extremely well, he explainnot
wholesome,
are
foolish
and
wicked
alHe
has
faults.
He
is
careless,
or
rather
ot who ever carried the interests of the country ed to the chief of the band that he could
eight years old.
Address, with terms, till
know I am right about it.”
does not appreciate that there are conse- 80.
return to town without half
the —tb,
W!
“ Very well. I will speak to my family,” close to his heart. It is worth any young man’s not possibly
People seem to forget that the stomach
while to read these impressive words, ‘and learn a penny.
ether for the love of the
quences.
He
is
a
real
boy
and,
as
he
desaid
Mr.
Druggendorf.
i
So it read in our daily paper. We had
how a thorough and steady devotion to the pub‘has anything to do with the rest of the
Greek
tongue,
or out of pure charity, the
velops,
acquires
a
boy's
activity
and
a
So he did; but his wife
and his cook,
been married thirteen years and had no
lic good is sure to get a proper recognition, and
chief very generously gave him five francs.
body: They remind me of a little boy I
boy's
manners,
which
bring
care
and
vexand waiter and his father-in-law all said how far the real statesman that stands on princi- This adventure happened within six léachildren. We had been realizing for some
once knew. His mother told him to come
no such piece of meat had been purchased ple rises &bove the mere ‘demagogue that knows gues of Athens.
time that we had reached the period when ation after their kind. But he acquires ulout
of
the
water,
in
which
he
was
wading.
Athens was once all but taken by brig2
by them, or at their order, and no such no law but expediency.
people begin to grow old. We had consid- so the nobler qualities of a boy's heart, to
She told him that “getting his feet wet
ands.
which
he
takes,
and
not
the
mean
ones,
to
The famous Grisiotis had got topiece
of
meat
had
been
brought
to
the
ered what we should do for home companwould make “his tooth ache again, He
gether, in the island of Eutwma, a band
ionship, and sympathy, and care as we ad- which he takes not at all. We are satisfied thoughthe was wiser than she, so he re- house.
which was almost a little army.
He
~ Pamphlets Magazines, &c.
The gentleman said the ‘vender was so
vanced in years, and bad painfully forced with our choice. It has given us a new plied: “Bat my feet are not near my
marched on the capita), and probably
lease of life, and has been a revelation of a
THE BAPTIST QUARTERLY for July is one of would have taken it, if the first shot fired
positive. about the charge he thought it
upon us an appreciation of the value of
teeth I”
would be well
to pay it, as, even if there the best numbers yet issued. Its articles are at him had not disabled one of hjs arms.
children.
We had determined to take a new source of happiness. To lose him
genial, scholarly, able, and are devotedto subIf children wish to be healthy, happy, and
He fell, and his followers took to their
child to bring up. Our duty as Christians would be like losing part of ourselves... He useful when they grow up, they must be were a mistake, it was of but little conse- Jects that are almost sure to enlist the
But, had that bullet missed its
interest of heels.
looks
to
us
with
the
fondness
and
trust
quence;
since
he
knew
it
must
be
a
=
misand to the world required it. More. selfishthoughtful readers. Besides a brief article on mark,
Athens would have been in the
temperate in eating as well as in drinking.
with
whigh
achild
may
look
at
its
own
partake, and not a~fraud, from the good ,charExegetical Studies, and several pages of discrimpleasant condition of a hare in the midst
ly, we thought we saw in it the means of
They
should
eat
plain,
healthy
food,
and
;
acter of the market. But Mrs. Druggen- inating notices -of books, it treats of Miracles; of a pack of hounds.— Every Saturday,
providing against a cotpanionless, gloomy, .ents. His name is Willie,
The moral of this, whichis a true story not too much of it.—Indépendent.
dorf was unwilling to pay for what she Subterranean Rome; Bible Chronology; Gladhelpless old age. So we were on the lockin every word, is, that children are a blessknew had never come into the house, be- stone’s Juventus Mundi; Exegesis of Hebrews
out.
XII. 18—24; The True Humanity of Christ. Eying
which
married
people
cannot
afford
to
Dickens on Wine Countries.
ing equally positive with the claimant, and, ery one of these
My wife wanted a boy; I wanted a girl.
Pet Monkeys.
is richly worth reading, Phila. :
moreover,
like
Mrs.
John
Gilpin
in
the
She thought a boy would be exposed to less do without. “The want of them is a void in
———
alia
Am, Bapt. Pub. Society.
rr
—
ballad, of *“ a frugal mind.”
fatal perils than a girl. 1 considered the life which enlarges as age advances, and is
.
The
following
from
Dickens
is to the
I have two monkeys of whom I am ex“I will go in and see the man,” said Mrs.
quiet,
domestic character of girls and an occasion of unhappiness and fretfulness
THE AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW has
point, and he hadea good opportunity of
thought how pleasant it would be to have which often appear of inexplicable origin. ceedingly fond. Their names are the ‘Hag’ Druggendor(’s father; I will tell him I the final article of Mr, Barnes on Sin and Suffer- knowing whereof he speaks :
2
and ‘Tiny.’ The Hag’s original name was am the only old gentleman in the house, ing in the Universe, a valuable statement of the
With all the care and vexation they cause,
one about the house all the time.
The
wine
shops
"are
the
colleges
and:
My wife saw the advertisement and in- they bring joy and hope which more than ‘Fanny,’ hut she has gp much of the charac- and, when he sees me, he will perceive his main features of Oosterzee’s Theology of the chapels of the ++pdor in France.
History,
New Testament, an ‘account of the Mather Pa- morals, politics, jurisprudence and literaexperiment we have ter of a disagreeable old woman about her | mistake.
:
gisted that I should answer it. ¢‘ Pooh!” compensate. The
pers, a brief
criticism upon Prof. Hux- ture, in iniquitous forms, are all taught in
said I, 4 a boy, eight years old! He will be narrated is recommended to childless pairs. that I call her the ‘Hag.’ Tiny is a very |’ But not so. On the contrary, “the ‘mar- ley’s doctrine but-keen
of the Protoplasm, a protest, more
these colleges and chapels, where profeelittle
monkey
indeed,
not
much
bigger
than
ket-man said, “You are the one who earnest than satisfactory, against
a staver. He will smash things generally, The world, which contains many such, is
the idea that
sors of Vr continually deliver those lesa
large
rat.
My
friend
Bartlett
brought
also
the
wandering
place
of
numerous
or-.
bought
it;
I
remember
your
face
well,
and be ten times as much trouble as he will
Deity can suffer, -dnd several .other
sons, and where hymns are sung nightly
papers
be worth.” She persisted, and I dispatched phans, who dre withering or going to the her to me from the Zoological Gardens as and I remember selling you the sirloin, that fully sustain the high reputation of this ex- to the demons of demoralization. In these
an answer, hoping and believing that that bad for the lack of parental care and affec- a dead monkey ; she was ‘as good as dead’ and the conversation about it, and how cellent Quagterly. New York: J, M. Sherwood. | haunts of the poor, theft is taught as the
morality of property, falsehood as speech,
tion. They are running to ruin'in the high- —a perfect skeleton, and with but little you said, *, Charge ‘it to Mr. Druggendorf,’
would be the end of the matter.
*and assassination as the justice of the peoTHE CHRISTIAN QUARTERLY 13, as usual,
One day an elderly gentleman came to my ways, or are accumulated in orphan asy- hair on her. She arrived tied up in an old and here it is on the slate.”
:
ple. Itisin the wine shop the cabman is
canvas
bag.
I
put
her
into
Hag's
cage.
scholarly,
vital,
ardent,
self-reliant
and
positive,
He
spoke very good-naturedly; both the
Procrugtean machinery is
office, leading a shy little fellow who look- lums, whete
taught to think-it heroic to shoot the mided like anything buta staver. Something shaping them into mere formalities. Look The old lady at once ‘took to her,’ and in- men laughed about it, but both were equal- but it makes a ‘real contribution to our higher dle class man who disputes his fares. It is
theological literature every three months.
Its | in'the wine shop the workman is taught to
stantly ‘began the office of nurse; she cud- ly positive.
in his face softened me and suggested that about ; somewheré®a child will be found
:
papers present marked contrasts in respect of admire the man
who stabs his faithless
dled
up
poor
Tiny
in
her
arms,
made
faces
“Iam
surg it will coms to your memhe might not prove a nuisance. The man that will awaken interest: Take that one,
strength and value, and the peculiar theological
It is in the wine shop the doom
had received a large number of answers to and undertake to train it into a man or wom- and showed her teeth at anybody who at- ory,” said the man, standing among his opinions of the Disciples may be found empha. ismistress.
pronounced of the employer who lowers
his ¢ want.” I avoided committing myself an of the right stamp. “The verification tempted to touch her. Tiny had port wine meat and vegetables, and Iam willing to sized in every number; but we always welcome the pay of an gmployee. The wine shops
in the conversation and referred him to my alone can bring an appreciation of how: negus, quinine wine, beef tea, egg and wait until it does. If you can’t recollect it, it gladly, and never fail to be rewarded for the breed, in a physical atmosphere of malaria,
wife, giving him her address. As he went mueh your life, your manhood or woman- illesit fact, anything she could eat; and you need not pay me. Bul I know you time spent over its beautifully printed pages. ond 8 Tomy heatileace of envy and venThe number for July discusses—The Law of Lib
geance, the men of crime and revolution,
out, I again thought that wou'd be the last’ hood, will be ennobled by the occupation. the Hag allowed her to have ‘first pull’ at bought that meat of me.”
erty; The Law of Divorce; Chygjstian ExperiHunger is proverbially a bad covnse.or,
whatever was put into the cage. In time
Christian Union.
‘* It is not our practice to have charges,
of the boy.
ence; Education of Children; A Page of Histo.
but drink is worse.
:
i
w
Tr
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One of the very worst economies of time and though I ‘all but went down on my

bride and her second sister set off to Brigh-

We

caution

allow

parents, particularly, not to

mornings. Let nature wake them up; she
will not do. it prematurely ; bat have a care

that they go to bed at an early hour—Ilet it

not,

be earlier and earlier, untill it is found that
themselves in full time to
they wake up

and just before retiring, has
a beaatifull and Jeomusing
ordinary
fever, or determine
the production of water on the

studies late
given many
brain”

“.child

ailments

]

to

The

and catching at a harp for a

plaster is carriedfion
extensively.
X

obituary.

in New
;

BR

over

bright spring morning does

mind

storms.

At

first it was naked and barren,

with no verdure clingingto its mountains,
and no beauty sleeping Spon its valleys.
But as centuries multiplied, it advanced
through a series of changes, and prepared
itself ‘for blossoming and Sing under the<
sweat of man. Inthe vegetable kingdom

better or worse world,

wo

have

a frail

plant,

then

shone more brightly,

the

air

a

had

Series.

Co”

“feelings of childhood, and such are the im-

pressions which every lovely object stamps
upon its heart! The hardy traveler wanders through the maze of thick and pathless
woods, where the sun’s rays never shone

Rainy

lives of Christian women, who take and
carry their cross of self denying labor or

procession

of the less afflicted come for little measures
of milk, merning and eveming. Then there
was a continuous raid upon the ointmentpot, with the contents of which they delight-

Day

ed to anoint themselves.

brought into form by plumes; the air .is in
its quills, it breathes through its whole
frame and flesh, and glows with air in its
flying, like blown flame; it Tests upon the

protracted suffering without pride or complaining, and lay it down trustfully oaly

when they hear the ca'l to go up higher.

Trifling disturb-

air, subdues it, surpasses it, outraces it;—
it is the air conscious of itself, ruling itself.

ances sometimes brought the plaintiff and We copy a fw
paragraphs from an admidefendant to the front-gate for final judg- rable and phil
article in the Independment at the hands of their beloved keeper. ent: .
And it was a constant entertainment to
I recall a Christian woman of wealth,
watch the progress of events in that singular little world of doomed spirits. They who took home a poor little diseased babe,
were not unhappy. I used to hear them which was only related to her as a human
a little one” of the Lord. It
singing every evening; their souls were being and
singing. while their bodies were falling to ‘was a disgusting object to look at, and the
dust. ‘They continued to play their games,as repulsive sight could not be concealed. It
well as they could play them with the loss of ‘was fretful, of course, and required continPs
a finger-joint or a toe, from week to week ; uous eare.
Her husband and family endeavored to
it is thus gradually and thus slowly that
they.. died, feeling their voices growing persuade her to send the child away; but
fainter

and

their

she said,

strength less, as the idie

days passed over them and swept them to
the tomb.— Overland Monthly.

‘‘ the

more

helpless

it was

is weak, wild, useless in

Home

Mrs.

Series.

combined.

oeveesrassnssnnnsge.

Child's

Series.

EXCEL

The Christ Child,eeceescerecscssdoccessns
Good Little Mittie,eecees cosssascasessens
Making Something,cececsescesscsossccsece
Jamie and Jeannie, .eesesescisvesscasens
Boy's

perfect form of the bird’s wings, and

wild voice of the cloud into its ordered and
commanding voice; unwearied, rippling
through the clear heaven in its gladness,
interpreting all intense passion through the
soft spring nights, bursting into acclaim
and rapture of choir at daybreak, or lisping
and twittering among the boughs
and
hedges through heat of day; ‘like little

the

more it needed help, and in doing thus for
the child she was doing for Him who
speaks so tenderly of his little ones!” And

winds

whose

The popular notion that thess wandering
tribes can not be civilized has probably
grown out of the. familiar prophecy concerning the wild man, Ishmael; but there
is no prophecy which prevents the civiliza-

tion of the Arab stock, upon which he was
but a graft. Many tribes have been already settled. The inbabitants -of all the
towns and villages of the Nejid are d2scended from Bedouin tribes whom they much
resemble

in

their

manners

and=customs.

Burkhardt, who lived seven years among
the Arabs, says that almost every tribe has
adopted both modes of life. Some tribes
represent all stages of gradual transition
from the wild life of the desert. The Sobh
—a sub-tribe of the Beni Harb—sit in the
shops of Bedr, where a marjet is held, and

at night return on camels t& their families
in their distant tents. Dr. Thomson saw

Arab

tents,

in 1866,

covering miles in ex-

tent along the border of Palestine, where
the Bedouins were ploughing and sowing.
The British Consul of Aleppo reported, in
1859, that the prospects of the settled Bedouins seem encouraging. I see no reason,
inherent in the Arab race, why the Bedouins
should not become an agricultural, a prosperous and a civilized race. Their traditions tell of the glories of the past, in which
labor was honorable ; and Lamartine speaks
of -a civilization now in the desert, ‘where
chivalry

was

born,

and

where

it must be

sought again—a civilization apart, as unalterable as the granite.”
If they are kept in a wild state by a standing miracle, that is another matter. I say
this reverently; but, admitting the popular
interpretation to be correct, we are not now
"lookiog at the subject fromthe Scriptural
standpoint. Apparently, then, the causes
that keep these tribes out of the pale of civilization are extraneous, and not of an irremediablé character. We have a similar

uestion among the Indians of the American

forests, and it may be possible that the Bedonin, Arabs, who have been sq much in
common with the red men, might be suc-

cesstully treated by a governmental system
of the parental character, which distinguish8 the megasures adopted by the government

of the United States, and executed in

such a friendly spirit by President Grant.—
Hours at Home.

A Wedding

Sixty Years Since,
———

Very grand wedding! Plenty of baronches

and

bridesmaids,

looked as if by mistake Bie had put op two
dresses instead of one,

was

by

many d: grees the greatest fright I ever saw

in my

life.

Indeed,

between

crying and

blushing, brides and bridesmaids
generally

look

was

its wretchedness

and Christ's interest in it.
And this was not a battle of a day;
of

three

days’

smoke

and

fire,

shout, carnage and death, and then a
quick end. It continued for more than a
year; and the good woman’s great heart
yearned for it as it had

done

for

her

blue of
seized
Athens
plume;
fading

own

babes, and she wept, when at last it was
taken by the friends, as if a personal grief
had come upon herself. And that unselfish act, so long continued, and in such

circumstances,

seem3

to

me

a

strange

too, do

figures ; I am sure

we dud, though to confess the truth, I really
could not cry, much as I wished to keep all

Bright

DAaYSyeecscescescocsssnsnene

Sunny

SKkieSyeececeoecescssssscasscrcoeesl,2B

cones], 26
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ries, who claim

Archibald Hamilton,..eeeesveeerececenssd1,25
Series.

Starlight Stories.....

extremely

wil, except two small acei-

4

as

the

dove,

as-

What

Froth the many nnsolicited complimentary letters

mind and led to neglect of duties.

BR

Psalm, the fourteenth of John, the eighth of
Romans, and the twenty-first of Revela-

Mondays it was white as a fresh-made
bad, for we spread the clothes there to
whiten in the sun. This grass plot ended
in a steep bank, three or four feet high,
and the ground below was devoted to the
few vegetables wé cared to raise.
What trouble we had with that bank!
It never looked smooth and solid; there

The sweetest passages of the World

are underscored by her; and on the margin
words written which show how she, ‘¢ sick
all the time,” constantly felt their power.

‘“ The changed cross” was to her as her
own history, on which she dwelt with the

most tender faith. Her agonies were awful to

endure ; and yet she endured them like a
martyr. During these years she has been
literally a cheerful martyr of God; and
when one day she seemed dying, and as
she revived a little she found all about her
in tears, she said in gentle rebuke: * Ob,
do not weep; rather laugh and be glad
that T am so near home, where I shall

be at

rest!”
And as I looked upon her placid face
the last time, and thought that for twelve
years she had endured such fierce trials so
meekly, I could not suppress the exclamation: *¢ This, too,is a part of earth's brightest and purest

human

history—'ltis unwrit-

ten heroism.”

:

How

—

C—

But little is known of the art of sculpture,
‘by the masses in this, or, indeed, any

country. The first thing the sculptor does
is to model or fashion the figure in clay.
He first builds
a skeleton of iron, and then
puts the clay upon it, and adds or takes off
until the, work is completed. Ho then
transfers

plaster

the

model,

of Paris.

or

reproduces

it in

This is done by covering

the clay with lignid plaster to the depth of
ahont one and a half inches, more or less
laid on at least three jnches in depth.
The plaster is then all)wed to become

An additional

mixed

with

set, as it is called.
out, and the plaster
a mold in which to
the original model,

quantity

water,

and

of plhster

with

grass.

On

him, died.

is

then

poured into the

Maine St. Free Baptist church.

trouble was

set of children didn’t
had been plenty of

laws promulgated concerning the matter,
but either I, the lawgiver, had been far
too careless, or the children had lacked
we must have laws,

and

enforced—as the wise

our laws

newspapers

right;
must be

say—

The grass bank is in fine condition now.

Wages and wealth, as we have, seen
a thousind times, do not necessarily ennohle a ‘man nor buy contentment, nei-

—

necessarily

bring with

The

genuine

W.

A.

HENRY

it

her expressions

of

trust

Sold by Druggists.

Applied

love

covers, 15 cts.

them.

To rale ones un zer is well, to
is better.
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Any one who will write to us as above will receive

St., N

BAPTISM.

prices of each, and much information which will be
found useful whether you desire to purchase a
Watch or not. It also explains our plan of sending
them by Express to any place without any rick whate
ever to the purchaser. Do not order a Watch until
you have sent for a Price List. Address

HOWARD
985

'

& CO.,

Broadway,

New

York,

Formerly 619 Broadway.
4teow24
:

Postage extra ; on the

ERIE RAILWAY.
THE

BROAD

GAUGE,

DOUBLE

SWAMSGOO

TRACK ROUTE

BETWEEN THE
ATLANTIC
CITIES
:
AND THE

~ WEST AND SOUTH-WEST.

cause

23d 8t., Depet at
7,45 and 9,45

Machine
Company,
‘AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H,
MANUFACTURERS

running through to

*

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves; |
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
_ Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

Leave

Cleveland by Columbus, O., time

Atlantic and Great Western

7,15 A.M. and
89

New

and improved

4.00 P, MM,
DRAWING

varied

and

wueantiful

while enjoying the comfort and

COACHES

scenery

of

this

line,

retirement of a pri-

etween New’ York and Rochester, Buffalo, Dunkirk,
Cleveland, Cincinnati and intermediate points,

BAGGAGE CHECKED THROUGH.
time as

quick Trl

many

other rqutet

WS HRT
ORES ia BRIE RAILWAY.
can be proc red at all principal offices

Which

throughout the conniry.
LD RUCKER,
(May?2d, { W.RBARR;
Gen. Sup’t,
1870
Gen’l Pass'r A’t,
eowtf2s

ft

(UGSULPTION FUSITIVELY CURED.
UPHAM’S

so

CoM.

MEAT

CURE

Noes cure Bronchitis, Consumption, all Lung
iz0nsos, and Spitting of Blood, and strengthen

cad build
{5 has
t ouzand
1 it

up the system to a healthy condition.
been tested. by Prof, Trosseau, in two
cases, in the Hospitals of Paris, in
cured nearly every case; and in this
OM
“8
ort
ord
div
and com
ordering
rorg daily
. It has made sgnie

using
BY
fry
o
Physicia
¢:witiry
1nllag
it to th

toalsliing cures.
cy. Seld at $1.00
£5.00,

Sent by Express

ALI maTA

it <

FRESH

Jails

1ye3pld

] ga,
C02

mE

Bottle will prove its
per Bottlo, or-Six for
to any address.

OLA

AND

Portable Steam Engines,
. Bhafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

évery description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron

and Brass Qumings

Gas

Avene

HOLLOWAY & 0 aw ued,
Arch Street, Philadelphia,

:

Gasometers and

Works,

(ch. to April 1,70

Prices of Freewill Baptist ‘Books,
Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same,
Psalmody, 18me, in Bheep,

Rood

vite drawing Room.
¥®. Magnificent Day and Night Coaches, of a style
eculiar to this line are run through v ithout change

Fare as low and

STATIONARY

from

Depot, at

are attached to the train leaving New York at 10.00 A
M. and Buffalo at 7.08 A. M., running through without change,and affording a fine opportunity
for viewing the

Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

5,15 and 6,45 P. MM.

New York without change.

OF

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

\
A.M.

Tuning through WITHOUT CHANGE and connecting
with all WESTERN AND SOUTHERN LINES.
Trains leave Cincinnati by Columbus, O.,
time, irom Depot cor. 5th and Hoadley Streets at
7,00 A. Mi. 1,15 and 9,45 ¥P, M.

whom in

prevent

o

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

glad and sweet that one could but feel how triumphant a thing it is to meet death as she met it.
It was no momentary exhilaration of soul, but
the fitiing close of a consecrated life and Zealous
work.
Her earnest-heartedness will be missed
greatly in the Sabbatn school in which she was
a devoted teacher, and in the chureh for which
she ever manifested the liveliest interest,
Muay
busban 1 aud caildren rést faithfully in the arms
of heavenly help and love to which she rejoiced
to commend

List

in *‘ The

the Price List by return mail.
It describes the different kihds, gives weight and quality of the cases, with

Hai-

26t4

CHRISTIAN

Price

Watches. as per advertisement
[Sign name and address in full.]

This little book has been revised by
the Author, has been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearanee.
It should be in
every Baptist family. Let every ‘pastor and church-member have a copy .of
this newly revised and useful book.—
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper

by

were

BEECHER.

Morning Star.”

its integri

at 16 Bond

Yi

|

and

WARD

Now, if any one has read this thus far, and feels
interested in learning more in relation to the Wal
tham Watch we would suggest that they write us a
Hne as follows:

Waltham

escape

Batchelor’s

Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold

Mrs. A. F. SANBORN, also a member of the
Maine St. Free Baptist church, died in Lewiston, Jane 28 h. She bore a long illness with
true Christian composure and remarkable cheerfulness.
Her sick bed was no
pl«ce of gloom,
for

that is, they must be ohayed !

their does pain
distress.

>

preparations boast.

ing virtues they do not possess, if you would

Miss MARILLA FoGaG died in Lewiston, Me.,
June 15, in the 34th year of her age.
Naturally
unobtrusive, yet forceful in her Christian love
and labors ; imparting such aid as she could to
each department of Christian toll in church and
Sabbath
school;
a consistent Christian, illustrating the life she professed, she leaves
behind
a fragrant memory and an {nspiration to faithfulness.
She had long been a member of the

and keep our families to some kind of
Jurydiction, - We must have law.”
ow, it began to dawn over me that I
myself was considerably to blame in re

one

skill and industry.

No. ¥85 Broadway, New York:
Bicace send me your Illmstrated

DYE.

esee Valley Depot. at

the chitdren trampled over it about once an
hour all summer. It was a nice placeto
jomp from.
“Figaro,” said I to the old negro,
“can’t you fix my bank so that it will
look better and be more firm?’
What do you suppose that wise old man
replied to me?
Jast this, as sure as my
pen tells the truth—and it's a rematkable

respect for my authority.
That grey-haired negro-man was

Not only his widow, with

Watch (which

of the
first chronologers pronounces the finest
Watch that ever came to New York”), and the Waltham Watch has ran more steadily, evenly and accurately than its foreign competiter.
I can not conceive that a better Watch can be made
and I am proud of it as a specimen of American

harmless—reliable—instantaneous.—

Avoid the vaunted and delusive

RELIEF, wife of Stephen Round,
died
in
Brownfield, July 2, aged 78 years, 6 months.
Sister R. experienced religion at the age of 18,
and lived a Christian for more than 60 years.
Her faith was firm in Christ to the last, She
leaves to mourn
their loss an aged companion,
children and many friends, but not without hope.
of a blessed reunion above, Funeral services by
the writer.
E. C. Cook.

—everybody knew it who came to our house;

that the rollicking
obey laws.
Toere

HAIR

rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death

ty.

had it about five

the side of a superlative English

The best in the world—does notcontain lead—no vit.

danger.

1 have

months, and during that time it has been running by

the marriage relation Bro. M.lived so many hap2,25 A. M.. 3,35 F. M. and 10,25 . M.
py years, and children feel deeply his loss, but
Leave Dunkirk by New York time,from Union
the church of his choice at Walnut Grove, of Depot, at
|
which he was an active,’ worthy and honored
1,30 . M. and 9.50 P*. M.
member.
From the beautiful chapel where he
Leave
Buffalo Fr Sen York time. from Depot
had so often officiated and borne testimony for . corner Exchange snd
ichigan Streets, at
Jesus, and in presence of his neighbors and many
others, on the third of June the remains of our 2,00 A.M.,2,50 P.M .,6,25 P. M.& 11,20 P.M.
Leave Rochester by New York time,from Genbrother were laid to rest.
P.C,

kept and miserable look. What was the
matter? The grass didn't seem to like to
grow there, and we were utterly defeated
in our attempts to keep it in good order.
I'll tell you the trouble—it was no secret

The whole

nothing to be désired..

Messrs. Howard & Co.,

BATCHELOR’S

the

ot

BROOKLYN, Oct. 21, 1860.

they will be et the risk. of those

It is perfect'y

RAILROAD

- Messrs. HOWARD & CO., Broadway, New York:
Gentlemen: I am happy to make you a good report of the Waltham Watch that 1 procured of you,
It has far exceeded my expectations, and les ves me

8.00 and 10.00 A. M., 5.30 and 7.00 P. M.

were holes#inyit; in some places the turf
was torn off; and altogether it had an ill-

gard. to that bank.

Zion’s

NAUGATUCK

.
BRIDGEPORT, CT., Jan. 31,70,
Messrs, HOWARD & Co., Broadway, N.Y.:
.
GENTE~It affords me great pleasure to say that
Waltham Watch, No. 341,297 which I purchased of
you (through Adams’ Express Co.) some sixteen
months age, has given me great satisfaction. It has
kept correct time, and I have had to be oi no expenge
for cleaning or repairs; and during the time it has
stopped but once, and that was caused by neglceting
to wind it.
Yours truly,
A.Y,BEACH,

sending them.

DEA. BENJAMIN MILLS, of Rochester, while
at work in his barn, June 1, was killed by his
horse.
Stepping in beside the animal with a
barrel in hand, the horse became
frightened,
kicked and knocked him down, where, a few
minutes after, he was found in nearly or quite a
senseless state, and in a few minutes more was
gone.
Bro. Mills leaves
an afflicted family.
Less than a year siace, & 8on, who resided with

en for truth-telling: ¢ Why, ma'am,” said
e, ‘“‘we must try to guard, and
guide,

Statuary is Made.

{

reset the bricks

without much assistance from the old gardener. Half of .the ground was higher
the rest, and green

services

much longer period :

was not neglected; his moral deportment was
THIS RAILWAY
EXTENDS FROM
correct ; yet noue of the Lord’s
presence was enjoyed.
Two years ago the infifmities of age and "NEW YORK to CINCINNATI 860 miles,
disease brought him to his room, unreconciled | NEW YORK to CLEVELAND 625 miles,
to God’s will.
He suffered much in body, but
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 wiles,
more in mind for a year or more, when God forNEW YORK to BUFFALO 423 miles,
gave his wanderings, and filled his heart with
NEW YORK to ROCHESTER
385 miles,
unspeakable love.
His bodily sufferings were
AND IS
very great, yet he continued in a reconciled and
22 MILES THE SHORTER ROUTE.
happy state of mind most of the time until death
removed him from this to a better land.
May
FOUR EXpRESS TRAINS daily leave New York from
the Lord bless the aged widow and family left to
Depot foot of Chamber St.. at
mourn,
H.

ailed the Grass-Bank?

tonishing
serenity. Her
Bible
to-day
opens, ag if it had from her learned the
habit, ta such passages as the twenty-third

Otherwise

BENJAMIN RANDALL died in Bowdoinham,
Me., June 24, aged T7 years. He. entertained a
hope some twenty-five years ago.
Worldly 'interests and cares of life too much engrossed his

to

One day last spring I engaged an intelligent negro to prepare my vegetablepatch for a few bean seeds and tomato
plants. There was, also, a little fixing to
be done about the house.
The brickwalk needed mending, though my boys

than

Funeral

improvements such as Dust Exclud-

in our possession we select the following, and invite
attention to the fact that the watches referred to had
not been worn for one or two months only, but for a

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.

was

AT

Anecdotes of Animal
Bloomfield.cceseeeeas

order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office:
Money Order, or in Registered letter.

the
writer, assisted by Rev. S. M.
Derby
and Rev. Mr.
Warner.
Text, 2
Timothy,
4:7. His warfare is over, and Christ, we trust,
has given him his crown.
J. F. SMIrHs

wo

perfectly hard, or to
The clay is then taken
will be found to bs
cast the fac simile of

off

descending

God

AND

Brother and Sister...

y

His faith in

bade him a final farewell.

bless.— Ruskin.

if 1 were murNed myself I should have the
grace to shed agar.” For the rest all wont

Senta, one of whiph discomposed me very
Ose of my fellow bridesmaids put
on her

bul

and littla Nellie turned and

tions.

week before his death.

QUALITY,

ers, Patent Pinions. &c., for these improvements
were all in use in Waltham Watches long before
they were adopted on any others. -

Pompeii and Herculaneum,eeeseesecseess1.25

Dover, N. H.

strong to the last. Many of his last hours were
spent in quoting passages of Scripture relating to
the church and the felicity of heaven.
In his
death the church sustains an incalculable loss,
and bowsin sorrow under its sad bereavement.
His funeral was attended by a large concourse of
his fellow-citizens, many of whom wept as they

IN

The Public should not be misled by the advertisements of other newly organized Watch manufacto- -

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the

DEA. JOSEPH HOLMES died in Alabama, N.
Y., June 5th, of typhoid pneumonia, aged 80
years and 11 months.
He settled in this town
early in life ; was one of the pioneers of Genesee
county,
coming here when the country was
a wilderness, infested by Indians and wild beasts.
He obtained a hope in Christat the age of 40, after many months of mental conflict and without
human aid, there being no professor of religion
within many miles of his residence.
He was
oue of the leading members of the Elba and Alabama church at its organization in 1841; was at
that time appointed deacon and held that office
until death. . He enjoyed good health till one

the deep wells of the sky—ail these
by the creating spirit, and woven by
herself into films and threads of
with wave on wave following and
along breast and throat, and open

speak,

according to the size of the model—a lifesized figure would require the plaster to be

gaz donne.” I don't really think

bells

bol of divine help, ascending as the fire, to

my neighbors in countenande, and was
forced to hold my handkerchief to my eyes
and sigh in vain for “ce don de dames que
Dieu ne m'a

cowslip

is put into and upon; this created foam;
and it becomes, twenty centuries, the sym-

assaul-ed the body fiercely, and to some
extent the-mind. Medical skill was unavailing. Sleep itself—the common refuge
of the sick and weary—was so often the
occasion of dreadful spasms that even it
was dreaded. And yet her mind (sound
on religion as an apostle’s could be) was
with

the

down of he cloud,seeming to flatter up between the stronger plumes, seen, but too
soft to touch. And so the Spirit of the Air

fulness, and of happiness; when she was.
suddenly smitten down with disease, which

of God

make

wings, infinite as the dividing of the foam
and sifiing of the sea-sand; even the white

bright

ghapter in the history of unwritten heroBm.»
We are just back from the faneral services of a young woman whose history will
not be emblazoned as sufficiently heroic to
be talked about and written. Twelve
years ago she was in all the beauty of hope,
the pride of her school, as she was the joy
of her father's household. None seemed
to have a brighter prospect of life, of use-

pillowed on the promises

only

covetousness ; the rabies of the clouds, that
are not the price of Athena, but are Athena;
the vermillion of the cloud-bar, and the
flame of the cloud-crest, and the snow of
the cloud, and its shadow, and the melted

nor

shot and

cake and favors. kise-

ing and crying! The bride, indeed, had
amused herself with the last mentioned recreation for a whole week, and haying, moreover, accumulated on! her peisbn so much
finery in the shape of lace flounagés, spencers, bonnets, veils and scars, .2hat she
wedding

chief beauty

that

shake, and ruffle the petals of the wild
rose.
:
Also, upon the plumes of the bird are put
the colors of the air; on these the gold of
the cloud that can not be gathered by any

took care of the little disgusting creature,

the Arabsbe Civilized?

so the

OTHERS

SAME TIME ARE MUCH LOWER IN
PRICE AND AFTER ALL IT IS

PRICE THAT TELLS.

Series.

Starlight

ALL

THE

Heaven,.eesseneecassessssrasecene

Bright Day

OLIVE, wife of George W. French, died in
Lower Gilmanton, June 80, aged 75 years.
At
the early age of 15 she gave her heart to God;
about thirty years ago she was baptized by Bro.
Lilley, and joined the F. W. B. church at Pittsfield,
where her name remained until death.
She
een a sufferer for many years, but bore
it all with Christian resignation, and expressed
her confidence in Christ, and
died shouting
Glory!
Sheleavesa husband and four children
and many other friends to mourn their loss.
May God sustain and comfort the mourning
hearts.
Funeral services by the writer.
JOHN G. MUNSEY.

sweetness, 13 knit

together in its song. As we may imagine,
the wild form of the cloud closed into the

80 she (mainly with her own patient hands)

Can

N. Hj April 16th, aged 43 years.

per cent. more Watches than all other
Companies in the country

Fireside Angel.......

Rainy Day at

E. HARDING.

JOHN C. EASTMAN died in Lower Gilmanton,

Also in the throat of the bird is given the
voice of the air. All that in thewind itself

200

A Rainy Day at Schoolyeesecvescsesocens
Birth Day Present,...
New Year.eesse..

Text, Psalm, 73:24, 26.

and warm in his Master’s service.
Our young
church feels the loss of such an earnest Christian. He leaves a wife, three daughters, two
sons and other relatives, who feel instructed by
his life and rejoice in his gain. A large congregation wai
on his funeral services at the
church.
May God bless the mourners in their
affliction.
R. CLARK.

It is a little more than the drift of the air

Use.

AT WALTHAM,
Make

and he alone survives the transformation.
Glencoe Parsonage ...ceeeeesss
flower, then the great tree putting on its
Have you never had such an experience ? robes of green and rising in stately granJiscellaneous.
of deur. In the animal kingdom we find the
- Then go into the midst of a community
Early CHIC. . vi ts uvessvivasierers
sss], 15
lepers; have ever before
your eyes
their fish sporting in the deep; then the beast of and heaven's pure air never played; he
Strawberry Hill.eceeeiveessiaeernnsnnssnl,
gorgon-like faces; see the horrors, hardly huge bulk roaming through the primeval stands on the brink of a roaring waterGlencoe PArSONABe:ecesecessscrscecssessl,2h
to
be recognized as human, that grope ‘forest; the bird with goigecus plumage fall, and, giddy and bewildered, watches
Overcoming .eeessseaes tecesasaisessananal
about you; listen in vain, for the voices sweeping through the
blue fields of air. the foaming mass as it leaps from stone to
Perfect Man. ....cvu mass isansssvennees.
1,50
that have been hushed forever by decay ; Periods advance, and the earth reachesa stone, -and from crag to crag;he lingers in
Willie Maitland seesesesssaraecrseecsss HB
Who is my Neighbor?.cceeeisssaceecress 5
breathe the tainted atmosphere and bear higher ‘state of perfection; and then man -the fertile plains of a land of perpetual sunWhen
we were Young ..c.ceeevecennes 76
THOMAS. ROBERTS died of dysentery; in" Fond
ever in mind that, while they hover about rises in the image of the Maker, and, by shine, and revels in the luxury of their
Sybil’s Way..... Sees uveanisneres vesavee 1,23
>
you—forbidden to touch you, yet longing his knowledge and power, becomes mon- balmy breath. But whatare the deep for- du Lac, Wis., June 21, aged 72 years ‘and 5
Triumph
over Midian
++ ..evieiguecss 90
He was born in Harmony, Me., conto clasp, once mors, a hand that is perfect arch of all he surveys. The joyous floods ests and thundering waters, or the richest «4 months.
Rescued
from
Egyptececsssecssiceinieee
,90
verted in Sebee, baptized by Rev. Asa Burnham,|
and pure-—the insidious seeds of the mala- clapped their hands ; the interminable woods landscapes, bounteous nature ever spread remqved to Ohio in 1833, and twenty-five years |: Clandifecesceeeseees Seenesavesansesnee “oy
Child Life-cccsecsas Baeririnsrsnanennes 1,00
dy may be generating in your vitals, and shook - their leaves; the morning stars sang to charm the eyes, and captivate the senses since settled in Greenbush, Wis., where he reten years previous to his removal to
your heart even then, be drunk with death!
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of posttogether; and the Creator, looking down of men, compared with the recollection of mained
du Lac.
Forty-five years tell the story
of age, on receipt of the price.
I might as well confess thatI slept in- from immensity, pronounced his benedic- the old scenes of his early youth? Magic Fond
ee
a most faithful Christian experience.
He
lived
differently the first night; that I was not tion upon the world.—J. H. Harizell, D. 1. scenes indeed ; for the fancies of childhood long enough to see, what he so much desired, a
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
entirely free from nervousness the next day
dressed them in colors brighter than the Free Baptist church organized in this city. He Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
as 1 passed through the various wards asrainbow, and almost as fleeting.— Dick- was one of its most earnest workers for nine their orders which will be immediately filled with
months.
At the lastQ. M., which was held here,
signed to patients in every stage of decomens.
2
Unwritten Heroism.
he seemed to be forcibly impressed that he was our own publications, or will be filled with the
position. But I recovered myself in time
uttering his last words in such a gathering.
Ho hooks of other publishers,and will be furnished to
to observe the admirable system adopted
was 80 certain, that he surprised his hearers.
In Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
President
Tuttle
fiads
some
of
the
hizh"by the Hawaiian Government for the proA Bird.
the revival of last winter he was always at his
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
est
developments
of
the
heroic
spirit
in
the
post.
He died while his ardent spirit was fresh
tection of its unfortanate people. I used to
.
i —A—
-

sit by the windows and see the

in Actual

Thy’ American Waleh Compa,

~ Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

tion, a wife is bereft of a kind husband, a son
of an indulgent father, ahd the community of an
honest, upright man.
Seldom has the pen recorded the death of one whose life has been more
faultless than his, and one who had more friends.
From earl life he manifested a desire to do |
right, and
consequently
embraced
religion
united with the church and remained a worthy
and devoted member until his death. His sick.
ness was severe but was borne with great composure and Christian resignation, which gave
the strongest evidence of an entire reconciliation
to his Heavenly Father's will. Those friends
who knew him best feel that he had a spotless
Christian character, and that his departure from
this world was the entrance into a world bright
and beautiful in the presence of the Saviour.
His funeral was attended by many relatives and |- friends, and a discourse
ven from John 1:47,|‘‘ Behold
an Israelite indeed, in whom is mo|"
+.
guile.”
H

blew

Are

1s

Light from the Cross... sessesssssensaese 1.50

a few

JOHN L. JENNESS died in Strafford, June 380,
aged 63 years and 5 months. By this dispensa-

more fresh over greener grass and sweeter
smelling flowers; where everything wore
a richer and more brilliant hue than it is
ever dressed in now? Such are the deep

the beautiful

year Her health

soul. Her former life, though not a Christian,
might have been an example worthy of imitation
by many who
profess to be the followers, of
Christ,
Asa child, she was dutiful and affectionate; as a companion, faithful and confiding,
and true asa friend.
By this providence a husband and father and mother and one sister with
a littl son are left to. mourn.
Services by the’

since; where

where

For more than a

made a full surrender of herself to God; the offering was accepted, and peace and joy filled her

the butterfly fluttered far more gaily than
he ever sees him now in all his ramblings;
where the sky seemed bluer, and the sun

been wrenched by volcanoes and beaten by

500,000

:

Shining Hours,...

been failing, though gradually, till within

not exercise a

them

+Andy

months of her death, when she became a great
sufferer, and’ it was evident she was rapidly
failing.
Some six weeks before she died, she

magic influence, carrying him back to the

as he has never heard

.

Prize
Luttrell,see..

single

Verses-are inadmissible.

4 months.

York very
¥

whose

S. S.

Master and Pupil,..
MARIA M.,wife of Thamey Debeck,died in Clif- |. May Bell:ceoeerasie
ton, of consumption, May 22, aged 27 years and

m——

What man is there

and delivery.

Not more than a

single square can well be afforded to any

A Spring: Morning.

It has traveled through
fire and flood ; has
come up through mist and darkness, has

with them, I felt at once at homeand began
the new life that every one begins when
earth seems to have been suddenly trans-

9

depths,

days of his childish sports, and conjuring’
It has taken millions of years for the earth up before him the old green field with its writer.
to reach its present state of development. « gentle waving trees, where the birds sang

hostess were friends of precious mémory ;

some

points,

—

a

into

came

The Earth’s Development.

A brisk ride of a couple of miles across
the breadth of the peninsula brought nie
to the gate of the keeper of the settlement,
and there I dismounted and hastened into
the house,to be rid of the curious crowd that
had gathered to receive me. The little
cottage was very comfortable ; my host and

formed

down with his supporter and a

one fell,

and instramental, I never heard in my life.
~—Mary Russell Mitford.

Leper’s Home.
:

up like overblown

prop,

Brevity 'is specially important.

distances,

and mathematically certain. Doing a bust
in marble is simply machanical ; originating the clay model i8 the work of the artist, The process¥Pf reproducing works in

top

some reeled, some staggered—

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion,

exact

[WALTHAM WATGHES

CHURCHES

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, ' These Books are now ready for sale

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash

AEE

TO

Superintendents of
Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obitus.

ured on the marble block, and the workman cuts to a hair, according to measure,

salver of coffee, which he knocked out of
the servant's hands; such a crash, vocal

:

brain.—Dr. Hall.

were

carnations,

and

to engage .in difficult or any,

and allowed

awkwardiy--some

heav§, and wanted tying

waked up early,

Being

dress for breakfast.

rather

AND

give

the

Leon

TO PASTORS OF

tirely mechanical, and is accomplished by
measuring
- instruments
called pointing
machines. They are so arranged as to

widths and lengths of efery part of a head
or figure ; these are pointed to or meas-

ton, and 1, the youngest remained to do the
Of course
we all got tipsy—those who were used to it
comfortably enough—and those who were

their children to be waked up of honors of the wedding dinner.

27, 1870.

®bitmrries,

e next thing is the process of cuttin
This is en-2 |
the head or fi : in ee

is that filched from necessary sleep. The knees, to beg her not to turn it, turn it she
wholesale but blind commendation of early would ; and turn it she did—the obstinate!
rising, is as mischievous in practice as itis The other mischance was our entirely
forerrant in theory. Early rising isa crime getting to draw any cake through the ring,
against the noblest part of our physical na- go that our fate still rests in abeyance. The
ture, unless preceeded by an early retiring.

STAR: JULY

new-made mould; in thirty or forty minutes it will become set and hard. The
mold is then taken or cut off, by means of
kuives or chisels.

skirt wrong side outwards,-and though half
a dozen abigails offered to transplant the
lace and bows from one side to the other,

Early Rising. 3
snl

MORNING
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VOID
QUAOCKS,—A victim of early
indiaore
tion, causing norvons debility, premature decay
&o., having tried in vain every advertized remedy,
has discovered a simple means of self-cure, whiel
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receint of

a stamp to pay postage.
78 Rijsban St., New York,

Address

J. H, REEVF.
121

am

a
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MISCELLANEOTS.
The total number

ported

in New

of deaths

York,

.

by

her armies on a war footing.

sunstroke

re-

fatal.

The

average temperature was 90 degrees.

50; that

custom

of-havipg

liveried

ser-

_ anybody has to wear them.
A fresh attempt is being made in Maine to get
Gov. Chamberlain to allow himself to be voted
for by Democrats and sundry Republicans without any formality—but with no

success thus

far.

President Grant has accepted the invitation to
visit Providence, Sept. 17th, at the inauguration
of the soldiers’ monument.
He will be the
guest of Gen. Burnside, and afterwards stop at
Westerly, the guest of Hon. N. F. Dixon.
The
Postmaster-General is .endeavoring in
some way to secure’ the running of the German
steamers: He has ordered mails to be sent by the
Cunard line for the ‘present.
The Bremen line
has stopped its vessels.

The Georgia Legislative

Commies

fully ex-

onerates Gov. Bullock from the charges made"
against him by the State Treasurer, while its report reflects rather seriously upon the Treasurer,
who was charged with grave offenses by the
Governor.
The Washington correspondent of the Philadelphia Inquirer states that Senator Sumner says

that when Mr. Motley was appointed Minister to
England, Secretary Fish, through him (Sumner),
asked Mr. Motley to reduce his views on the
¢ Alabama” question to writing, and gave him

to understand

that they were

those

of the Ad-

ministration.
M. Prevost-Paradol, the new French minister,
who had but just occupied his house in Washington, committed suicide in his room at one
o'clock, last Wednesday morning, by pat
himself through the heart.
He was undoubttdly suffering from temporary aberration of mind,
caused by the intense heat.
The government has received offers from the
representatives of a new American steamship
company, to be formed for the purpose of carrying the mails. Itis probable that Some arrangements will be agreed upon.
Gen. George B. McClellan has been elected
chief engineer of the department of docks in
“New York.
A promiuent manufdluring
house of New
York, it is understood, has quietly made arrangements to employ one hundred Chinese laborers.
They are expected to begin work in the fall.
The Secretary of War has ordered a
inquiry into the alleged ill-treatment of
the colored cadet at West Point; but an
gation made by order of Gen. Pitcher,

perintendent, shows that

the reports

the inquiry isordered were greatly

court of
Smith,
investi-;
the Su-

on which

exaggerated.

Neither of the yachts racing across the Atlantic
has yet arrived.
Betting on the result is heavy
in New York.
Preparations are making to start the North
Pole expedition under Captain C, F. Hall next
spring.
The prospect ot starting an American line of
steamships to carry the European mails isnot

good.
General Sheridan and Minister Frelinghuysen
have Had interviews with the Presdident at Loug
Branch.
Itis reported’ that the latter has not
yet accepted his appointment.
There is considerable interest and ignorance
in Washington concerning the state of affairs in
North Carolina. On the one hand, it is claimed
that Governor Holden’s action in sending the
militia into certain countries was necessary, and,
on the other hand, thé act is denounced as entire-

ly unwarranted and

intended to help selfish and

partisan schemes.
FOREIGN.
Mr. Bancroft is to remain

at Berlin.

General

Kilpatrick has resigned the Chilian mission.
Authentic despatches confirm the
the slaughter of foreigners in Pekin.

reports

of

The subscription lists to the monument to be
erected to Voltaire have been signed by 205,000

persons who

contributed

to the fund about 40,

000 francs.
The President has accepted the resignation of
Gen. Kilpatrick as Minister to Chili,to take effect
‘the first of next September, and has nominated
Joseph P. Root of Kansas to the vacancy thus
created.
The French Emperor does not enjoy a reputa"tion for superior generalship among
military
men.
It is said he blundered egregiously during
the Austrian campaign of 1859, and was only
saved from disgrace by the prompt action of one
of his own generals and by the imbecility of the
Austrian eommanders.
Clearly the Prussians are determined to enshroud their militar;
vements in as much secrecy as possible. Wide
all manner of details
concerning the reorganization, officering and
movements
of French
troops are
reported,
scarcely a word do we receive from the Prus-

sians

beyond

the fact that they have

occupied

the frontier outposts in force.

France
struggle.

lost 80,000 men during the Crimean
The Italian campaigns carried off 60,

000

of

more

Napoleon’s

braves,

while

65,000

Frenchmen were sacrificed in the Chinese and
Mexican wars. The opening war is assuming
such mammoth proportions that Napoleon’s losses now promiseto exceed all these figures ag-

greguted.
The English appear to be feeling the effects of
the war in their business circles more severely
than any other nation. There is a general breakdown; men who were counted worth their hun-

dreds of thousands of pounds are declared
bankrupt, and general despair seems to have full
sway. Judging by tbe dispatches, the Liverpool
merchants had a panic on Tuesday in comparison with which the famous * black Friday” of
the New York gold Sunblers was a bright, sunshiny day.

:

At Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, of the 4th of July,

a party of excursionists, whilston
board a steamer on a pleasure cruise, displayed the American
flag in a position superior to the British flag.
The commander of the English gunboat Cherub,
which was in the harbor, sent an officer on
board and had the American flag hauled down.

, The ten thoueand taels given by the Chinese
Government to Mrs. Burlingame: is equivalent to
about $18,000 currency.

In 1809, one hundred

and

fifty-eight persons

were kilied by crocodiles in Java.

Two despatehes agree in the main account of a
skirmish between the opposing European forces.
It appears that 8 Prussian force made a recon-

noissance within the lines of the French army
and was repulsed, the French
to

Prussian

territory,

following

Perhaps

it back

a dozen

lives

were lost, The Prussians have partially destroyed the bridge at Strasburg. These are all the ac

replenished from

iho the Medical

a very important matter.
‘fresh

At

luncheon with

fuel to a boiler

or boiled

That

But those were days of fool-hardy youth. The
men I worked with used rum and gin for stéam,
considerably,
Whiskey seemed to serve their
turn, though they would look rather gaunt and
blue around the eyes after a hot day in the ryefield. I never could drink spiritg while in actual

exercise without roiling my stomach,
Later I tried ‘‘ switchell ”—a mixture of mo-

lasses and water with a dash of vinegar and a
spice of ginger. This used fo be rather popuar, but veteran harvesters generally drank it
with a sigh for the old times when every man

Some one thinks that he has found a means of
stopping bleeding at the nose, so simple asa
piece of paper put into the mouth and chewed
rapidly.

who expected to ge t any work done * furnished ”
the rum. In those days people must have gone
through haying drugged, as if it was a disagreeable surgical operation, like having aleg sawed
off. Still, I have heard of a farmer in the coarse
old dram-drinking times of fifty years ago, who
paid abstinent men higher wages, and garnished

The
snake moves himself along by means of
the scutes or scales on the underside of his body,
each of which is connected with and moved by
a pair of ribs.

A distinguished lawyer and engineer-is said by
the N. Y. Sun'to have invented a microscope of “his bountiful daily luncheon of ‘harvest cake”
with cool tumblers of rich milk. From such
eighty times the power of any heretofore used.
simple fountains spring the greenest oases in the
If a man could be seen entire under it he would
appear more than a hundred miles high; and a desert of life.
1 have seen a thin corn:meal gruel brought
fly would seem to cover a space as large: as the
into the hay-field hot.
Some liked it. A gruel
whole city of New York below Wall Street.
made of oat-meal would be more digestible. LaIn demolishing an old Episcopal church, in
Newtown, Ct., last week, a petrified cat was ter still,I tried ice water,—and have been
voutly thankful for it a hundred times.~1It is
found
under the floor near the pulpit.
The
capital to wet the head with when the sun beats
teeth, claws, ears, legs, tail and in fact the whole
down too fiercely under the lee of the wooded
animal are perfect.
The cat'has probably been
hillside,—and is the best preventive of #indead a hundred years.
stroke. Some #cidulous drink is very pleasant.
A cannon ball, weighing four pounds, was found
A can of grapes or strawberries will flavor a
afew days since, near the Eastern Railroard
gallon of ice’water.
Also prelerved barberries.
station, in Newburyport,buried two feet beneath
Lemons and sugary of course will quench thirst.
the surface. - It was covered with rust more than
The hay-makers of one of my neighbors coman eighth of an inch in thickness, indicating that
mend his iced tamarind water very highly. I
it had lain there a long while, very possibly
judge most hands would prefer its wholesome
since the day of the revolutionary war.
astringent acid to cider,
Apple juice, condensA contrivance to supply locomotive tenders
ed by. boiling to the consistence of molasses,
with water while ‘at full speed has been applied
makes a handy drink,—cheap and palatable,—
successfully on the Hudson River road. A tank is if diluted with ice water.— Hartford Courant.

sunk between the tracks

and filled with water,

Vegetables—Transportation.

in three-bushel crates,

promises to publish a detailed account.
More than six million visits were made to the

made

the same as the.

shake about, and
as they would if

could shake about.—Rural New

As I receive your
I always find some
of agriculture. In

all farmers would

do

selling milk, I find it requires much care to keep
the cows perfectly clean, and have adopted some

tive feature of New York.
It was stated at a recent meeting of the Roya]
Geographical Society that it was hoped, within
seven or eight months, Dr. Livingstone would

new measures which may be of some interest
to other milkers. In the first place the” floor on
which the cows stand is raised forward so that
water will run back into the trench which is

arrive safe in England.

* The Scientific Review reports thata firm in

about six inches lower than the floor. In the
morning, before I begin to milk, I take a hoe and

Birmingham proposeto attach shoe soles with
screws passed
through
eyelets in an endless
wire, laid in a channel cut into the sole to sink
the wire below +ho surface.

ter, with which I wash

their

which not only makes them
their teats from becoming

The inhabitants of the Marion Islands, which
were discovered in 1551, had no idea of fire.

weight to one

the sepulcher, and a chant is played.
Professor Wise, the aeronaut, regards the clue

to practical aerial transit as lying, not in improvements of the balloon, but in actual flight by
can in

time be

made as

large in proportion to the weight

of the human

body, and worked as

and

powerfully

surely

as

those of many insects and birds. New experiments to this end are developed at each annual
meeting of the British Aeronvut Society, now
oderating under the

Argyll,

presidency

of the

Duke

of

on the floor,

and

as I have some

is fastened overhead behind the cows,fittach a

J

On pressinga spring, the stone js rolled away,
the sentinels fall down, the holy women enter

means of “wings, which

then spread

when they first Lesome kind of an ani-

A Russian peasant has made a small repeater
wateh with a representation of the tomb ef
Christ, with the Roman sentin>ls on the watch.

Since that time we have met with many modes,

liant as before.

end of

the

cord,

slip-noose the

other end around the end of the cow’s tail, which
prevents her from brushing dirt into the milk,
I then brush the cows and begin to milk where

Ibegan

to wash.

I milk

into

a wooden

pail,

turn it into a tin strainer pail, and then strain
into a tin can through, a cloth strainer which is

attached to the top of the

can by a wire, and we

hear no complaint of dirty milk.

Much

might

of milking.

be said in regard to the manner

Begin gently and slowly, milk faster

ag the milk comes

into the udder, and don’t stop

to tell stories until you get done milking. Regularity as to time between milking is all impor-

tant.— Cong and Rec.
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Cultivating Apple Trees.
:

—

A correspondent
in Montgomery
County,
Penn , informs us that he can succeed with his
apple orchard in obtaining a crop as well as
any other field product upon his farm, He commences his orchard by selecting his trees himselfin the nursery, as a farmer selects his seed
before sowing; helps to take them up,as a farmer secures his seed; hauls them home late in the

afternoon or evening; puts

make

Heated

cases

in hydrogen, the dia-

compressed on the other; hence

ington City, was accustomed to eat but one meal
in twenty-four hours; if, after this, he had to go
to a party and take a second dinner, he ate nothing at all next day. He died at the age of sev-
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July 20, 1870,
BEEF—-Extra $13,756. to $14,00: Bat quality-$13,00 to

res

CATTLE

uality

$11,00to

eel,

WORKING OXEN—$150 to $275 per pair, or aceording to their value as Beef, Handy Steers, $90 to $125-

MiicH Cows—#30 to § 60; extra good, $65 to $85;

with or without
calves, as ‘may be agreed ; farrow
and ordinary, $30 to $50.
STORES—Yearling $14 to $25; two year old, $26 to
38; three years old, $10
to $62,
FAT HoGs—10 to 10.
SHOTES—Wholesale, 00 to 00c; retail 00 to (0c.

ne
T]

This to 7c;
Country lots, 6% to Te
~ 6Xto 7, Country lots 6 to 6c.

Ai
Wool $1,50 to $2,00 each; conatry lots
ca
CALF SKINS—16al7c.
ve

the
GOLD

vessels through which the requisite nourishment
flows being partially closed, the growth of the
fruit is retarded in proportion to the straining
and compression of the stalk.” Does not this account for the diminished health and vigor of trees

well known in Wash-
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A British pomologist (Dr. Lindley) states that
* The bending of branches of trees by an overcrop of fruit is most injprious, for the pores of
the woody stalk are strained on one side of the

Curiosities of Eating.
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stone white hot on platinum and plunge it intgy
oxygen, when -it is quietly consumed without
blackening, remaining brilliant to the last.
M.
Morren tells us further the diamonds have different crystalline structures, revealed by the appearance of halfzburnt specimens.

5. Bury} few slices of onions in their nests,

PRICES.

|

FEATHERS,

If any one, however, desires to indulge in the
expensive amesement, he may be glad to know

that in most

APPLES.

Western..s.....00 @ . 00

diamonds, which is a matter of little conse" 5
quence,since it is what people seldom wish to do.

2. Entrap the ants by means of narrow sheets
of stiff paper or strips of board. covered with
some sweet sticky substance; the ants attracted
by the sweets, and sticking fast, can be destroyed as often as a sufficient number are entrapped.
8. Lay fresh bones around their haunts; they
will leave - everything else to attack these, and
when thus fosuiglaed, can be dipped in hot
water.
4. Pour two or three spoonfuls of coal oil into
their holes, and they will abandon the nest,

enty.

Morren to

ond remains completely unaffected, even at the
temperature at which platinum melts.
In carbonic acid, however, it loses brilliancy, and also
weight, if the exposure to heat is prolonged.
M.
Morren tells us that if is often difficult to burn

times.

An old beau, formerly

Vain

in weight.
M. Morren succeeded in burning the
black deposit away by simply heating the stone:
to redness in the air; after which it was as bril.

recommended in the columns of our exchanges,
as being thoroughly effectual; they are worthy
of a trial, though we can not vouch for their
value, as we have not had an opportunity of
putting them to the test.
1. Pour, copiously, hot water, as near the boiling point as possible, down their burrows and
over their hills, and repeat the operation several

AND

STOCKS.

July 20,1870.
American

craseneenn 1223
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f 1865

which have been allowed to oveibea ?

:

Ne

A lady of culture,refinement, and unusual powers of observation and comparison, became a
widow.
Reduced from aflluence to poverty,with
a large family of small children dependent on her
manual labor for daily food, she made a variety
of experiments;to ascertain what articles could
be purchased for the least money, and would at
the same time,‘ go the farthest,” by keeping her
children longest from crying for something to eat.
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it gives fuel to the flame of life, and thus prevents it from sonsuming the fat and flesh of the
body.
If a person gets into the habit of taking a
lunch between breakfast and dinner, he will very
soon find himself getting faint about the regular
luncheon time; but let him be so pressed with.
important engagements for several cays in succession as to take uothing between meals, it will
not be long before he can dispense with his lunch

.s
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a penny’s

worth of tea or tobacco, or liquor, would keep off
the sense of hunger longer than a penny’s worth
of anything else. Scientific men
express
the
idea by saying, * Tea, like alcohol, retards the

bags thoroughly,
clean, but prevents
sore. Sawdust is

Cows s which are inclined to brush my face when
milking, I'takea cord, pass it over a pully which

the whole 6,944 verses in the New Testament,
the revised passages will not exceed one for every five verses. ~

The editor of the Canada Farmer says: Ata
{former residence we were much troubled with
ant hills on our lawn, and never succeeded in
‘subduing them, though we tried many methods.

clean this floor. I then take a bucket large
enough to hold a cow’s bag, fill it with cold wa-.

. A German chemist is said to have discovered
a method of bleaching the bran of Wheat so that
it can be cooked with the flour, thus adding to its
nutritive power without affecting the whiteness
of the bread.

of the English Bible, by which it appears that in

“To Destroy Ants.

Ribbons of every kind
cold suds and not rinsed.

with paintings, statuary, conservatories of plants,
well to read. From an experience of more than
mechanical inventions, and such attractions as
fifty years, I can say that milking is an important
a judicious use of a liberal supply of money can
operation, whether the milk is for the dairy or
gather in successive years. Itis believed that
for the market.
Having recently commenced,
such an Exhibition may be made a very attrac =%

Dr. Ellicott offers an estimate of the alterations which may be found necessary in the text

This curious result induced M.

and they

black.

some experiments
on the behavior of diamonds
exposed tp~heat under different conditions. The
stone appieared to be covered with a layer of
plumbago, which could not be removed by fric‘tion, and the stones were found to have increased

store crape.

paper from week to week,
good hints under the head
that of June 2d, is an

article on milking, which

were

lead, The stone of the lapidary, however, cut
away the black layer, and then it was found that
.| the weight of the stone had not been diminished.

hear this ?— Germantown Telegraph.

A bit of glue dissolved in skim-milk

fi

tion of a mammoth hall, which it is designed to fill

mal that fixed to and fed upon wood.

gives them
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char-

were his endeavors to restore the brlliancy of the
stone. Rubbing only made them shine like black

his surprise

a thorough examination to ferret out any worms,"
etc.
He says itis not nearly as much labor as
any other crop ol the farm.
Farmers, do you

Yorker.

Milking.

has

any

about halfa bucket to each tree, and

they
they

1d

been proposed of an Industrial Exhibition in this
city, to be opened in 1872, and to be kept in perpetual operation.
Thg Legislature has granted
a charter to £ company, authorizing the erec-

having

coal, moreover, he heated his muffle furnace with

Always fill the crates well, packing the articles
tightly, so they can not
will not rot as quickly

'

coal. When the studs were taken from the muffle he found that the enamel was perfect, but to

and hogs out; and when
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of dia- Dried :....... 7 @12 00
of hay- Green Winter 8 00 @10 00
.
able to State & Can... 00 @ 0 80
BEANS
he de-

the trees are a

cattle

bushel crate, but much stronger.

World's Fair of 1851 in Loudon during its duration of 141 days; an equal numbdr attended the
Exhibition of 1862 in the same city; the visitors
to the Sydenham Palace have been 30,000, 40,000,
and even 60,000 in a day. In view of the general

They were full of wonder
held it and believed it to be

termined to leave them.~—~Not

keeps all

YORE

Anthracite. 6 60 @ 700 (Olive,¥ gal..1 45 @ 1 5o | 4% Sold by Stationers and Dealers everyhhere.
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A New York commission house furnishes the
following directions for Packing:
The first principle to be observed is the “packing, and the
main point in this is ventilation.
Onions and potatoes, should be fully matured
before shipment, for if they are not fully matured and packed dry, they will easily rot. Do not
expose
them long
to the sun to dry,
but
as they become
dry, pack them, for the sun
will burn them.
Tomatoes should be pulled just on the turn to
ripen. If they are too green they will rot before
they will ripen, and if pulled ripe, they will rot
before they reach their destination. .
Cucumbers, peas and beans should be ripe, but
not enough to be liable to turn yellow, they being salible only while having a green color.
Citron melons should be shipped green,—nearly matured.
‘Watermelons should be ripe.
Onions, tomatoes, cucumbers, peas and beans
should be shipped in bushel crates.
Potatoes should be shipped in barrels” well
ing Whom certain vague traditions still remain
ventilated. Bore at least three holes, an inch in
in the minds of the older inhabitants.
diameter,in each stave, and several in the bot‘A marvelous discovery is reported ina RusCover with stout cloth covers, and cooper
sian newspaper.
A German savant has been tom.
the barrels tightly.
engaged for some time in exploring the plain of
Troy. While making some excavations near the | The yellow sweet potato is the only kind that
is salable in the New
York
market. They
village of Cyplax, he came suddenly upon the
are produced from the Jersey slip, which can
ruins of a Cyclopean wall about eight feet thick.
be furnishedto all who may want them. Cull
The works were actively pushed on, and, from
the Irish and sweet potatoes well before shipwhat has already been brought to light, he is
ment, and the culls’ can be shipped,” marked
convinced that he has at last discovered the re¢ culls.” They will bring half price. If shipmains of the famous Palace of Priam.
Indeed,
ped mixed in with large
potatoes, they will
he asserts that the part of the ruins already un_
injure the sale of theron. Every one will find it
covered exactly tallies with the deseription of
advantageous to ship good quality stuff,
the place given by Homer ia the Iliad. As soon
Watermelons and citron melons can be shipped
as the excavations are sufficiently advanced he

exhibitions of this kind, a plan

occasionally;

Stakes

She

from which, by the aid of a pipe dropped at the
proper time, the water is forced into the tender.
Upward of 1.600 gallons were in this wise forced
into the tender at the trial, the engine going at a
rate of35 miles an hour.
It has been generally believed that the collec
tion of ancient graves on the Congdon UpdikeSmith farm, at Wickford,R. I., was an Indian
burying ground; but recent developments prove
it to have been the burial place for family servants in the days of negro slavery in Rhode Island. One of the oldest graves,—and one which
was located the nearest to a conformity with
the Indian custom,—was opened last week, and
portions of the skeleton exhumed.
The shape
of tne skull, to say nothing of the absence of all
trinkets
and implements
of war,
showed it
to have been the last resting place of an African instead of a red man. "It is supposed
that this body had been buried about one hundred and twenty-five years. One of the more
perfect graves is marked by a stone,—the only
one bearing any
inscription
at all,—showing
that it contains
the remains of Tony Moffit,
known to have been a negro slave, and cocern-

intérest in

waters

like.
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few years planted, twice a ‘year, spring and fall,
scrapes the ‘trunk, scrubs it severely with cow
urine gathered in a tank from the stable, using

repast came like

of the meadow we were at held out till that time.
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"TA jeweler at Marseilles had a couple
mond shirt studs sent him for the purpose
ing the gold setting enameled. . Not being
remove easily the stones from the setting,

(for we breakfasted at five,

been hung an hour in the coolest side of the well.
I comld mow till one o’clock then,if the corner

of St.

around the tree bowl

firmly ; mulches;

eggs, was

and TI liked to wash it down with milk, that had

to ad-

University

or spring,

time, however, the 9 o’clock

gingerbread, dried-beef, fish

is explained by an item in the Camden Herald,
which says that the schooner Leaping Water,
Hopkins, just returned to Vinalhaven from a,
fishing voyage on
the banks, reports that in
weighing anchor ‘on or about May 28th, they
hove up a telegraph cable, which parted before
it could be cleared from the anchor. :
mit women
Petersburg.

the cool wcll

its snack of cold meat and hot bannocks of wheat,”

The mysterious breakage of the French cable

The Russian, Government. has decided

harvest there are

if it came at the end of my swath, and never cared particularly to have the field jug freshly.
that

Miss Lucy Forest, an American girl, has been
graduated in medicine at the College de ¥rance,
which gives her the right to practice as a physician in any part of the French dominions.

and

and sets the trees as he meeds them in

the ground

of, and give me a cooling wet shirt
to work in.
I could take it quite as well from the mill brook,

tuguese government, and that Admiral Glisson
has taken command of the American squadron in
European waters.

vants is said to be more prevalent than ever at
the watering places.this : eason, especially among
those who should wear liveries themselves if

removes

the mast careful manner, —applying two buckets
'| of water to each tree,—~one when the hole is half
filled up, the other when entirely filled, leaving

many.
I mind me sixteen years ago, how I
thought water was good enough to'make sweat

ha will retire from the administration of the Por-

General R. McKee, of Ky., has just been married to his first wife the second time. They were
divorced twenty-five years ago.

The snobbish

Of drinks for haying

Archbishep Kenrickof St. Louis has’

published in Rome a caustic pamphlet, entitled
¢ What has passed in the Council?’ that Saldan-

Itis said two Philadelphia newspapers have
long obituaries of Edwin Forrest in type awaiting the decease of the great tragedian.

Diamonds.

are to be planted
until next
day; has the
ground prpared beforehand and the holes dug;

Drinks for Harvest Time. ™

Besides the war news, the most important intelligence from abroad is, that the English House
of Commons has passed the education bill, 179 to

Tuesday, last week, was

35; 30 other cases reported were not
.

Rural and Domestic,

counts of actual hostilities received.
Austria,
Italy and Turkey have: proclaimed neutrality.
Russia will be neutral conditionally.
Denmark
declares war against Prussia. England will put

-y

Summary.
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